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Editor’s Note
As one who enjoys working on and driving old
cars, I’m quite familiar with the sickening feeling
one gets when one climbs into the driver’s seat,
turns the key, and . . . nothing happens. Oh, perhaps there’s a feeble “click” from the starter solenoid or a slow grinding noise from the engine,
but basically you’re pretty sure that this old car
isn’t going anywhere until you get out some
tools and start getting your hands dirty.
Newer cars are different. These days, we can
usually just climb in, turn the key, and roar off
down the street. Rarely do modern cars give us
trouble. Why should they? After all, we’re
talking about mature technologies—we’ve
been building and perfecting automobiles for
many, many years. Automobile breakdowns still
occur, but much less often than they did 30 or
40 years ago because the technology is becoming more foolproof all the time.
Not so with computers, of course. Here we’re
dealing not only with an immature technology,
but with a collection of immature technologies,
most of them constantly changing and all of
them cobbled together in a Rube Goldberg
scheme almost guaranteed to cause problems.

Thus, the digital equivalent of that sinking
feeling one gets when turning the ignition key to
no effect. It’s happened to all of us: Press the
button to boot your computer and nothing
happens—or nothing good, anyway. Perhaps the
system gets no power at all and just sits there—a
$1,200 doorstop. Or perhaps it attempts to start,
hard drive whirring, lights blinking, but to no
avail. Maybe the PC appears to boot, but then
continuously reboots: Like Sisyphus forever
rolling the rock up the hill, the poor machine
labors, fails, and then begins again.
The story of Sisyphus is a myth, of course; it’s
unlikely that anyone was ever punished by
being forced to roll a rock uphill forever. But
there’s nothing mythical—or pleasant—about
a computer failing to start. It happens all the
time and it is truly aggravating. Luckily, we’re
here for you. This issue is all about the various
ways in which a computer might fail to start
and, much more importantly, what to do when
it happens to you.

ROD SCHER, PUBLICATION EDITOR
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DESKTOPS & LAPTOPS

IBM/Lenovo, Apple Top Computer
Reliability Study
hen the majority of today’s
computer manufacturers
constantly tout their own machines as the most reliable in the
industry, it’s tough to get a handle
on which computers actually are
reliable. Systems often vary widely
in their hardware and software
configurations, so even similar
models from the same manufacturer can easily differ when it
comes to reliability.
Yet, trends begin to appear when
you hear from the trenches of computer repair. In fact, a recent study
by RESCUECOM (www.rescuecom
.com), a national computer repair
and support company, revealed
striking differences among some of
the biggest players in the industry.
The first annual RESCUECOM
Computer Reliability Report used
information based on more than
20,000 service calls, compared
it against the market share of
computer vendors, and developed
rankings based on that data that
calculated the percentage difference between vendors’ overall U.S.

W

Manufacturer

market share and the percentage of
calls placed to RESCUECOM regarding computers built by those
particular vendors.
Leading the pack was IBM/
Lenovo, with a score of 243,
trailed closely by Apple, with a
score of 201. From there, the
scores dropped drastically, with
HP/Compaq earning a score of 12,
Dell scoring 4, Gateway scoring
-12, and other vendors scoring a
combined -16.
“Whether it’s due to hardware
quality or vendor customer support, clearly IBM/Lenovo and
Apple are well ahead of their rivals when it comes to reliability,”
said David A. Milman, founder
and CEO of RESCUECOM, in
a release.
In the report, RESCUECOM
notes that despite the scores, the
reliability of HP/Compaq, Dell,
and Gateway are nonetheless solid,
and calls to the RESCUECOM
call center about HP/Compaq and
Dell “were less likely to have
been placed than their market

*U.S. Computer Market Share
(percentage of computers sold)

share would indicate.” The repair
company also recommends sticking
with “the names you know,” because the reliability score for less
popular vendors (those in the
“Others” category) was much lower
than the scores for some of the
other major brands.
Although the study gives an
indication of reliability from a
third-party repair perspective, it
doesn’t take into consideration
the number of users who rely on
the vendors’ warranty services or
other vendor-specific repair programs for issues with their computers. For example, if Apple
customers are primarily contacting Apple to handle their
computer problems, it’s likely
those customers wouldn’t also
contact a third-party service such
as RESCUECOM. Further, users
of computers with a heavy enterprise presence—such as those
manufactured by IBM/Lenovo—
could be more likely to rely on inhouse support than a third-party
repair service. ❙

**RESCUECOM Repair Share
(percentage of calls to 1-800-RESCUE7)

Reliability Score***

IBM/Lenovo

4.38%

1.8%

243

Apple

4.02%

2%

201

HP/Compaq

17.9%

15.8%

12

Dell

30.7%

29.4%

4

Gateway

5.8%

6.5%

-12

Others

37.02%

44.4%

-16

* Source: Gartner- Average of Q2 U.S. Computer Vendor Market Share data from 2003 to 2006.
** Source: RESCUECOM- Data based on more than 20,000 calls into 1-800-RESCUE7 in Q2 2006.
*** Percentage difference between U.S. market share and RESCUECOM repair share.
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STORAGE

Will Your Data Last A Lifetime?
100 years. This innovation comes thanks to
the use of Te-O-Pd, a tellurium suboxide palladium-doped phase-change
recording film, which allows for
high transmittance and ultimately multiple layers.
While this potential life span
sounds impressive, the question remains whether Blu-ray
drives will actually exist long
into the future. According to
the Blu-ray Disc Association
(www.blu-raydisc.com) itself,
the format is expected to “stay
relevant” for 10 to 15 years,
making a 100-year life span likely irrelevant. However, if Blu-ray
Discs prove sturdy even over 10 or
15 years, they would provide a much
more reliable storage format than previous optical formats. ❙

lthough many of us once expected CDs
to last a lifetime, the bitter truth
about the media surfaced only a few
years after its emergence, when
complaints started pouring in
about the fragility of the discs.
Whether due to rough handling, prolonged exposure to
elements, or poor dye quality,
we now know that CDs provide no guarantee they’ll
keep your data safe even five
years from now.
But as we move toward the
next generation of optical
media, we’re again hearing
promises that discs could last
a lifetime. This time, it’s Blu-ray,
with Panasonic (www.panasonic.com)
recently announcing that it has developed a four-layer Blu-ray Disc that can last

A

DISPLAYS

Consumers Not Likely To Gloss Over LCDs
relatively recent trend among notebook manufacturers is the inclusion
of glossy screens, which look fantastic
in the right lighting conditions but
can deliver annoying glare in notso-right conditions. Could the
antiglare (or matte) screen be on
its way out? Not if consumers
have a say in the matter, according to a recent online poll
conducted by Lenovo (www
.lenovo.com).
When asked whether they’d
prefer an antiglare or glossy
screen, an overwhelming 86% of
respondents indicated they preferred antiglare screens, while 8% preferred glossy screens, and 5% were
indifferent.

A

According to Lenovo blogger David Hill,
glossy screens are “aimed at the consumer who seeks a degree of sharpness in their display for viewing
movies, working with images, and
who is attracted to a sharp and
shiny design experience.” On
the other hand, he explains, detractors note that glossy screens
also have downsides, including
light reflectivity and a propensity for displaying fingerprints.
Although glossy screens do
exhibit more glare, particularly
when overhead or side lighting is
present, proponents claim that the
screens provide much higher contrast,
more accurate and vibrant colors, and
better sharpness than antiglare screens. ❙
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PRINTERS & PERIPHERALS

New Keyboard Senses Your Presence
hen it comes to wireless peripherals, mice
tend to receive the lion’s share of nifty
new technologies. But the innovation
scale could soon tip in the keyboard’s
favor, beginning with Microsoft’s
new Wireless Entertainment Desktop 8000.
Billed as the “first-ever rechargeable mouse and backlit keyboard
solution,” this Bluetooth combo
features a charging hub that lets
users connect both the mouse and
keyboard in one spot. And while
this mouse and keyboard feature a
bevy of features we’d expect in any
respectable input combo, the keyboard integrates some particularly interesting tools.
Several technologies from Synaptics
(www.synaptics.com), a developer of interface
solutions for mobile computing, are included in the 8000

W

keyboard. The company’s capacitive presence detection senses when the user approaches the keyboard, senses when the user leaves, and
adjusts standby and active settings
accordingly. Also included from
Synaptics is LightTouch, which
delivers 17 illuminated buttons
that provide quick access to applications and function keys.
Synaptics also contributed to the
combo’s mouse with its NavPoint technology, which lets
users toggle between navigation
modes, including 2D cursor control and scroll mode.
“The Microsoft Wireless Entertainment Desktop keyboards exemplify how the application of Synaptics’
core capacitive technology can offer new and
compelling experiences in the digital home,” said
Synaptics General Manager Tom Tiernan. ❙

CPUs, CHIPS & CARDS

Samsung Shrinks DRAM Process To Boost Performance, Decrease Power
PU manufacturers tend to garner most of the attention in the chip world, but memory manufacturers are
diligently working to advance their own products. A particularly notable innovation was recently announced by
Samsung Electronics (www.samsung.com), which developed the first DDR2 DRAM (double-data-rate, secondgeneration dynamic RAM) chips using a 50-nanometer
manufacturing process.
Samsung’s new 1GB DRAM chip features a 3D transistor
design and multilayered dielectric technology, which the
company says will greatly increase performance and data
storage capabilities. The 3D transistor helps to reduce
power consumption and boost performance by optimizing
electron speed.
According to Samsung, as the memory circuit shrinks, it
becomes more difficult to “secure and sustain sufficient volumes of electrons.” However, the dielectric layer allows the
chip to sustain higher electron volumes, in turn allowing
for more storage capacity and better reliability.

C
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The company’s 50nm DRAM process can work in tandem
with Samsung’s proprietary RCAT (Recess Channel Array
Transistor) technology, a 3D technology that doubles the refresh term of DRAM and allows higher scalability, regardless
of chip size. That technology could also prove valuable for
circuitry when manufacturing processes extend below 50nm.
Mass production for the chips, which could find homes
in both graphics and mobile DRAM, is expected to begin
in 2008. ❙
New DDR2 DRAM (double-data-rate, second-generation dynamic
RAM) chips from Samsung are the first to use a
50-nanometer manufacturing
process and
boast improved
performance and
reduced power
consumption.

TECH

NEWS

DIGITAL MISCELLANEA

Patients Want Doctors To Go Online
lthough the medical profession has become more online-friendly, there’s plenty of room for improvement, according to a recent poll by Harris Interactive
(www.harrisinteractive.com) and The Wall Street Journal
(www.wsj.com).
When asked whether access to electronic medical records
would influence their choice of physicians, 54% of patients
said that it would. Even more influential is
email, with 62% of respondents indicating the
ability of a physician to email them or family
members would influence their decision to
choose a practitioner.
An overwhelming 77% of respondents indicated they’d like email reminders from doctors
when they’re due for a visit or other medical care,
while 75% would like the ability to schedule a
doctor’s visit via the Internet. Similarly, 74%
would like the ability to communicate via email
directly with their doctor; 67% would like to receive the results of diagnostic tests via email; and
57% would like a home monitoring device that
can send medical information to the doctor’s office via email or telephone.
When asked if these technologies were currently available from their doctors or hospitals and
whether they were using them, nearly three-quarters
of respondents indicated the technologies were not

A

available. Most of the other respondents indicated they
weren’t sure if the technologies were available.
Although many health facilities don’t provide online
amenities, other health care providers are now letting patients
make appointments, refill prescriptions, and perform other
health-related tasks online. ❙

While many health facilities don’t provide online amenities, others
now allow patients to make appointments, request referrals, refill
prescriptions, and perform other activities online.

PROBLEM-SOLVER: TROUBLESHOOTING THE NEWS

Why won’t my computer recognize
my SATA hard drive?
If you install a SATA (Serial
ATA) hard drive and the drive
doesn’t appear on the BIOS (Basic
Input/Output System) boot screen
(or in Windows), try resetting your
BIOS to its default settings. If you’re
not sure how to accomplish this,
check your motherboard manual
for instructions.

though you want it on), there could
be a problem with the power cord.
Try replacing the cord (if it’s replaceable). If the problem persists,
try taping down the power button.
If that does the trick, leave the
button taped and use a power strip
to turn the monitor on and off until you can get it repaired by the
manufacturer or an authorized
repair facility.

Why does my LCD constantly turn
on and off?
If your LCD can’t decide whether
it wants to stay on or off (even

My rechargeable wireless mouse
loses its charge too quickly.
If the batteries are replaceable, replace them. Also, try cleaning the

contacts on both the mouse and the
charging cradle using a computer
contact cleaner. As a last resort, you
can try cleaning the contacts by lightly
rubbing them with a pencil eraser.
My newly built PC shuts down
during the boot sequence.
A common mistake when building
a new PC is not fully fastening the
CPU’s heatsink assembly. Make sure
the heatsink is fully connected according to the manufacturer’s instructions, because if it isn’t, the PC
might automatically shut down to
prevent heat damage. ❙
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CONVERGENT TECH: PDAs & SMARTPHONES

Mobile Web More Popular Across The Atlantic
hances are decent that you own a
mobile device that can connect to
the Web. But the chances that you actually use it are slim, according to a recent study by comScore Networks
(www.comscore.com); though, that’s
not the case elsewhere in the world,
where mobile Web use outpaces that
in the United States.
The firm’s Mobile Tracking Study
analyzed how consumers across six
countries access Internet content from
their mobile phones. The firm discovered that 29% of European Internet
users regularly access the Web from
their mobile phones. Germany and
Italy have the highest percentages of
online users accessing the Web from
their mobile phones, at 34% for each
country, followed by France at 28%,
Spain at 26%, and the United Kingdom
at 24%. The United States had the
lowest percentage in the study, at 19%.
Further, the study found that men
are somewhat more likely to use their
mobile phones to access the Web than
women. While Internet penetration is
split evenly between men and women
across all six countries studied, 55% of
people using mobile phones to access
the Web are male.
The study examined phone brands
used to access the Web and found that
in the United States, Motorola (www
.motorola.com) leads the way at
26%, followed by Nokia (www.nokia
.com) at 17%, Samsung at 10%, Sony
Ericsson (www.sonyericsson.com) at

C

DULY

QUOTED

6%, and other manufacturers combined for 41%. However, among all
combined countries studied, Nokia
leads the way. In Italy, 50% of people
accessing the mobile Web use Nokia
phones, while 39% of people use
Nokia phones for the task in Spain and
the United Kingdom.
Mobile Web surfers most often
visit online portals, such as Google
(mobile.google.com), Yahoo! (mobile
.yahoo.com), and MSN (mobile.msn
.com), according to the study. In the
United States, a whopping 74% of
mobile Web surfers most often use
online portals, while only 5% use operator portals. The numbers are less
drastic in European countries, where
mobile Web users most regularly visit
online portals but are also apt to use
operator portals, specific mobile sites,
commerce sites, and news sites.
“Three-quarters of American mobile Web surfers access content from
the leading online portals such as
Google, Yahoo!, and MSN, compared
to only 30% of Europeans,” said Bob
Ivins, managing director of comScore Europe. “In Europe, the mobile Internet appears to mirror the
dynamics of the fixed Internet.
Google remains strong but the other
U.S.-based portals achieve much
lower penetration, facing stiff
competition from local competitors—in this case the mobile providers—who have the
structural advantage of a degree

of control over the access point and
interface from the mobile phone.” ❙

Even though your
phone likely has
mobile Web
capability, you’re
probably not
using it, according
to a study that
examined the
activity in the
United States
and Europe.

“We did have active development.
The question is whether it was enough.”

—Dean Hachamovitch, Microsoft’s general manager for Internet Explorer, comments on the company’s efforts to release a
new version of IE. Microsoft’s recent release of IE7 comes amid declining market share as competitors,
such as Mozilla Firefox, enjoy increased popularity.
Source: AP
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News From The Help Desk
Our Most Common Tech Calls
Each month, we receive numerous technical support calls and
email messages. Some computer problems are fairly common,
and we find that many callers struggle to resolve the same issues.
In this article, we cover three of the most common or timely tech
support questions and provide our solution for each of them.

Q

I need to edit the Registry, and I know how important it
is to make a backup of the Registry first. How can I
create a backup?

A

It’s relatively easy to make a backup of the Windows
Registry. First, click the Start menu and click Run.
If you’re using Windows 2000/XP, type regedit in the
Open field and click the OK button. This will open the
Registry Editor utility. Next, you’ll need to export a backup
copy of the Registry. To do this, click the File menu and
click Export. Browse to the location to which you want to
save the backup file and click to highlight it. Make sure that
the All radio button is selected under Export Range. Then
type a name for the backup file in the File Name field. Leave
the file type set as Registration Files (*.reg) and click the
Save button. If you need to restore the Registry from this
backup at a later time, launch the Registry Editor by
clicking Start and Run, typing regedit in the Open field, and
clicking the OK button. Click the File menu and then click
Import. Browse to the backup file you exported and
double-click to import it.
If you’re using Windows 98/Me, type scanregw in the
Open field and click OK. A dialog box will prompt you to
back up the Registry. Click Yes to confirm that you want to
create a backup copy. When you see the message Backup
Complete, click OK. You can find the backup of the
Registry in C:\WINDOWS\SYSBCKUP. If you don’t see
this folder or the files within it, click the View menu and

It’s fairly simple
to make a backup
of the Registry
using the Registry
Editor application.

COMPILED BY KYLEE DICKEY

then click Options. Click the View tab, select Show All Files,
and click OK. The Registry backup file has a .CAB (cabinet)
extension. The file’s name starts with “Rb” and is followed
by a multiple-digit number. If you need to restore the
Registry later, double-click the CAB file that is your
Registry backup. Then select all of the files and drag them
to C:\WINDOWS to replace the damaged files.

Q

When I click a link in an email message, nothing hap pens. The corresponding Web pages used to load in
I n t er n et Ex plo r er w hen I c lic k ed suc h lin k s. I s t her e a w ay t o
once again make emailed links load when I click them?

A

There are a few steps you can take to resolve this
problem. Start with the simplest. Make sure that a file
association is declared for HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language) files. To do this, right-click the Start menu and
click Explore. In the resulting window, open the Tools
menu and select Folder Options. In the Folder Options dialog box, click the File Types tab. Wait for the Registered
File Types list to load and then scroll through the list until
you find the extension HTM. Click to select it. Under the
Details For ‘HTM’ Extension section, make sure it says
Opens With: Internet Explorer. If it doesn’t, click the
Change button. If you see Internet Explorer in the list of
Programs, double-click to select it. If Internet Explorer is
not listed, click the Browse button. You should find IE at
C:\PROGRAM FILES\INTERNET EXPLORER\IEXPLORE.EXE. After you’ve double-clicked Iexplore.exe, click
the OK button to exit the Open With window. You may
also need to change the file association for the extension
HTML to IE. To do so, select HTML from the Registered
File Types list and then repeat the steps you took to change
the file association for HTM files. When you’re finished
changing file associations,
If Web pages don’t load when
you click links in email messages,
make sure the Internet Explorer
Should Check To See Whether It
Is The Default Browser checkbox is
selected. You can find this in the
Tools menu by clicking Internet
Options and selecting the
Programs tab.
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click the OK button. Try clicking a link in an email message
to see if this fixed the problem.
If the link still doesn’t work, check IE’s configurations. To
do this, launch IE. Click the Tools menu, Internet Options,
and the Programs tab. At the bottom of the Internet Options
dialog box, make sure that the Internet Explorer Should
Check To See Whether It Is The Default Browser checkbox
is selected and then click OK. Click File and Close and be
sure to close any other IE windows that are open. Launch
your email application and try to click a link in an email
message again. Most of the time, these steps will resolve the
problem. If not, you will need to continue troubleshooting.
You may also need to check the security settings for the
program that you use to read your email. Some programs
let you designate whether you can or cannot click links in
email messages. Explore the security settings for your software or check the program’s documentation to see if there
is a setting to disable or enable HTML links in messages.
The next steps you’ll need to take involve the Registry,
which is a somewhat risky place to be working. You should
create a backup of the Registry before you proceed. (See the
previous question in this article for instructions for backing
up the Registry.)
Next, click the Start menu and click Run. In the Open
field, type regsvr32 urlmon.dll. Click OK. Restart your computer and try to click a link in an email message. If it still
doesn’t work, click the Start menu and click Run. Type
regsvr32 shdocvw.dll in the Open field, click OK, restart your
computer, and try clicking a link in an email message again.
If links still don’t open when you click them, you’ll need
to repeat this process of clicking Start and Run, typing a
string in the Open field, clicking OK, and restarting your
computer until you are able to open links in email messages
again. The character strings you should type in the Open
field include regsvr32 msjava.dll, regsvr32 actxprxy.dll,
regsvr32 oleaut32.dll, regsvr32 mshtml.dll, regsvr32
browseui.dll, and regsrv32 shell32.dll. Entering one of these
items in the Open field and restarting the computer will
usually resolve problems opening links in email messages.

Q

I can’t edit one of my Microsoft Excel workbooks. When
I try to save the file, a dialog box informs me that the file
is read-only and locked for editing by another user. However,
there are no other users on my system or network. How can I
unlock this document so that I can edit it again?

A

Often, the “locked for editing” error message appears
after Excel failed to shut down successfully. This may
be because you didn’t shut your computer down properly,
but it may also have been a simple error that occurred when
Excel was shutting down. The simplest way to solve this
problem is usually to restart your computer.
If you’ve made changes to the file that you don’t want to
lose, you have two options. First, you can click File and Save
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When you can’t save an Excel
document because an error message
tells you that the file is locked for
editing by another user, you can
often correct the problem by clicking
Tools, Share Workbook, and selecting
the Allow Changes By More Than One
User At The Same Time checkbox.
As and save the file with a different name. You may then
edit and save the renamed file. The second option is to click
Excel’s Tools menu and select Share Workbook. In the resulting Share Workbook dialog box, make sure that the
Editing tab is selected. Select the Allow Changes By More
Than One User At The Same Time checkbox and then click
the OK button. Occasionally, this fix won’t work, but most
of the time, you’ll be able to edit and save the file after following these steps.
Once you’ve successfully saved the file, click File and Exit
and then restart your computer. If a dialog box appears and
states that Windows cannot shut down because Excel is not
responding, click Yes to confirm that it is OK for Windows
to force the program to quit.
After your computer restarts, if you changed Excel’s settings to allow more than one user to edit the file at the same
time, you’ll need to change the settings back to the way that
they were before to protect your system and files. To do this,
open your Excel document. Click the Tools menu and select
Share Workbook. Deselect the Allow Changes By More Than
One User At The Same Time checkbox and click OK. ❙❙

Feature Package Topics
Each Smart Computing issue includes tips, reviews, and information about a variety of topics. However, each issue
also has a featured group of articles about a selected topic.
Below is a list of the Feature Packages from the previous
year. As a Smart Computing subscriber, you have access to
all of our archived articles at www.smartcomputing.com.
January 2006:
February 2006:
March 2006:
April 2006:
May 2006:
June 2006:
July 2006:
August 2006:
September 2006:
October 2006:
November 2006:
December 2006:

Troubleshoot! Solve Software Problems
What’s Slowing Down Your PC?
Reinstall Your Operating System
Protect Yourself Against Viruses & Spyware
Vista vs. XP
How To Restore Your PC
Repair & Speed Up Your System
Fix & Avoid Photo Problems
Clean Up Your Computer
Uninstall Stubborn Software
Easy Answers To Your Printing Questions
Make Your PC A Media Center
& Holiday Buyers’ Guide
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Acronis True Image 10.0 Home | MSRP: $49.99 | www.acronis.com

Backing Up Can Be Easy To Do
Acronis TrueImage 10 creates an exact
copy of your hard drive so that in an
emergency you can instantly and
easily restore your entire system, including the operating system, all of
your applications, and every valuable
piece of data. You can even restore all
of your settings for Microsoft Office,
iTunes, Windows Media Player, and
dozens of other popular applications.
True Image 10 offers the same reliability and ease of use you’ve come to
expect from Acronis, and adds exciting new features. The new release
allows you to:

• Back up your music, audio, and
video—your digital memories are safe
with True Image.

• Explore backups—easily search and
recover particular files in archives just
as you do in Windows Explorer.

• Create backup rules—ensure that you
never run out of space by setting limits
on the amount of space allocated for
backups, the number of backups, and
the length of time you keep backups.

But don’t take our word for it.
Download a free trial and use the new
version of True Image for 15 days.
We’re sure you’ll love it.

• Back up and restore specific files—no
need to back up or restore the entire
drive when there’s no need to.
• Protect your Microsoft Outlook files—
preserve your emails, contacts, calendar,
tasks, notes, signatures, and more.
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Actiontec’s VoSKY™ Internet Phone Wizard | MSRP: $49.95 (1 yr.) | www.vosky.com

With The VoSKY™ Internet Phone Wizard You Can

Make Free Skype And Regular Calls
With Your Analog Phone
The Internet Phone Wizard combines
the best of both worlds: the ease and
convenience of your normal phone
and the ability to make free Skype calls.
Use your ordinary telephone for regular (land-line) calls and for making
Skype calls with your computer. Just
connect the Wizard to your computer
and plug your analog phone into the
device. If you want to use the same
telephone for regular calls, simply connect the Wizard to the telephone jack
in your wall. It’s easy to do and easy to
use, and you’ll quickly recover the cost

of the Internet Phone Wizard by
placing your free Skype calls.
• Easy to connect, simple to use
• Continue using your analog phone
for regular calls
• Make free Internet telephone calls
with your regular phone
• It’s like getting a second telephone
line for free!
It’s simple: To make a call, just pick
up the phone and dial the number of

the Skype user you wish to call. When
you receive a Skype call, your regular
telephone will ring; just pick it up and
start talking!
The Internet Phone Wizard works
with Skype's free VoIP software to let
you make free Internet telephone calls
to other Skype users through your
analog phone. And you can still use
the phone for regular calls!
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Tenebril SpyCatcher 2006 | MSRP: $29.95 (1 yr.) | www.tenebril.com

Detect & Remove Spyware Easily & Safely
Tenebril’s SpyCatcher 2006 uses contextual intelligence and behavioral
analysis to provide preemptive
blocking techniques that will keep you
safe from spyware. SpyCatcher catches
even the most aggressive spyware
without requiring any technical knowhow from the user. It automates the
removal process and helps you distinguish between good and bad programs, enabling you to remove
programs with confidence. SpyCatcher
takes the worry out of computing.

With SpyCatcher, you get:
• Ease of use, control, and performance
• The industry's fastest, most powerful,
and most comprehensive spyware
detection
• The safest and most efficient way to
remove spyware
• The best defense against spyware
When you use SpyCatcher, you’re
using a product from a leader in antispyware research. Tenebril’s SpyCatcher

2006 works with Windows 2000 or
higher, and requires only a 350MhZ
Pentium or better, 64MB of RAM, and
16MB of hard drive space.
SpyCatcher is the award-winning
security tool that can help you get
more fun and productivity—and less
frustration—out of your computing.
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Visioneer OneTouch 7300 USB Scanner | MSRP: $69.99 | www.visioneer.com

Visioneer OneTouch 7300 USB Scanner
The OneTouch 7300 USB is the
thinnest, most portable flatbed scanner
you’ll find, but it’s packed with features
usually found only in larger scanners:
•
•
•
•
•

1200 x 1200 dpi optical
48-bit internal color
USB bus powered
Hinged lid for 3D & book scans
Easy to set up and use

Just press a OneTouch button to
scan and send an image to the destination of your choice. Default button

settings give perfect results on
common scanning tasks, but the
OneTouch preferences utility also allows you to customize the buttons if
you wish.
The OneTouch 7300 USB’s special
lid hinge lets you easily scan larger
books and magazines, as well as 3D
objects. No power supply cable is
needed. Just connect the USB cable to
your PC and it functions as the scanner's power supply, providing connectivity and power in one cable. Fewer
cables, less hassle, and fewer things to
carry around.

The Visioneer OneTouch 7300 USB
comes complete with ScanSoft's
PaperPort with built-in OCR and
ArcSoft PhotoImpression. You have
everything you need to accomplish
most home and small office tasks,
from image editing to OCR (optical
character recognition), and from organizing files to locating documents.
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The Great Portable
Media Player Debate
Should Life Be This Enjoyable?
Blaine Flamig
Send your comments to
blaine@smartcomputing.com

80GB Picture Porter Elite
$469
Digital Foci
(310) 763-9100
www.digitalfoci.com

ou’d think after nearly a decade of writing
Y
about and working with technology, I’d
sing its praises up and down, but I can’t completely. My tech life is torn into two conflicting identities: geek and purist. Because of
this, I can’t be a full-pledged member of the
geek fraternity, only a frequent visitor.
Most of my office colleagues are geeks,
probably because the majority is younger
than me and grew up with technology
rooted in their everyday lives. They seemingly live, breathe, and adapt to modern
times easily. I don’t. As cool as their side of
the fence looks, I’m more comfortable over
here where we hypocrites and flip-floppers
tout the technology we like but scorn the
stuff we consider unnecessary.
For example, for safety reasons,
I love that my wife and son
own cell phones. I don’t have
one myself, though, and probably never will because the little
purist sitting on my shoulder
says cell phones are sinisterly
intrusive and reek of disrespect.
I do own an MP3 player, but
the little purist won’t let me
transfer my albums and cassettes to digital files while
there’s still a record and cassette player in
my house. I could go on all day. . . .
After much contemplation, I’ve chalked
my conflicting convictions up to having
Charlie Brown’s Disease. I’m wishy-washy.
Where some people say, “Love it or leave it,”
I say, “Love it but leave it alone.” Call me old
school, sentimental, or just irrational, but
some ideals I can’t budge from, even though
it would probably make my life more enjoyable. The little geek loves that I can pause live
TV; the little purist makes me feel weird
about skipping the commercials.
Digital Foci’s 80GB Picture Porter Elite, a
very versatile portable media player, is one of

those products I can’t decide if I should love
and use or love but keep my distance from.
After using the player for several weeks, I’m
certain that I love everything it can do, which
is a lot. Conversely, I’m not sure anyone deserves to have a device that can literally keep
you entertained all day, every day. Really,
should life be this enjoyable?
The Picture Porter Elite lets you watch up
to four hours of video on its 3.6-inch color
screen. It can also display photos (with pan,
zoom, and slideshow functions); act as an external hard drive; print photos from compatible printers (bypassing a computer); play 12
hours of continuous MP3, WMA, AAC, and
WAV audio; broadcast FM radio; record
MPEG-4 video from a TV or other source;
play games; and connect to projectors.
Beyond all that, you can also record voice
messages using the Elite’s built-in microphone and listen to audio via its external
speaker (which sounds decent enough, other
than the volume being a bit weak). Beyond,
beyond all that, the Elite is easy to use; is paperback-sized (although a bit hefty at 11
ounces); and comes with plenty of useful accessories, including earphones, AC adapter,
rechargeable Li-Ion battery, wrist wrap, carrying case, remote control, USB cable, and
audio and video RCA cables. Further, it
works with most Windows, Mac, and Linux
versions, and its very handy built-in
memory card reader supports the major formats, including Microdrive, Memory Stick,
CompactFlash, Secure Digital, and MMC.
It’s hard to imagine needing more than
80GB of portable storage, but a 100GB version is also available, as is a 40GB model.
Individually, I love each of the Elite’s functions. I mean, come on: music, movies,
games, photos I can show off wherever I
go. . . . Collectively, though, there’s something dangerous about this device. Just in the
short time I’ve used it, feelings of neglect and
selfishness have drenched me. That is, I’ve
neglected my other responsibilities and selfishly don’t want to give the thing back. Even
coughing up the sizeable $469 asking price
doesn’t seem insurmountable. The little geek
on my shoulder keeps saying, “Come on, kid,
you deserve it.” Still, the stupid, little purist
on my other shoulder keeps countering,
“You’re going soft, man. What’s next? An
HDTV?” Perish the thought. ❙❙
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TV On The Trail
Tape It & Take It
Joshua Gulick
Send your comments to
joshua@smartcomputing.com

s geeky as I am, I’m often flustered by
A
everyday electronics that don’t seem to
confuse anyone else: I waffle between the
Credit and Debit options when I swipe my
bank card at the cash register, and I’ve inherited my father’s inability to speak coherently
at drive-thrus. My DVD player occasionally
insists that I speak Spanish.
So I take some comfort in knowing that
I’m not alone when it comes to setting the
VCR’s record timer. I was excited to learn
about RoverTv, an easy-to-use device that
can record shows from my TV and play
them back on a built-in screen.

TV In My Pocket

RoverTv
$349 (Wide Screen)
Doghouse Electronics
(205) 803-3026
www.rovertv.com

The RoverTv is a portable
media player. Recording TV
shows is a snap. Thanks to the
simple, easy-to-navigate menus,
you can set the RoverTv’s clock
and its timer. The device records the show while you’re
gone so you can watch it on the
morning train. The sound (via
included headphones that have
a built-in volume control) is great. The images are bright and clear, and the video isn’t
choppy: Watching TV on it is a pleasure.
As with other media players, the RoverTv
has an operating system that lets you change
the device’s settings and browse the media
on the unit. You can play common music
file types, such as MP3 and WMA, watch
videos in the popular MP4 format, and
record TV shows and FM radio. You can
also display photos.

Not An iPod
As with any portable media player, the
RoverTv finds itself compared to the iPod.
But it doesn’t really compete with the iPod.
Sure, it can play music and display photos,
but its claim to fame is TV recording,
whereas the iPod owes a great deal of its
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popularity to iTunes. You can buy TV
shows from iTunes, but the iPod doesn’t
have built-in TV recording capabilities.
Another key difference is the way each
stores content. Apple designed the iPod to
store libraries of music and video content.
The company uses hard drives, which are
much more complex and prone to damage
than flash memory, to give its video iPods
between 30 and 80GB of storage.
The RoverTv, on the other hand, handles
smaller amounts of data at a time. It includes
a 2GB SD (Secure Digital) flash memory
card (it’s a high-speed card—standard SD
cards can provide playback problems, according to Doghouse), which stores several
hours of TV. You could, of course, expand
the device’s storage capabilities by carrying
multiple SD cards. However, SD cards aren’t
cheap, so I think most customers will use the
RoverTv to record programs, watch them,
and then delete them so they can record new
shows for the next day’s commute.

TV Trouble
TV playback is one of the RoverTv’s
main features: Thanks to an included cable,
you should be able to finish your show on
your main TV when you get home from
work. Unfortunately, I encountered a
problem with TV playback—the audio
stuttered in all but one of the screen sizes
that RoverTv supports (including 16:9 and
4:3). The device offered smooth audio only
when in the smallest of display modes,
which was too small for me to watch comfortably from more than a few feet away.
Doghouse assures me that not all
RoverTvs have this problem, that the next
manufacturing run will not suffer from it,
and that Doghouse will replace any
RoverTv that has this issue, as it’s covered
under the unit’s one-year warranty. However, I haven’t seen a RoverTv that lacks
this defect, as both of the review units I
tested had the problem. Therefore, I can’t
recommend the RoverTv to anyone who is
interested in playing recorded TV in fullscreen mode on a TV. That’s too bad, because I would otherwise give the RoverTv a
big thumbs-up. If you want to record TV
and watch it on the RoverTv only during a
commute, you’ll like this device. ❙❙
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A Mouse A Day
Two Mice That Aim To Keep You Healthy
Kylee Dickey
Send your comments to
kylee@smartcomputing.com

ith the amount of time that I spend at a
W
computer, I’m increasingly interested
in equipment that will make my workday as
comfortable as possible. Of course, there are
the standard ergonomic, split-style keyboards, but today, there are many other options for staying comfortable and healthy at
your computer. This month, I spent some
time with two mice that take quite different
approaches to keeping you healthy.

No More Twist & Shout

VerticalMouse 2
$75 (right-handed)
$105 (left-handed)
Evoluent
(650) 355-2467
www.evoluent.com

Germ Free Wireless Laser
Mouse
$39.95
IOGEAR
(866) 946-4327
(949) 453-8782
www.iogear.com

Evoluent’s VerticalMouse 2 is designed
to prevent strain and injury by helping you
hold your hand and arm in a neutral position, the same position you would use if
you were holding a joystick. When you use
a standard mouse, you have to twist your
wrist so that the palm faces downward.
This is an unnatural position and can lead
to pain and discomfort.
The VerticalMouse 2 is exactly what its
name suggests. It’s a mouse that sits on
its side so that it is vertical rather than
horizontal. The sides of the mouse are
sculpted so that your hand and
thumb rest comfortably against the
sides of the mouse.
The VerticalMouse 2 looks as if it
would be awkward to use, but surprisingly, it is quite comfortable. It takes a
few minutes to get used to moving the
mouse without twisting the palm downward, and it’s an adjustment to click buttons
on the side of the mouse instead of on the
top of the mouse. However, it didn’t take
nearly as long to adjust to the VerticalMouse
2 as I thought it would. Sometimes my
wrists nag at me a bit after I’ve been working
at the computer, but I didn’t have any discomfort in my right wrist during the weeks I
used the VerticalMouse 2.
In addition to the size and orientation of
the mouse, its optical sensor is very responsive, requiring less hand motion than many
mice. I noticed that I didn’t have to nudge

the mouse very far at all to see corresponding movement of the on-screen
pointer. According to Evoluent, the
mouse’s 1,200dpi (dots per inch) sensor
lets a mouse movement of only half an inch
move the pointer all the way across a 17inch monitor’s screen.

A Mouse For Dr. House
Mouse manufacturers have long understood that more ergonomic designs, such as
those of Evoluent’s VerticalMouse 2, can
keep us healthy by encouraging good
posture and providing safer computing
tools. However, the idea that a mouse
could actually prevent infection is relatively
new. The second mouse I spent time with
was IOGEAR’s Germ Free Wireless Laser
Mouse, which, according to IOGEAR, protects users from 99% of bacteria and
viruses. No, you didn’t misread that: IOGEAR says its Germ Free mouse will help
keep you from getting sick.
This mouse is coated in a titanium dioxide
and silver nanoparticle compound, which
prevents various germs from living on the
surface of the mouse. Does it actually work? I
can’t say for sure because I’m not a doctor or
a chemist. The only thing I can say for sure is
that I didn’t get sick during the time that I
used this mouse, but I’d need a lot more time
with this mouse before I could really say how
well the germ-deterring compound works.
The obvious environment for this mouse is
any shared workstation where germs could
spread easily, such as a computer in a doctor’s office or school classroom.
Disease-fighting claims aside, the Germ
Free Wireless Laser Mouse was a pleasure
to use. Its compact size and laser sensor
make it an ideal travel companion. The
laser technology lets the mouse track accurately on a much wider range of surfaces
than an optical mouse could. The mouse
worked flawlessly on every surface I tried.

Health Plan
Evoluent and IOGEAR took two very
different approaches to healthy computing,
but both mice serve as examples of the type
of innovative design that is possible for
pointing devices. ❙❙
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You Can Get
That From Here
Dial-A-Song & Dial Into Your Storage
Marty Sems
Send your comments and
bossa nova requests to
marty@smartcomputing.com

s our PCs store more of our lives, we
A
keep saying the same thing whenever
we’re away from the computer: “I wish I
could grab that from here.” With that in
mind, I tried out some neat gadgets that let
me access my computer’s contents from
anywhere in my house—or the world.

Hey, Mr. DJ

Wireless DJ Music System
$249.99
Logitech
(800) 231-7717
www.logitech.com

Maxtor Fusion 500GB
$799.95
Seagate
(800) 262-9867
www.maxtor.com
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Here’s a device I’ll have a hard time shipping back: Logitech’s Wireless DJ Music
System ($249.99; www.logitech.com). It
lets me listen anywhere in the house to the
many music files I’ve stored on my PC.
Apart from the steep price, it’s the answer
to my MP3 prayers.
First, I grab Logitech’s attractive remote
control. A screen on the remote lights up
and gives me some menu options. I dial a
wheel to choose the artist, song, playlist, or
Internet radio station I want to hear, and
click a button.
In a few seconds, my home stereo comes
alive with music. My remote tells me what
song is playing and who sings it. I can adjust the volume and skip to the next or previous songs. No more hunting for CDs or
flipping discs. It’s like my own personal
radio station.
Logitech’s StreamPoint software installs
on your PC and uses Windows Media
Player, iTunes, or MusicMatch to play your
songs and playlists. It’s supposed to be able
to discover your files even without one of
these player apps. However, I encountered
problems until I told Windows Media
Player to import my playlists and music
and then reinstalled StreamPoint.
A USB sending unit connects to your PC
and flings your music wirelessly to a receiving unit that doubles as a recharging
dock for the remote. The Wireless DJ uses
its own Bluetooth connection, so you don’t

have to integrate it into your home network (or even own one). The dock connects to any stereo or boom box with a line
in or auxiliary jack or even a spare pair of
powered PC speakers. Anytime your computer is turned on with StreamPoint running, you can play your music over the
Wireless DJ.
My song files sounded about the same
over Bluetooth as they did through an
audio cable. Reception was fine at 50 feet
away around a steel I-beam. However, the
audio occasionally got choppy when my PC
was busy doing other tasks.
Logitech wisely made the Wireless DJ
updatable. One of the first things the company is fixing is the lack of a way to quickly
scroll down a long list of songs, artists,
or playlists.
The Wireless DJ is a home run—and
very nearly a grand slam. On the other
hand, for $250, you could buy an iPod or
other music player and play your tunes in
your car, as well as in your home. Mind
you, you’d also need a special dock or FM
transmitter to connect to your car stereo.

The Secret Of Fusion
Another gadget lets you access not only
your music, but also your photos, video,
and other types of files from anywhere in
the world. You can even email invitations
to other people to let them download or
collaborate on the files you choose.
Seagate’s Maxtor Fusion 500GB ($799.95;
www.maxtor.com) is an NAS (network-attached storage) device, or an external hard
drive that connects to your network router.
It makes a great backup device for anyone
on your network, but its Fabrik file-sharing
software sets the Fusion apart. Fabrik allows
you to tag your photos and other files with
additional data, such as “Charlie in Spain,”
to help you find and sort them more easily.
Before you buy, be aware that it takes
some networking mojo to set up the
Fusion. Maxtor relies on some third parties
to provide services and some of the instructions you’ll need to follow. If you haven’t
used port forwarding or set up a free
dynamic DNS (Domain Name System)
account before, you might want to ask a
knowledgeable friend to help out. ❙❙

As a subscriber to Smart Computing, you will receive a
monthly issue delivered right to your door, filled with
helpful tips and troubleshooting help. Plus, subscribers receive unlimited access to SmartComputing.com, where you
can find the answers fast . . . your way, the no-hassle way!
Subscribe today to get access these helpful online tools:
●

Searchable Article Archive

●

Access To Current & Past Issues

●

Searchable, Plain-English Dictionary

●

Interactive Q&A Board

●

Tech Support Center

Subscribe Today!

(800) 733-3809
Subscriptions include
unlimited access to SmartCompuitng.com!
Mention code 13642 when ordering.

Software
Head-To-Head
OFFICE SUITES

Productivity Counts
Office Suite Roundup
ext to an operating system and Web
N
browser, the most important programs
to the computing community are probably
those found inside a productivity suite.
Word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation software provide the mission-critical
functionality that PC users have come to
rely on every time they turn on their PCs.
Historically, the market for productivity
software has been dominated by two companies: Microsoft and Corel. Several minor
players have emerged in recent years with
products that have proved to be serious
competition for the dominant suites. In
this month’s roundup, we took a look at
the latest product offerings from the major
productivity players and compared them to
some of the low-cost alternatives.
StarOffice 8
When we reviewed StarOffice 8 for the
Smart Computing May 2006 issue as part of a
roundup of low-cost office suites, it earned a
perfect score. It faces stiffer competition this
time around, yet we found ourselves once
again impressed with its ability to deliver bigbrand functionality at an off-brand price.
The suite consists of five components, all
of which are based on the OpenOffice source
code: Base (database), Calc (spreadsheet),
Draw (vector-graphics drawing), Impress
(presentations), and Writer (word processing). Each one stands out as a competitive program in its own right, loaded with
features and intuitive interfaces. Thanks to
the suite’s neatly organized toolbars and
drop-down menus, we were able to jump
right into our documents without spending a
lot of time searching for ways to perform
common tasks. Users who need additional
guidance on bigger projects, such as writing a
business letter or building a spreadsheet
table, can get assistance from the suite’s selfhelp wizards, all of which are conveniently
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available in the File menu. We liked this
option. We also liked that the suite provides integrated support for PDF (Portable
Document Format) file creation. It supports
XML (Extensible Markup Language) forms,
too, although we wonder how many average
users will take advantage of this feature.
One thing we don’t wonder about is the
value provided by StarOffice 8. Users can
purchase Sun’s productivity suite for less
than half the price of the cheapest edition
of Microsoft Office. And users can run the
product on as many as five individual computers at the same time. Better yet, customers can place up to three free phone
calls to technical support in the first 60
days of usage. No other productivity suite
featured in this roundup can say as much.
Of course, StarOffice isn’t Microsoft
Office. The suite can accommodate documents created with Microsoft applications,
but users may encounter minor difficulties
when importing those documents into
StarOffice. We noticed that Writer had a
problem recognizing em dashes in our
Word documents, for instance. But minor
occurrences like these happen when importing any document into any program
other than the one in which it was created,
so we do not hold it against StarOffice.
Microsoft Office Home And Student 2007
All of the major productivity suites model
themselves after Microsoft Office. Maybe
that’s why Microsoft felt the need to redesign
the latest version of its popular productivity
suite. Or maybe Microsoft’s product engineers simply grew bored with the old interface. Whatever the reason, we wish it hadn’t
happened. Instead of sporting the traditional
menus and toolbars that we have grown accustomed to using, Office 2007 features unfamiliar components such as tabbed ribbons
and a quick-access toolbar nestled in the
upper-left corner of the program window.
We know we will eventually learn how to use
the new interface, but it serves as a source of
constant frustration in the meantime.
Other than the interface, the average
user will find few significant differences
between Office 2003 and Office 2007.
Unfortunately, the most significant new feature Microsoft could have put into Office
2007—integrated support for PDFs—didn’t
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happen. When Microsoft announced its intention to do exactly that, Adobe threatened
to file an antitrust lawsuit. Interestingly,
Adobe filed the suit knowing full well that
Microsoft was simply planning to do something all of the other productivity software
developers are doing already (see the other
reviews in this roundup). As a result of the
lawsuit threat, Microsoft abandoned its
plans for integrated PDF support and designed a downloadable PDF plug-in instead.
We certainly sympathized with Microsoft’s plight under these unusual circumstances, but pity could not make us
overlook our less-than-positive experience
with Office 2007. The installation, which includes registration and activation processes,
took too long, and we wish the suite would
have imported our personal settings (such
as the blue screen background in Word)
from Office 2003. We also noticed that
older Office documents—even those created in Office 2003—had to be converted
into the newer Office 2007 format to gain
full access to the suite’s features. The price,
which is quite modest by Microsoft standards, nevertheless stands as a negative
when users can purchase comparable products at a fraction of the cost. We also were
disappointed that Microsoft left Outlook
out of this product offering (users who
want the combination email/contact management application can pay $250 more to
get it as part of the Standard edition).

BUYING TIPS
Users who have minimal office
needs may want to consider
investing in a product such as
Microsoft Works ($49.95)
or WordPerfect Office X3
Home Edition ($99.99). Note,
however, that these products
typically lack the full
capabilities and support
options that come with their
more sophisticated (and more
expensive) counterparts.

Note that this review is based on the
Microsoft Office 2007 beta edition. Perhaps
things will change before the final product is
released. However, we do not know when
that will be. At press time, Microsoft had not
announced an anticipated final release date
for the latest version of Microsoft Office.
Corel WordPerfect Office X3 (Standard Edition)
Users have long turned to Corel’s WordPerfect productivity suites as the preferred
alternative to Microsoft Office. It’s easy to
see why. WordPerfect Office has a recognizable name, a recognizable interface, and a
reasonable price. (WordPerfect suites typically retail for about $100 less than their
Microsoft Office counterparts.) Plus, the
suite’s various programs are easy to use.
A smooth installation got things off to a
good start, and we had WordPerfect Office
X3 running within a matter of minutes.
Upon opening each program in the suite—
the Standard edition ships with WordPerfect
(word processing), Quattro Pro (spreadsheet), Presentations (presentations), and
WordPerfect MAIL (contact management)—we had the option of specifying a
preferred interface. We were able to set up
WordPerfect to look and act like Microsoft
Word, for instance, and we had the option of
configuring the Quattro Pro spreadsheet to
mimic Microsoft Excel or Lotus 1-2-3. This
thoughtful nod to our comfort deepened our
appreciation for the suite, especially after our

Software Information
Price

Company

Contact Information

URL

StarOffice 8

$99.95 (box),
$69.95 (download)

Sun Microsystems

(800) 555-9786
(650) 960-1300

www.sun.com

Microsoft Office Home
And Student 2007

$149

Microsoft

(800) 642-7676
(425) 882-8080

www.microsoft.com

Corel WordPerfect
Office X3 Standard

$299.99

Corel

(800) 772-6735

www.corel.com

Ability Office Standard

$59.99

Ability Software

44 (0)8707 607 307 (UK)

www.ability.com

Scorecard
Performance

Ease Of Use

Installation

Support/Documents

Price

StarOffice 8

4

5

5

5

5

Overall Score
4.8/5

Microsoft Office Home
And Student 2007

4

4

4

5

4

4.2/5

Corel WordPerfect
Office X3 Standard

5

5

5

4

3

4.4/5

Ability Office Standard

4

5

5

4

5

4.6/5
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experience with Microsoft’s take-it-or-leaveit interface makeover.
Needless to say, we had a positive experience with WordPerfect Office. We were glad
to see that the suite supported PDF editing
and creation capabilities, and we liked
the integrated Yahoo!
toolbar that let us
access Web content
from within WordPerfect. The WordPerfect MAIL contact
management tool is a
nice addition, as well,
providing many of
the same capabilities
offered by Microsoft Outlook.
While recognizing that WordPerfect
Office typically costs less than the standard
version of Microsoft Office, the release of
Microsoft’s Home And Student edition
means Corel has the most expensive productivity suite in this review. And the price includes only one free warranty support phone
call, which seems rather stingy for a $300
product. WordPerfect Office certainly represents an attractive alternative to Microsoft
Office. But as alternatives go, it falls short in
comparison to some of the other alternatives
currently available.
Ability Office (Standard Edition)

BUYING TIPS
Each product featured in this
roundup represents a single
edition within a family of
productivity suites. Shoppers
should examine various
editions, each of which
features a unique combination
of programs and tools, before
settling on a particular one.
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Originally released in 1985, the Ability office suite was a success from the start.
Millions of users have since installed the software on their systems. Of course, most
of those users live in England, Spain,
and Portugal. The ever-expanding global
economy has introduced Europe’s popular
productivity suite to the North
American masses. The masses will
probably like what they see.
The suite’s interface will seem
very familiar to experienced users. It
features drop-down menus chockfull of functions and options, handy
toolbars, and support for all of the
popular Microsoft file formats. The
suite let us adopt Microsoft’s file
formats as our default formats even
though Ability has developed its
own proprietary formats. Ability
Office also supports PDF creation.

The programs performed well, and we encountered only a few minor inconveniences.
The SHIFT-BACKSPACE key combination
could not get past punctuation marks such as
commas and dashes, for instance, and we
could not figure out how to display text documents without viewing the hard page
breaks. A bigger gripe is that Ability does not
provide phone-based tech support. Unlimited online support is available, however.
All minor grievances aside, the fact that
Ability Office retails for less than $60 is
reason enough to consider a purchase. But
there are other reasons, too. In addition to
word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation software, the Standard edition delivers a
vector drawing utility (Draw), a file management tool (Photoalbum), and an imageediting application with more than 90 filters
and effects (Photopaint). Another bonus is
that Ability Office provides unlimited licenses for noncommercial use. We were able
to install the software on our desktop and
laptop PCs without violating the conditions
of the EULA (End-User License Agreement).

Reach For The Star
The productivity suites profiled in this
roundup provide broad functionality and
easy usability. Of course, most users will continue to invest in Microsoft (and, to a lesser
extent, Corel) software simply out of habit.
We encourage users to consider alternatives
such as Sun’s StarOffice 8, which earns our
Smart Choice designation once again. Why
spend $150 or $300 when you can get top-ofthe-line capabilities for less than $75? ❙❙
BY JEFF

January 2007

Smart Choice
StarOffice 8

DODD
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Multimedia

DIY Multimedia
Roxio Easy Media
Creator 9

ompanies in the multimedia editing and
C
creation business continually update
their products as they fight an ongoing war

$99.99
Sonic Solutions
(905) 482-5200
www.roxio.com

for industry dominance. Sometimes these
updates represent a major leap; other times,
they are little more than a screen refresh.
In the case of Easy Media Creator 9, the
changes are substantial enough that it is definitely worth a look, even for existing users
of the product.
This does not mean that the previous
entry, Easy Media Creator 8, is an also-ran.
The older program offered a suite of multimedia utilities that helped users create, edit,
burn, and rip an array of media. EMC 8 offered support not only for audio and video,
but also for various graphics formats,
making it a decent all-in-one solution.
(EMC 8 lacked advanced editing features,
but its capabilities were suitable for casual
users.) In fact, this award-winning utility
was a top seller in its category.
However, with EMC 9 Sonic Solutions
has outdone itself. The product incorporates over 100 new features and integrated
programs that add functionality in every
area, from expanded video and audio capture to enhanced portability. With EMC 9,
you can do everything from ripping selections from set-top DVD recorders, audio
cassettes, or LPs to creating and uploading
personalized content (including custom
ringtones using the included Xingtone
Ringtone Maker) for your mobile phone.
Furthermore, EMC 9 now incorporates
burning, backup, and copy support for the
new Blu-ray format and media copying
support for portable players, including
iPods and PlayStation Portables.
The product is a power-packed suite of 35
utilities and programs, including a fully
functional copy of Backup MyPC, a popular,
user-friendly backup program. In addition,
EMC includes PhotoSuite, a digital photo
editor and project creator; VideoWave, a
video editor that supports the HD (highdefinition) format; Sound Editor, an audio
editor/converter that comes with filters and
special effects; and Music Disc Creator, an
audio mixing tool that can create DJ-style

Scorecard
Performance 5
Ease Of Use 4
Installation 5
Documentation 5
Price 5
Overall Score 4.8/5

party CDs and DVDs with fade-ins, music
mixes, and shuffle play. And that’s just
the beginning. (Note that in the case of
all editing tools, copyright protection may
limit capabilities.)
Installation of EMC 9 is quick and painless, although you’ll need to be watchful if
you don’t want to install it in the default location. If you prefer to keep programs on a
different drive or folder, select the Custom
rather than the Complete install option—
that’s the only chance you will have to
change the installation location.
After installation, you’ll see a Roxio EMC 9
option on your All Programs (or Programs)
menu. Selecting this option reveals eight submenus categorized by content rather than
program. Select the media type you want to
work with, and EMC 9 will let you select
from available compatible programs.
Optionally, you can launch the main
EMC 9 interface by selecting the Home option on the main EMC 9 menu or doubleclicking the circular blue Home icon on
your Desktop (assuming you didn’t deselect
the option to install this icon during setup).
From this display, you can also launch any
of EMC 9’s programs (which again are organized on submenus by content) or select
buttons for one-click access to a variety of
commonly performed tasks. (Note that
launching the Home interface the first time
may take a few minutes. If you encounter
problems, make sure your firewall isn’t
blocking access to the Internet, which EMC
9 requires to initiate the optional registration process.)
In all cases, we found the interfaces to be
clean and well-organized, with most options
offering a few sentences of explanatory copy
to help you wade through the mind-boggling
array of features. Most operations are easy to
master (many include instructional text),
and documentation is excellent if you run
into problems. Whether you are looking to
organize your digital photos into scrapbooks
or transfer all your video to your (videocapable) iPod, EMC 9 is up to the task. ❙❙
BY JENNIFER FARWELL
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Consumer

A Watchful Eye
Chat Checker
Family Edition
$39.99 (one year
of monitoring)
IMbrella Software
info@chatchecker.com
www.chatchecker.com

Scorecard
Performance 5
Ease Of Use 4
Installation 4
Documentation 5
Price 5
Overall Score 4.6/5

o you worry about the people your
D
kids are meeting—and the conversations they are having—online? ChatChecker surreptitiously records both
sides of IM sessions, without the knowledge of anyone participating in the
chat. Only those who have the authorized email address can access those session records.
To set up ChatChecker, you run the
installation program on all the PCs (up to
six are supported by your license—stick to
only those PCs you own to avoid legal issues) you will be monitoring. (You do not
need to install it on the PC you will use to
view archived chat sessions.)
During installation, ChatChecker asks for a
valid email address (use the same address for
each installation). You’ll use this address to
view sessions and receive summaries. ChatChecker also places two icons on the Desktop
of the PCs where you install it. These icons let
you uninstall the program or obtain help.
Hide them so your kids won’t discover them.

ChatChecker runs in the background,
recording chat sessions. If you install the program on a notebook, it will travel with your
children when PCs leave your home.
You log on to the ChatChecker Web site
to view (and download) conversations.
ChatChecker can also send you daily email
summaries and updates. These alert you to
such problems as the use of profanity and
the presence of alcohol- or drug-related conversations. You can also search messages by
date, keyword, and chatter, and ChatChecker
will even help you decipher acronyms. ❙❙
BY JENNIFER FARWELL

Utilities

PCmover
$59.95 (boxed)
Laplink Software
(800) 527-5465
www.laplink.com

Scorecard
Performance 5
Ease Of Use 3
Installation 5
Documentation 3
Price 5
Overall Score 4.2/5
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Movin’ On Up
those of us with worn-out PCs, the
Fspireorthought
of moving to a new one can indread. How do we move our cherished
files to the new system? While it’s possible to
manually transfer most files and preferences,
the task can be tough. To the rescue (most
of the time) comes PCmover.
PCmover transfers programs, data files,
Favorites, emails, and user preferences from
one user profile on a single PC to one or
more new PCs.
PCmover supports transferring files from
any Windows 95 or later PC to any later
Windows operating system. It can also migrate from one partition to another on the
same machine, but the process is complex,
and Laplink discourages it.
The PCmover migration process is
straightforward and simple. Connect the
two machines via wireless or wired network,
parallel connection, or the included USB
cable (some users have reported problems
with the USB transfer process). Optionally,

you can also save your files to removable
media such as DVD. Install PCmover on
both machines and then run it on the new
PC. PCmover will “see” the other PC and
walk you through the transfer setup process.
The transfer is mostly an all-or-nothing
process, so if there are programs or files on
the old PC you do not want, remove them
before you begin. You can opt to include (or
not) a few elements, including Desktop settings, Outlook mailboxes, and IE settings.
PCmover is not always 100% successful. A
transfer of this nature is a complex process.
Programs that are not compatible with the
new OS may require updated drivers or not
work at all. Programs and files with copyright
restrictions or hardware fingerprints may also
not transfer. Finally, programs that embed
themselves and run in the background, such
as antivirus software, are likely to cause
trouble, so uninstall them beforehand. ❙❙
BY JENNIFER FARWELL

Staff Picks
Our Experts Pick The Best Hardware
Portable 1” Hard Drive 8GB
ometimes, our Staff Picks are new gizmos that still have
Smature
that new-gizmo high price. At other times, our Picks are
products that are good values. A case in point is
TEAC’s Portable 1” Hard Drive. I found this 8GB trouper
(model number HD10U8/KIT) online for as little as $100,
which is about half of its original retail price.
Even though it’s bigger than most slender USB 2.0 flash
memory drives at just under 2 inches square (the 1” part of
its name refers to the diameter of the hard disk in its Seagate
hard drive), the Portable Hard Drive is as pocketable as a cigarette lighter. TEAC could have made the unit a little smaller,
but the company chose to include a USB connector that
pivots sideways out of the drive. Not every user wants something this bulky hanging out of a USB port, so TEAC includes
a short USB extension cable that lets the drive lie on the desk
next to the PC.
COMPUTERS
Desktops <= $1,500
a1650e
$649.99
Desktops > $1,500
Sonic Boom OCX
$4,151
Notebooks <= $1,500
Satellite P105-S6104
$1,249.99
Notebooks > $1,500
Aurora m9700
$4,074 (as configured)
HANDHELDS
Handhelds & PDAs
(personal digital assistants)
HP
$399.99
INPUT DEVICES
Keyboards
USB Enhanced Multimedia Keyboard
$20.65
Mice/Trackballs/Trackpads
MX Revolution
$99.99
MONITORS/DISPLAYS
CRTs (cathode-ray tubes)
1100MB SyncMaster
$559
LCDs <= 19 inches
SyncMaster 931BF
About $300
LCDs > 19 inches
SyncMaster 225BW
About $380

Josh
HP
www.hp.com
Josh
Hypersonic
www.hypersonic-pc.com
Jennifer
Toshiba
www.toshiba.com
Andrew
Alienware
www.alienware.com

The drive comes formatted with FAT32 (32-bit
file allocation table), so it’s
ready to use on a Windows
Me/2000/XP or Mac OS X
system. Win98SE drivers
Portable 1” Hard Drive 8GB
are included on CD.
$120
My TEAC wrote a 4GB
TEAC
folder in 40:53 (minutes:sec(323) 726-0303
onds), or at about 1.6MBps.
www.teac.com/DSPD
Its read speed of the same
folder was much faster at
12:35, or at about 5.3MBps. That’s decent speed for a pocket
drive that’s already a bargain, and it has a one-year warranty. ❙❙
BY

MARTY SEMS

This PC can double as a PVR (personal video recorder) if you add the
optional TV tuner and Windows XP Media Center Edition.
This heavy-duty gaming PC has some top-shelf components, including a 2.93GHz Intel Core 2 Extreme X6800 processor, 2GB of
memory, and a custom overclocked video card.
This laptop has the new Intel Core 2 Duo Processor, 1GB of RAM,
and a DVD SuperMulti±R double-layer drive.
This notebook's dual graphics cards managed to dominate our
game tests and beautifully plowed through just about everything we
threw at it.

Jennifer
iPAQ hx2495 Pocket PC
www.hp.com

Edit documents, surf the Web, and stay organized with
this handheld.

Josh
Dell
www.dell.com
Jennifer
Logitech
www.logitech.com

If your desk has a keyboard tray, you'll appreciate this keyboard's
small footprint.

Josh
Samsung
www.samsung.com
Blaine
Samsung
www.samsung.com
Blaine
Samsung
www.samsung.com

CRT monitors are going out of style, but Samsung's 21-inch beauty
will probably be around for some time. The monitor has a 1,280 x
1,024 resolution.
This LCD's 2,000:1 contrast ratio, 2ms (millisecond) response time,
and price tag look very promising.

This new mouse has a free-spin mode that will get you to the end of long
documents in a flick of the wheel.

This 22-inch widescreen has a 1,680 x 1,050 resolution and 700:1
contrast ratio.
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Dell DJ717 USB Enhanced Multimedia Keyboard

C

all me old-fashioned if you must, but I still have a soft spot
in my heart for the corded keyboard. It never needs new
batteries, and I don’t have to worry about connecting it to a
wireless transceiver. I just plug it in and walk away, er, I mean,
start working on my next article.
Among the corded keyboards still for sale, the Dell USB
Enhanced Multimedia Keyboard is near the top. It has responsive keys that aren’t sticky but aren’t loose, and it has a very
PRINTERS
Inkjet <= $150
Stylus Photo R220
$89.99
Inkjet > $150
Pixma iP6600D Photo Printer
$179.99
Laser <= $200
LaserJet 1020
$129
Laser > $200 to $500
CLP-300N
About $400
Laser > $500
T644
$899
MFDs (multifunction devices)
Pixma MP830
$299.99
STORAGE
Flash Memory & Portable
Cruzer Micro 4GB
$179.99
CD & DVD Drives
GSA-H10LI
About $30
Hard Drives
Barracuda 7200.10 ST3750640AS 750GB
$350
VIDEO/PHOTO
Digital Camcorders < $500
Elura 100
$399
Digital Camcorders > $500
GR-DX300US
$999
Digital Still Cameras—Point & Shoot
PowerShot A710 IS
$399
Digital Still Cameras—Adv./Prosumer
Digital Rebel Xti
$900
Graphics Cards <= $150
Radeon X1600 PRO HDMI
About $150
Graphics Cards > $150
e-GeForce 7600GS 256MB
w/Passive Heatsink
$149.99
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small profile. Dell ices this keyboard cake with a spattering of
multimedia buttons (not too many, not too few). ❙❙
BY JOSHUA

GULICK

DJ717 USB Enhanced
Multimedia Keyboard
$20.65
Dell
(800) 915-3355
www.dell.com

Kylee
Epson
www.epson.com
Kylee
Canon
www.usa.canon.com
Nathan
HP
www.hp.com
Nathan
Samsung
www.samsung.com
Nathan
Lexmark
www.lexmark.com
Kylee
Canon
www.usa.canon.com

This six-cartridge inkjet photo printer provides borderless printing on 4- x 6inch, 5- x 7-inch, 8- x 10-inch, and 8.5- x 11-inch paper. In addition, the included CD/DVD tray lets you print directly on inkjet-printable discs.
The Pixma iP6600D is a six-cartridge inkjet printer with one-picoliter-sized
droplets, a 3.5-inch color LCD, memory card slot, and built-in controls on the
face of the top of the printer.
Capable of printing a resolution of 600 x 600dpi (dots per inch), this monochrome laser printer doles out quality prints at up to 15ppm (pages per
minute). We found it online at various retailers for less than $100.

Blaine
SanDisk
www.sandisk.com
Marty
LG
us.lge.com
Marty
Seagate
www.seagate.com

The new Micro, the smaller sibling to the Cruzer Titanium, comes with Skype
installed and U3, a platform that lets you install and run apps from the device.

Andrew
Canon
www.usa.canon.com
Andrew
JVC
www.jvc.com
Kylee
Canon
www.usa.canon.com
Blaine
Canon
www.usa.canon.com
Andrew
Sapphire
www.sapphiretech.com
Andrew
eVGA
www.evga.com

Compact and easy to use, the Elura 100 is an excellent buy for the money.

This color laser prints at a professional quality resolution of 2,400 x 600dpi and is
easily networked with a built-in 10/100 Base TX network card.
With a 514MHz processor and the ability to generate monochrome prints at
50ppm, it’s tough to resist the Lexmark T644.
This inkjet MFD provides not only standard-sized prints but also 4- x 6-inch
borderless photos, a built-in flatbed scanner and copier, a 33.6Kbps (kilobits
per second) fax modem, and Hi-Speed USB connectivity.

Low error rates, very fast at almost every task, and LightScribe 1.2 support:
What more could you want?
Top capacity and great speed for a 7,200rpm drive

With its 1.33MP (megapixel) CCD (charge-coupled device) and 10X optical
zoom, everyone is raving about this compact video dynamo. You can find
this unit for a lot less than the MSRP online.
This 7.1MP camera features 6X optical zoom, Image Stabilization Technology,
and a 2.5-inch wide viewing angle LCD.
This 10.1MP upgrade to the Rebel XT includes a self-cleaning system, new
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) sensor, and more. It
lists for $900, but you'll find it for at least $70 less online.
With a built-in HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) port, this card
is a fantastic building block for a DIY media center PC.
Because it uses a passive heatsink, this midrange graphics card gives you
good performance with no excess noise.

WINDOWS TIPS & TRICKS

Windows XP: Access Your

System With Remote Desktop
ervices such as GoToMyPC or PCNow are great
ways to get remote access to a home computer.
But these services have a downside, namely that
their costs can really add up given that they cost anywhere from about $8 to almost $20 a month.
If you’d like to have remote access capability without
a hefty price tag (and the computer you want to access
remotely has Windows XP Professional or Media
Center Edition), WinXP’s built-in Remote Desktop
feature can help.

S

Configure Remote Desktop
To configure Remote Desktop on the computer you
want to control, start by right-clicking My Computer on
the Windows Desktop or Start menu. Click Properties
and then the Remote tab. Find the Remote Desktop
Settings area and select
Allow Users To Connect Remotely To This
Computer. Take note
of the name listed
under Full Computer
Name; you’ll need this
when it comes time to
access the system.
Specify which user
accounts will be allowed
to use the Remote
Desktop feature. System access via Remote
Desktop is granted to
You can turn on Remote Desktop in
any account that’s part
Windows XP Professional and Media
of the administrator
Center Edition from the Remote tab of
group, so if the account
the System Properties dialog box.
you want to use was set
up as a WinXP computer administrator, there’s nothing more to configure.
But you can use Remote Desktop with more than one account, and if you want to use any Limited accounts, you
must explicitly add them to Remote Desktop’s access list.
You can add users to Remote Desktop by clicking the
Select Remote Users button and then the Add button. In

the Select Users box, enter the name of the account you
want to add. If you’d rather select accounts from a list,
click Advanced and then Find Now, which will display a
list of all the user accounts that exist on your system. Select
one or more of them and
click OK twice. After verifying that all the accounts you want to use
are listed, click OK twice
more to dismiss the remaining dialog boxes.
When selecting accounts for use with
Remote Desktop, be
aware that only those
with passwords will be
granted access. You’ll
still be able to set up
Remote Desktop with The Remote Desktop Connection utility
accounts that lack pass- lets you customize your connection in a
words, but you won’t be variety of ways.
able to log in remotely
with those accounts.

Firewall Configuration
If you’re using the Windows Firewall bundled with
WinXP Service Pack 2, it should automatically be configured to allow Remote Desktop to work, but it’s a
good idea to verify the configuration.
Click Start, All Programs, Accessories, System Tools,
and Security Center. Then click the Windows Firewall
link at the bottom of the Security Center. Confirm that
the Windows Firewall is on and that the Don’t Allow
Exceptions box doesn’t have a check mark in it. Then
click the Exception tab—in the list of Programs And
Services, look for the Remote Desktop entry and make
sure there is a check mark in the adjacent box. When
you’re finished, click OK and close Security Center.
(If you’re using a third-party firewall such as
Symantec or McAfee, check the documentation
regarding how to set up Remote Desktop as a trusted
application.)
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Remote Desktop

Using Remote Desktop On A Local Network
To connect to a PC running Remote Desktop, you’ll
need Remote Desktop Connection, which is preinstalled
on all versions of WinXP. Remote Desktop Connection
will also work with just
about any other version
of Windows from 95
through 2000, but you’ll
have to download and
install it first: You can
find the software at
If you’re on your local network, you can
www.microsoft
log in to your system using the system
.com/windowsxp
name, but if accessing your system from /downloads/tools/rd
the Internet, you’ll need to enter your
clientdl.mspx.
ISP (Internet service provider)-assigned
You can use Remote
IP (Internet Protocol) address instead.
Desktop Connection to
access a system from
your local network or across the Internet.
After you launch Remote Desktop Connection, you’ll
see an empty space labeled Computer; this is where
you’ll enter the name of the system you wrote down earlier. After you click Connect, your screen will go mostly
black save for a control bar centered at the top and a
login dialog box. Enter the User Name and Password for
an account with Remote Desktop access and click OK.
You’ll be able to view and control the Desktop as if you
were sitting directly in front of it. The Remote Desktop
control bar hides itself after a few seconds, but you can
summon it by hovering the pointer over the top edge of
the screen. When the control bar reappears, you can use
the buttons on the
right side to end your
remote session, minimize it, or change
from the default fullscreen to a window.
When you log in to
a system via Remote
Desktop, that system
locks and returns to
the account login Any administrator account is
screen to prevent com- automatically given system access
petition with anyone via Remote Desktop, but you can add
sitting in front of it. as many other accounts as you want.
But if anyone comes
along and logs directly in to the system while you’re accessing, your connection will end.

Using Remote Desktop From The Internet
You’ve seen that accessing a system running Remote
Desktop from another computer on your local network
can be a piece of cake. But getting to your system from
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outside your network requires some additional configuration steps.
Configure your broadband router to forward network port 3389 to the IP (Internet Protocol) address of
the PC running Remote Desktop. This is usually a
simple procedure, but it varies widely by device manufacturer, so check your product manual.
Once you’re forwarding port 3389, you’ll be able to
reach your system from across the Internet by typing
your ISP (Internet service provider)-assigned IP address into the Remote Desktop Connection software.
(You can’t access your system by name or its own IP
address from the Internet as they’re only valid on your
own network.) You can determine your ISP-assigned
IP address by looking for something labeled IP address
or WAN (wide-area network) address on your router’s
status page. If your PC happens to be directly connected to a DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) or cable
modem, you can find the ISP-assigned address by
typing ipconfig at a command prompt.
If you use a router and your system gets its IP address automatically through DHCP (Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol), you’ll also want to configure
your Remote Desktop PC with a fixed IP address.
Otherwise, if your PC’s IP address should happen to
change (which is likely to happen eventually), your
router will wind up forwarding port 3389 to the wrong
address and you won’t be able to access your system
from the Internet.
Whether or not you’re using a broadband router,
there’s one more thing to consider when using Remote
Desktop over the Internet. Many ISPs rotate the IP addresses they assign to customers, so an address you used
for Remote Desktop one week may not be valid the next.
The easiest solution to this problem is to arrange for a
fixed IP address from your ISP (which usually involves a
fee). A no-cost option is to use a service such as Dynamic
DNS from DynDNS (www.dyndns.com/services/dns
/dyndns) that can track changes to your IP address.

Customize Remote Desktop Connection
You can customize Remote Desktop Connection settings in a variety of ways by clicking the Options button
before you log in. On the General tab, you can save computer/usernames and passwords so you don’t have to
enter them each time. The adjacent Display tab will let
you define the resolution and color depth for the Remote
Desktop session, and the Local Resources tab is where
you can specify which system devices you want to connect to. You can use the last tab, Experience, to configure
various performance-related settings. ❙❙
BY JOSEPH

MORAN

WINDOWS TIPS & TRICKS

How To Use Disk Cleanup
gigabyte, adding storage capacity with a new hard
drive is preferable to compressing files in most cases.
Compress Old Files is usually also to blame for how long
it takes WinXP’s Disk Cleanup to scan your hard drive.
Click the checkbox next to any category to select or
deselect it for file deletion. The Temporary Files category is a good place to start (Disk Cleanup may ignore
temp files less than seven days old), as are Temporary
Internet Files, Temporary Offline Files, Offline Files,
and Setup Log Files. Before you check the Recycle Bin
entry, you might want to first doubleclick its icon on your Desktop to make
sure that there’s nothing in it that you
don’t want to throw away permanently.
Some categories, such as Downloaded Program Files (which includes
unneeded ActiveX controls and Java
applets), cause a View Files button to
appear. Click it, and you’ll see a window with a list of the files Windows
says is OK to delete. Close the window
when you’re finished looking.
When you’re ready for Disk Cleanup
to erase your expendable files, click OK
Windows Me/XP
Windows XP lets you clean out a
and Yes. If your hard drive has more
huge number of Microsoft Office
than one partition, such as C: and D:,
To run Disk Cleanup in WinMe/XP,
setup files, but if you have to do a
run Disk Cleanup on each.
right-click Start and choose Explore, or
repair operation later, you’ll need
The Disk Cleanup window has anpress the Windows logo and E keys at
to insert the Office installation
other tab called More Options. Here
the same time. Right-click Local Disk
disc at that time.
you’ll find more ways to free up hard
(C:) and choose Properties. Click Disk
drive space. The Clean Up button in
Cleanup to begin.
the Windows Components section launches the
After searching your hard drive (WinXP may take
Windows Components Wizard in WinXP and the
several minutes), Disk Cleanup will give you a list of
Add/Remove Programs feature in WinMe. The
junk file categories called Files To Delete. On the right,
Installed Programs section’s Clean Up button links to
the utility will tell you how much hard drive space it
Add/Remove Programs feature in both OSes (opercan reclaim by deleting the files in each category.
ating systems). Finally, the System Restore section’s
WinXP expresses drive space in kilobytes or bytes, such
Clean Up button nukes every restore point but the
as 2,255,003 (2.3MB), but WinMe sticks to megabytes,
most recent one. This is a little drastic, so Windows
such as 0.06MB (60KB).
asks you whether you want to proceed.
In WinXP, Disk Cleanup can also find old files that
System Restore’s Clean Up button is kind of pointless
you haven’t accessed in a long time and compress (but
for two reasons. Firstly, it doesn’t reclaim usable hard
not delete) them to save space. Compress Old Files isn’t
drive space from System Restore because it doesn’t
a very attractive option, however, as it takes a PC longer
change the amount of space allocated to the utility. In
to access compressed files when they’re needed. Also,
WinXP, you can do this by right-clicking My Computer,
because new hard drives cost as little as 20 cents per
isk Cleanup helps you cut the clutter on your
Windows 98/Me/XP/Vista computer’s hard
drive. The utility, which is built into Windows,
finds unnecessary files in various categories such as
Temporary Internet Files and Offline Files. You can
then choose which categories to delete, often freeing
up many megabytes or even gigabytes at one stroke.
When you’re troubleshooting a problem on your
PC, the advice you’ll find or hear from other users
often includes running Disk Cleanup. This isn’t because the utility has a proven track
record of fixing problems—it doesn’t.
However, it can eliminate some variables in the troubleshooting process,
such as a corrupted TMP (temporary)
file that could be causing trouble or a
lack of free space for the swap file.
Disk Cleanup also doesn’t detect duplicate files, such as multiple copies of
space-eating songs and photos. Still,
it’s a useful tool with which every Windows users should be familiar.

D
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choosing Properties and
the System Restore tab,
setting the Disk Space To
Use slider to a lower setting, and clicking Apply.
In WinMe, right-click
My Computer and select
Properties, the Performance tab, and File System. Adjust the System
Restore Disk Space Use
slider and click Apply.
Windows 98’s Disk Cleanup window Reducing System Restore’s
disk space may erase your
has a Settings tab. Here, you can
oldest restore points.
tell Windows to automatically
Secondly, if you needed
run the utility when the hard drive
to delete old restore points
gets too full.
as part of troubleshooting,
you would get rid of all of
them (not even sparing the most recent restore point)
by disabling System Restore. In WinXP, select the Turn
Off System Restore checkbox just above the Disk Space
To Use slider. In WinMe, click the Troubleshooting tab,
select the Disable System Restore checkbox, click Apply,
and then click OK.

the left. You can also reach Computer by pressing the
Windows logo-E combination keystroke.
Next, right-click Local Disk (C:). Choose Properties.
Windows 98/Me/XP users will be on familiar ground
here, as the Local Disk (C:) Properties panel will look
much as it did in those earlier OSes.
Click the Disk Cleanup button at the lower-right.
Here, Vista will throw you a curve ball. It will ask you
whether you want to clean up the files in the current user
account only or in all of the user accounts on the PC.
Click either option, and Vista will immediately start to
analyze the files on the PC. Because of improvements in
the way Vista indexes files with its default file system settings, this process may take much less time than on systems with WinXP.
Some of Vista’s Files To Delete categories can really free up substantial amounts of hard drive space.

Windows 98
Win98’s Disk Cleanup differs only slightly from
WinMe/XP’s. Its Disk Cleanup window has a third tab
called Settings, which bears a self-explanatory
checkbox reading If This Drive Runs Low On Disk
Space, Automatically Run Disk Cleanup. If you enable
or disable this option, click OK.

Windows Vista’s Disk Cleanup allows you to shut down Hibernate mode
and reclaim disk space allocated to it.

Windows Vista
In case you’ve been using Windows Vista long
enough to worry about detritus on your hard drive,
here’s the procedure for using Disk Cleanup. Note that
the final version of Vista, which may be available by the
time you read this, may differ a little from the build we
used to pen this article (build 5600 Release Candidate 1).
Click the Start icon (the Windows icon orb) in its familiar place at the lower-left part of the screen. When
the new Start menu appears, click Computer in the
column on the right. Think of Computer as Vista’s version of Win98/Me/XP’s My Computer; as with the
Documents, Pictures, and Music folders, Microsoft
simply dropped the “My” part of the name. Computer combines the features of My Computer and
Win98/Me/XP’s File Explorer in one window, meaning
that you’ll see icons for your hard drive partitions and
other storage devices in the center, plus a folder tree on
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One example is System Error Memory Dump Files,
which denotes files Windows Vista creates when it
logs information about an error that has occurred.
And if you don’t care for Vista’s Hibernate mode,
check Hibernation File Cleaner. This can free up
gigabytes of space and disable the Hibernate mode at
the same time.
After you’ve chosen the types of files to delete, click
OK. Vista will ask you whether you really want to proceed, so click Delete Files. When Disk Cleanup is finished, click OK.
Although it doesn’t “clean up” problems on the hard
drive such as bad Registry entries or spyware, Disk
Cleanup is nevertheless an important tool. Use it occasionally and pay attention to what you delete with it. ❙❙
BY

MARTY SEMS
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emember the TRS-80, your first
computer with an 80-line,
yellow monochrome monitor?
Or perhaps your first computer was a
Macintosh Plus that’s now gathering
dust in your basement. We recently discovered a Mac Plus, forlorn and completely nonfunctional, and were taken
with a desire to render it useful once
again. The result was the MacQuarium,
a project that took a few weeks’ time, a
few cut fingers, and more than a few expletives. It became a new home for a
couple of goldfish, who swim happily
where the Mac’s 9-inch grayscale display used to be. It’s a great showpiece,
and let’s face it: It ups the ante on our
nerd credibility.
Our conversion project was an act
of retro technology, and it’s happening
more and more often. We discovered
that there are a lot of great products
out there to help feed that yearning. In
this article, we’ll share what we found

R

and offer different ways for you to
bring out your inner retro-tech.

Retro Is Everywhere
First, we need to know what exactly
is meant by retro. Elizabeth Guffey,
an associate professor of art history at
the State University of New York at
Purchase, has recently published a
book on the subject titled “Retro: The
Culture of Revival.” The book is a
deep study of cultural progress from
the late 1800s to the present day, and
the author’s perspective shows us that
retro is nothing new, so to speak. For
at least a century, according to Dr.
Guffey, we’ve been casting back to the
recent past for the styles and things
that lend us that unmistakable retrochic—the feeling of being out of place
but cool at the same time. The more
we looked, the more we found examples of this trend all around us.

For example, consider a Web site
such as AllWebRetro (www.allweb
retro.com). An online store specializing
in 1950s and 1960s gear often remade
with a modern twist, this site serves
up CD-powered jukeboxes, classic
rounded refrigerators, and more. Some
of the wares available on the site may
strike us as kitschy rip-offs of their antecedents. Other products are not mere
imitations, but highly stylized and functional replacements for older gear.
Another example, Elmira Stove
Works (www.elmirastoveworks.com),
has produced a line of appliances with
retro curves and colors. Its high-end
refrigerators, ranges, and range hoods
are not at all subtle about their design
influence and would look out of place
in most modern North American
kitchens. However, their design aesthetic is both striking and appealing to
current hipsters looking to add a splash
of retro distinction to their homes.
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The SpeckTone
Retro makes
your iPod the
accessory in your
hipster den.

available in any form. The MAME
emulator and the ROMs that work on
it remain separate resources online, as
the MAME disassociates itself from
the ROMs. That hasn’t stopped many
from getting their hands on games
they don’t technically own. And it
hasn’t stopped us from enjoying an
odd round of Defender.

Speck-tacular Retro
The trend is also clear in the gear we
acquire, as it seems to take on more
and more of a retro edge. While cellular phones are getting smaller every
year, some people are ripping out their
cell phones’ guts and stuffing them
into old rotary phone handsets. That
was the project dreamed up by Nathan
Seidle, a Boulder, Colo.,-based electronics seller who posted the operation
in detail on his Web site. Soon thereafter, a virtual firestorm of interest ensued, and Seidle’s conversion was
picked up by several international
publications, including The New York
Times and Business Week. The project
started as a lark. “The original idea was
conceived with friends who thought it
would be fun to take out to the local
bar and show to friends,” Seidle says.
Even after a year since the first project
was posted, his company, Spark Fun
Electronics (www.sparkfun.com), is
selling complete cell phone-cumrotary phones on its site starting at
$399. “The phone sales keep rolling
in—one per week for the last 50 or so
weeks. But it’s not enough to make a
living, just enough to keep us ordering
really old rotary phones,” Seidle says.

Get Your MAME On
Most instances of retro-chic seem
to make something old new again.
But others take an opposite tack:
making something new old again. For
many computer users, the ultimate in
retro-chic is the practice of using
decked-out, high-end systems featuring the latest graphics cards to play
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When technology meets retro
8-bit video games from 20 years ago.
styling, it’s more than just hobbyists
For them, the software of choice is the
at work. A surprising example comes
free MAME (Multiple Arcade Mafrom Speck Products (www.speck
products.com), based in Palo Alto,
chine Emulator; www.mame.net).
Calif. Its $149.95 SpeckTone Retro
Originally released in 1997 by Nicola
speaker unit for the iPod is a remarkSalmoria, the software now supports
able mashup of 1950s stereo styling
over 3,300 unique games from popular
with 21 st -century portable audio
video game consoles from the 1980s,
technology. Simply place your iPod in
including the Atari 2600, ColecoVision,
the dock on top of the unit, and your
Commodore 64, and even standmusic will play through the two 28alone arcade machines. The software
watt, front-mounted speakers and a
works by emulating the original hard4-inch subwoofer
ware in the old
underneath. The
consoles, mapping
resulting sound
keyboard and joyquality is respectstick inputs to
able, if not startheir old-school
tling. The unit will
counterparts. The
also charge your
second half of the
iPod while it sits
equation are the
in the dock.
actual game files,
But the charms
called ROM imof this unit are
ages, which are
not limited to its
available online.
Blast the baddies ’80s-style with Defender,
physical specificaHowever, while
as run in the MAME (Multiple Arcade
tions or perforthe MAME emuMachine Emulator).
mance. Speck put
lator is a perfectly legal software
some serious efproduct, the ROMs live in a legal gray
fort into crafting a real retro experizone. According to the Wikipedia
ence. It began with the out-of-box
(en.wikipedia.org) entry for MAME,
experience: We were enveloped with a
most arcade games are still covered by
waft of wood-and-lacquer odor, which
copyright. “Some copyright holders
shot our minds back to early memohave been indecisive regarding making
ries of brand-new 8-track tape decks.
licensed MAME ROMs available to
With a flip of the cradle switch on the
the public,” the entry suggests, citing
back of the unit, the SpeckTone Retro
examples of vendors such as Atari first
emits a heavy, bass-laden, crackreleasing and then retracting official
like sound sure to jangle unsteady
MAME-compatible ROM images of
nerves—much like stereo systems of
some games. Most games are copyold. The unit has only one user interrighted but no longer commercially
face: a backlit volume dial. The unit’s
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finish is piano-gloss, in black, white,
or classic green with brown accents.
Bill Welch, senior development
manager at Speck Products, says the
company went to great lengths to distinguish its system from other products
on the market. “We recognize that the
iPod is a cultural icon, and we wanted
to match it with the icon of another
era,” Welch says. He also acknowledges
some of the sensory elements of the
unit. “We have analog circuits in [the
SpeckTone Retro], and while we didn’t
set out to create that sound, it’s certainly part of the experience.” The solid
wood construction is another distinguishing characteristic in this era of
typical all-plastic parts. “The wooden
cabinet is unique to this segment and
has a substantial feel to it,” Welch says.
Ultimately, it’s the design that
catches eyes, and the reaction to its recent introduction has been overwhelmingly positive. “When people try this,
they say it just feels right. The Retro
subtly recalls the [1950s] without clubbing them with it,” Welch says.

Retro Is Shameless
A big part of what retro is all about
is borrowing from the past in a
shameless, piecemeal way and taking
something that you like and adding to
it in ways that are creative, anomalous, or far-fetched. Consider our
example of the MacQuarium, which
some might suggest is as far-fetched
and disrespectful of the original use as
you can get. While Dr. Guffey talks
about the appearance and re-emergence of artistic and design trends, it
applies equally well to the stuff we
buy and use in our own lives.
One thing retro is not, however, is
nostalgia. Think of people of a certain age who can’t get past the music
of the 1950s and compare them
with people in their 20s who impersonate Elvis. The former are nostalgic, the latter are retro. According
to Dr. Guffey, “Although the two
spheres often conjoin, I’d try to
draw some distinction between

It looks like an
old-school rotary
phone, but this
Port-O-Rotary
from Spark Fun
Electronics has
the heart of a
cell phone.

personal nostalgia, which is largely
sentimental, and retro’s communal
(and more sardonic) memory.” As
she writes in her book, “Retro
quotes styles from the past, but applies them in anomalous settings.”
For example, think of a modern college student affecting bell-bottoms
and an afro haircut.
But as we’ve seen, retro isn’t only
evident in clothing styles. In fact, according to Dr. Guffey, retro is heavily
influenced by technology and borrows
from its most popular manifestations.
The jukebox from AllWebRetro, for
example, has not only been transformed into something modern, but
its use has also been revised from a
public, communal device to something private. It’s gone from being an
archetype of the social meeting place
to being a private conversation piece.

Why Retro?
The big unanswered question is why
do we keep going back to our past?
Living as we do in a society powered
by the latest technological achievements, why are we spending an
increasing amount of time looking

backward instead of forward? According to Dr. Guffey, it’s that very rush
forward that explains the need to
look back.
“I’d say that we’re trying to make
sense of the world as it rushes past,”
she says. “It’s clear that the futurism
that dominated much of 20th-century
popular imagination is dead. Stop for
a minute and try to imagine what the
world will be like in 100 years. Most
of us draw a complete blank. But if
you’d asked one of our grandparents
that question, they’d probably have
come up with a vision that included
flying cars, vacations on the moon,
and so on.”
Indeed, the future is here, but it
isn’t what we expected. Our computers, for the most part, do the same
things they did 20 years ago, albeit
faster and with more advanced interfaces. We once wrote articles on our
Mac Plus and continue to do so on a
PowerBook. Today’s computers won’t
actually write the articles themselves,
as we had once hoped they might, but
at least we now have fishy antics to
gaze upon while we slave away. ❙❙
BY

AARON VEGH
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READERS’ TIPS
Regardless of their level
of experience, our
readers constantly
come across fast, easy
ways to accomplish a
task (or avoid a
problem), and they're
eager to share with the
rest of us. This page is
our chance to share
some of their great
ideas with the rest
of you.
If you’ve run across a
way to solve or avoid a
problem, fix a malfunctioning piece of software or hardware, or
accomplish a computer-related task, let
us (and other Smart
Computing readers)
know about it! Email
your tip to readerstips
@smartcomputing.com.
Please limit your tips to
200 words or fewer.
Tips may be edited for
length and clarity.

Helpful Advice & Solutions
From Our Readers
Remove Those Pesky Symbols
Lots of forwarded emails indicate quoted material
from the original by including greater-than
symbols: >>>>. Emailstripper, available free
at many Web sites, is great for removing these
from emails. Just Google emailstripper.
ED W., OCALA, FLA.

Delete Emails From A Specific Sender
Your answer in the November issue about how to
remove emails sent by a specific person was fine,
but there’s an easier, faster way: Once you have
used the Outlook Find option to locate all emails
from one sender, simply select Edit and Select All,
and then click the Delete button on the toolbar.
Alternatively, just click the From tab at the top of
the Inbox to sort by sender. SHIFT-click at the
first email message from that sender, SHIFT-click
at the last message, and press the DELETE key.
You can also use CTRL-click to select only specific
messages you want to delete. This saves having
to do a search.

Change Background Colors To Avoid Glare
Some of us dislike trying to read text set
against the glare of a white computer
screen. If the glare bothers you, there are
several remedies. If you want to change the
Internet Explorer background color to a
color that’s easier on the eyes, click Tools
and Internet Options and then select the
General tab. Click the Colors button and
uncheck the Use Windows Colors
checkbox. Click the Background block to
select a new background color. (I find gray
to be the best for contrast and eye comfort.) Click OK to exit. Many other programs (for example, Microsoft Word) will
also allow you to change background
colors. In Word, click the Format menu option and then Background. Change the
background to the desired color. (I like gray
again.) Unless you want to print the document with a colored background, go back
to the Format menu, change the background color back to white, and then print
your document. (Doing so saves ink.)

RHONDA T., CROWNSVILLE, MD.
GIL H., CINNAMINSON, N.J.

Protect Yourself With A Cloned Image
Using Apricorn’s EZ Gig II backup
drive, I completely clone my existing
hard drive (200GB, 38GB used) and
squirrel it away for emergencies. I do
this at least once every month, and I
have had occasion to use the cloned
image after a particularly bad crash. I install the clone, wipe and reclone my original, and proceed to squirrel away the clone
again. For me, it beats backing up with almost
any media I’ve tried. I purchased two mobile
frames and racks so I can easily slip my hard drives
in and out. The whole process can take as little as
30 minutes.
SIDNEY B., YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, N.Y.
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Profile Your PC With Belarc Advisor
You recently (October 2006) told a reader
wondering how much free space he had to
look at the properties listed under My
Computer, but I'd also recommend telling
people about Belarc Advisor. (See www
.belarc.com.) It's a great way to view a profile
of your computer. Best practice (and I don't
always practice what I preach!) is to run a
new profile and print it off every time you
make a change to your PC. Then store the
printout someplace where you can find it,
just in case your PC goes down and you need
to tell a tech support rep what's on it.
KAREN B., LOUDON, TENN.
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Set Up A File Server
Put An Old PC To Good Use
old on—don’t recycle that
old PC just yet. Sure, it’s not
nearly as powerful as the
shiny, new computer that replaced it,
but that doesn’t mean it can’t be
useful—especially if you have multiple
computers and other devices connected to a home network. With a
little hardware tweaking and the right
software, that old computer would
make a fine server, which is the next
logical step any PC owner with a
home network should take.
File servers act as repositories for
files that can be easily shared across a
network. They are terrific for making
backups because anyone in the house
that is connected to the network can
store his files there. They are also perfect for storing digital video, audio,
and pictures in a central location so
those multimedia files can be accessed
by anyone or streamed to a media
player such as the Xbox 360.
PCs left over after an upgrade often
do an admirable job as file servers.
You just need to know what components are important, what parts you
can do without, and how to adjust
Windows so other computers on the
network can access the file server. The
following steps will tell you how to
create a file server using an old computer with Windows XP installed,
although with a little tweaking
most of the following tips apply
to a computer using any
version of Windows.

H

Step 1:
Check The Parts
The hard drive is the most
important component in
a file server. Ideally,
you want high-capacity

drives that store hundreds of gigabytes
of data, spin at 7,200rpm or faster for
quick file access, and have 8MB or
more of cache RAM installed to enhance performance.
The CPU isn’t as important because
it only has to handle basic requests, so
don’t worry if yours is ancient. System
RAM is much more important, because the more you have, the more
quickly computers on the network can
access data from the hard drives.
Having 512MB is nice, and you can
even get away with less than that, but
more is better.
A good NIC (network interface
card) is also important, and if you can
afford a Gigabit Ethernet card instead
of a more typical 100Mbps (megabits
per second) card, then go for it. If possible, you’ll want to connect the file
server directly to your network’s
router using an Ethernet cable rather
than connecting it wirelessly. This ensures the best possible data transfer
rates and increases reliability.
A fancy (read: expensive) video card
is completely unnecessary because you

won’t run any graphics-intensive programs on the file server, so you can
save a lot of money in this department. After the initial configuration is
complete, you won’t even need to
keep a monitor connected to the
server, except for troubleshooting.
There’s no need for a sound card in
a file server, and if the computer has
sound hardware integrated into its
motherboard, you can boost performance a bit by disabling it via the
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System).
This procedure differs from computer
to computer, so check the documentation to find out how to access and
change this BIOS setting.
File servers are meant to be left on
all the time, so consider buying a UPS
(uninterruptible power supply) that
can keep the server running during
brief power outages.
If you don’t already have a computer that is a candidate for being a
file server, you could buy all of the
parts separately and bolt everything
together. Usually, it is much easier and
less expensive to buy a complete
system from a vendor such as the Dell
Outlet store and upgrade it with a
better hard drive. To visit the Dell
Outlet store go to www.dell.com,
click Home & Home Office or Small
Business, and use the Dell Outlet
drop-down list to search for refurbished PCs. For example, we visited Dell Outlet at press time
and found a refurbished
system available that came
with Windows XP Pro,
512MB of RAM, an 80GB
hard drive, and a recordable
CD drive, among other
things, for $219. Considering the retail price of
WinXP Pro alone is
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$299, that’s an unbeatable deal for a
system that would be a mediocre
desktop PC but would make a decent
file server. Picking up a used computer locally is another good option
that can save you a lot of cash and assembly time.

Step 2:
Back Up Files
If there are any important files
stored on the PC you want to turn
into a server, be sure to back them up
using software such as Cobian Backup
(free; www.educ.umu.se/~cobian
/cobianbackup.htm). The following
procedure is designed to preserve
user-created data on the drive (for instance, text documents and pictures),
but it never hurts to make backups.

Step 3:
Remove Software (Optional)
If you want to create a true file
server that is used exclusively for
storage, there’s no need to keep all of
the other programs installed on the
hard drive, and you can uninstall
them to free up space. If you choose to
uninstall programs, click Start, click
All Programs, and use each program’s
uninstall or remove utility to delete
them from the drive. If a program
doesn’t have an uninstall option,
click Start, click

Most hard drives have basic configuration
settings printed directly on top of the
unit, as shown here.

Control Panel, and double-click Add
Or Remove Programs. Highlight entries in the list, click Remove, and
follow the prompts to remove the
software. When you’re finished, you
can use a program such as CCleaner
(free; www.ccleaner.com) to remove
any other stray files.

Step 4:
Add A Second Drive (Optional)
You can easily increase the amount
of storage space by adding one or
more hard drives to the server. Just
be sure any new drives use the same
interface your computer’s motherboard supports—PATA (Parallel
ATA) and SATA (Serial ATA) are the
most common. Avoid OEM (original
equipment manufacturer) drives because they often lack the cables,
mounting hardware, installation software, and generous warranties that
are included with drives packaged for
retail sale.
Hard drives are very easy to install
because they come with detailed configuration instructions and great software designed to prep the drive so
Windows can use it. You may need to
reposition some jumper blocks or upgrade to an 80-conductor interface
cable when working with a PATA
drive, but just follow the diagrams
and instructions that come with the
drive and you’ll be OK. Don’t ever install a PATA hard drive on the same
cable a CD or DVD drive is attached

to, or the hard drive’s performance
will greatly suffer.
The only real decision you need to
make when installing a hard drive is the
file system chosen when the drive is
formatted, and we recommend NTFS
(NT file system), which is vastly superior to its commonly used predecessor,
FAT32 (32-bit file allocation table).
Although Windows 95/98/Me can’t
(without the use of special software)
see NTFS data on a computer where
those operating systems are installed,
they can access drives formatted with
NTFS just fine over the network.

Step 5:
Configure Windows For File Sharing
After the drives are installed, boot
into Windows, click Start, click My
Computer, right-click the icon for a
hard drive, and click Properties. Click
the Sharing tab and then click the If
You Understand The Risk But Still
Want To Share The Root Of This
Drive Click Here link. Select the Share
This Folder On The Network checkbox, select the Allow Network Users
To Change My Files checkbox, and
click Apply. After WinXP changes all
of the file permissions, you can create

You can add an Intel Core 2 Extreme CPU to a file server to make
sure it runs as cool as possible, but you really don’t need that
much computing horsepower.

You don’t need a cutting-edge video card to operate a file
server, and products such as this Sapphire Radeon 9250 that sell
for less than $50 are more than sufficient.
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folders on drives with names such as
Pictures, Music, Videos, etc., to create
some basic categories for all of your
files. Repeat these steps for any other
drives installed in the server.
You also need to make sure the file
server is connected to your network.
Use an Ethernet cable to connect the
computer’s NIC to an open port on the
network’s router if you haven’t already
done so and start the
computer. Running in
All computers on the
Category View, click
network must have the
Start, click Control
same workgroup name in
Panel, click Network
order to “see” each other.
And Internet Connections, and then click
Network Setup Wizard.
Click Next, click Next
selected S: to indicate
again, select the This
it was a server drive),
Computer Connects To
click Browse, click the
The Internet Through
entry for the server
A Residential Gateway
drive, click OK, and
Or Through Another Drives must be flagged as shared
click Finish. If you
Computer On My Net- before other computers on the
don’t want to connect
work radio button, and network can access their contents.
to the drive itself, you
click Next. Click the
can assign drive letters
entry for the connecto any folder stored
tion you want to use (this usually begins
within it using this same procedure,
making it easier to access or back up
with “Local Area Connection”) and
particular types of files. For example,
click Next. Give the computer a descripyou could create separate drive letters
tion and a name, click Next, and enter
for the Pictures, Music, and Videos
the workgroup name that all of the
folders created previously so they apother computers on the network use
pear separately in My Computer.
(this must be the same for all comRepeat this step for all of the computers
puters, or they won’t be able to see one
on your network, and now everyone on
another). Click Next, select the Turn On
the network can access the file server.
File And Printer Sharing radio button,
click Next, click Next again, select the
Just Finish The Wizard radio button,
Take Control Of Your Data
click Next, and click Finish. Restart the
You’ve just created a simple file
computer and proceed to the next step.
server, but there are plenty of other options to explore. For exStep 6:
ample, you can add more

Be consistent across all computers on your
network when choosing a drive letter for
the network drive to reduce confusion if
multiple PCs will access the file server.

storage space by using a program such
as Acronis True Image ($49.99; www
.acronis.com) or Norton Ghost ($69.99;
www.symantec.com) to copy everything from the original drive—Windows and all—to a larger drive, all
without having to reinstall Windows. If
the file server uses WinXP Professional,
you can also consider implementing
RAID (redundant array of independent
disks) mirroring. This automatically
copies data between pairs of hard drives
so that if one drive fails, all of your data
remains intact on the other drive, and
you can simply replace the bad drive
without losing any files. RAID typically
requires expensive hardware, but
WinXP Pro’s Dynamic Disk technology
lets you implement RAID using only
software. When it comes to servers, the
possibilities are nearly endless, so always
look for new uses for your new toy. ❙❙
BY

TRACY BAKER

Connect To The File Server

Leave the file server running and
boot another computer connected to
your home network. Double-click My
Computer, open the Tools menu, and
click Map Network Drive.
In WinXP, use the drop-down list to
select a drive letter you want to associate with the network drive (we

Even a basic UPS (uninterruptible
power supply), such as this APC
Back-UPS ES BE550R, can keep the
file server running for an hour or
more if the power goes out,
meaning you won’t have to
reboot the system.
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Video Formats:
Take One
A Breakdown Of PC Video File Formats
ompared to, say, five years
ago, few PC applications
have grown quite as explosively as video. Digital video cameras make it easy to capture and
transfer home videos to your computer. Powerful computers with lots
of memory let you store and play
video files. And widespread broadband access takes away the hassles of
sending and receiving video over the
Internet. Then why is it sometimes
so darn difficult to get a video clip
to play?
The answer lies in the technology
underlying video clips. Unlike its
multimedia counterpart, audio,
where MP3 is the de facto standard file format, there’s no overwhelmingly dominant video file
type. Understanding the major
categories and the common
file formats that fall under
these categories can help you
get all your video clips running smoothly.

C

Streaming vs.
Nonstreaming
As the name implies, streaming video streams, or transmits,
into a user’s computer. The file
is stored not on your PC but
elsewhere, such as on a Web
site’s server. When you select
this file in your player (for example, most Web browsers have
built-in video players that handle
streaming content), what you’re really
doing is launching a metafile, or a series of commands embedded in a file,
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that tells the player, “go here, find this
video file, and play it.” The video then
plays as the file streams from the
server; it never actually gets downloaded to your PC.
One of the most common streaming video formats comes from RealNetworks (www.realnetworks.com),
which pioneered streaming media.
RealMedia files, which have an .RM
or .RAM extension, typically contain a RealAudio (.RA extension) component, a RealVideo (.RV extension)
component, and other information.
Another common streaming video file
format is ASF, or Advanced Systems

Format (formerly known as Advanced
Streaming Format and Active Streaming Format), which Microsoft developed in the late 1990s.
When you save a video file to your
PC, however—perhaps one that was
an email attachment or a file downloaded from a Web site—it typically
is of the nonstreaming variety.
And here’s where the picture gets
even more complicated: Multiple
companies have created multiple
video file formats for multiple operating systems.
Consider Microsoft. It introduced
the AVI (Audio-Video Interleaved)
file format back in 1992, and AVI files
are still in use today. (Remember
the dancing baby? One of the first
Internet fads was created and released
online as an AVI file: Chacha.avi.)
Fast forward a few years to when
Microsoft releases WMV (Windows
Media Video), a proprietary format
used for storing (as well as streaming)
video files.

Other Video File Formats
In addition, consider Apple. It
created QuickTime, a video and
sound playback program included
in the Mac operating system.
MOV and QT are two formats
associated with QuickTime.
However, Mac users aren’t
the only ones who can run
QuickTime movies, because
Apple has also created a version of QuickTime for PCs.
And, if you have a MOV
file or a QT file and no QuickTime program, no worries. Other
media players, such as RealPlayer, can handle MOV and QT
files. (Or you could download
the free QuickTime player from
Apple at www.apple.comquicktime
/win.html.)
At this point, you may
be thinking that with all
these file formats out
there, it would be nice
if someone had created

GENERAL COMPUTING
Video Formats

a video file format standard. Well
it hasn’t exactly happened yet,
but MPEG (Moving Picture Experts
Group) is a standards committee
supported by the ISO (International Standards Organization)
that developed the (so far) six
MPEG standards for digital video.
Some of these standards are either now or are becoming widely
used in specific digital audio and
video situations.
For example, MPEG-1 is a video
compression technology often used in
digital video cameras, for video clips
posted on the Web, and for video
CDs. If you have a file with an .MPG
or .MPEG extension that you’ve
found on the Internet, chances are
good you’re looking at this type of
file. The quality isn’t bad; it typically
resembles that of VHS tapes. To find
DVD quality in video, look to the
MPEG-2 standard. MPEG-2 video
compression is the technology behind
commercially produced DVDs, as
well as digital satellite television
broadcasts, and it provides a crisp,
clear playback.

InterVideo WinDVD (www.inter
video.com), your PC will need to
have the proper codec installed.
Media players include codecs that
will allow you to play, say, most
MPG video files or DVDs based on
the MPEG-2 standard. But if you
receive an error message that the
file is unplayable because of a
missing or damaged codec, try playing the file in another media player or visit KC Softwares’ VideoInspector site (www.kcsoftwares
.com/index.php?vtb) for help with
identifying and installing codecs.
Windows Media Player is a media player that
can handle multiple video file formats.

Underlying these standards is
what is known as a codec (compressor/decompressor), which is a
combination of hardware or software designed to compress and
decompress data for efficient playback. For example, in order to play
a DVD in a given media player,
such as Windows Media Player or

Play On!
The bottom line is that there are
dozens of video file formats, and
whether you can play a particular
video file on your PC will depend
upon your media player, such as
Windows Media Player or RealPlayer.
Check your player’s Options or
Preferences menu for a list of compatible file types. ❙❙
BY

HEIDI V. ANDERSON

Multiple companies have created
multiple video file formats for multiple operating systems.

Video Format Recap
Format

Company/Organization

The Skinny

AVI (Audio-Video Interleaved)

Microsoft

Released in 1992, AVI was one of the earlier video file
formats for PCs.

ASF (Advanced Systems Format)

Microsoft

ASF is a format especially designed for streaming video files.

MOV and QT (QuickTime Movie files)

Apple

MOV and QT files were originally designed for playback
on Macs, but some Windows applications now handle them.

MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group)

Moving Picture Experts Group

MPEG is the compression technology behind video CDs
(MPEG-1) and DVDs (MPEG-2).

RM (RealMedia)

RealNetworks

The RealMedia file format was developed by the pioneer
of streaming media.

WMV (Windows Media Video)

Microsoft

This compression format is used in both streaming and
downloadable video content.
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Learning
Linux
Give Linux A Permanent Home
ola, amigos, and welcome to
this month’s installment on
learning about el Linux. I
don’t have a mariachi band to sing
my triumphs, but I will show you
that having Linux permanently installed on your PC is a fiesta you
won’t soon forget.
I started with the Ubuntu Linux
CD, which I downloaded and burned
to a CD last month. With the Live
CD, I was able to boot Ubuntu from
the CD and spend some time vacationing in the OS (operating system).
But I quickly learned that Linux isn’t
just a nice place to visit; you’ll want to
stay there, too, if you give it a chance.
Although I downloaded and previewed Ubuntu from a PC running
Windows XP, I thought it would be
best to install Ubuntu on a separate
computer. Although installing Ubuntu
over WinXP is a perfectly acceptable
(and according to whom you talk with,
steadfastly encouraged) route to take, I
preferred keeping a Windows machine
on hand for certain important tasks
Linux doesn’t do so well, such as
playing computer games. (Purely for
research purposes, of course.) It’s possible to have a dual-boot system that
puts Windows and Linux on the same
PC, but that’s a topic we’ll visit in a
later column.
I turned on my trusty computer and
placed the Ubuntu Live CD in my optical drive. My computer eventually
read the disc and prompted me with
options; I chose Start Or Install
Ubuntu and pressed ENTER. (If
you’ve been following along, you’ll
know that this loads Ubuntu from the

H
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CD.) Once Ubuntu loaded, I doubleclicked the Install icon on the Desktop.
Next, the Install dialog box opened. I
left the language as English (even
though the thought of Esperanto
Linux is awfully tempting) and clicked
Forward. The installation wizard
guided me through a few simple steps
such as setting a date and time, selecting keyboard layout, and choosing
how the installer would partition my
hard drive for the installation. (Don’t
forget to write down your username
and password; you’ll need them later.)
I clicked Install after completing all
of the setup steps, kicked back, and
let Ubuntu acquaint itself with my
hard drive.
Ubuntu notified me that the installation was complete, and I clicked
Restart Now to run Ubuntu from my
hard drive, which is far faster than

Almost everything you’ve come to know
and love (or hate) on Windows XP has a
Linux equivalent, including updating your
operating system.

using the Live CD. At Ubuntu’s welcome screen, I entered my username
and password to continue.
There’s a very good chance that, as
with WinXP, you’ll have updates to
download immediately after Ubuntu
loads for the first time. For example,
Ubuntu displayed a small bubble that
notified me I needed to install
updates, and a small icon in the
upper-right corner kindly explained
I needed 45 updates. I clicked this
icon, entered my password, and
clicked OK. Ubuntu scanned my
system and presented me with the
updates; I clicked Install Updates to
continue. I clicked Restart to apply
the changes. And you thought Linux
was tough.
And now that we have Ubuntu
Linux permanently installed and happily humming along on our systems,
I’ll spend next month with OpenOffice.org’s suite of office programs
and explain why everyone who buys a
copy of Microsoft Office is better off
writing me a check for $399.99.
And before I leave you thirsting for
more Linux knowledge for another
month, I thought I’d mention that
I’ve experienced a rather odd phenomenon since starting my expedition into the Linux world: regular
reader response email. Although
I’ve yet to receive a “Your ‘Learning
Linux’ column has changed my life!”
email, some of you have written polite, thoughtful emails with your
Linux suggestions.
With the teeming number of Linux
distros and piles of available programs,
I could easily fill every page of Smart
Computing with Linux tips and tricks
(Editor’s Note: We just don’t want to.
No offense, Vince.), let alone a single
page. I can’t cover everything, but I’ll
occasionally include a particularly
useful nugget of information from
you, the reader, so keep ’em coming.
Then again, if “Learning Linux” has
changed your life, don’t be afraid to
let me know. ❙❙
BY

VINCE COGLEY
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WEB TIPS
Read & Release Your Books
Problem: Great books
seem to have a life of their
own. Is there a site that
speaks to this?
Solution: Usually people
who love to read books
also love to share the experience of a great pageturner. A wonderfully
unique way to share a book
can be found at the site
BookCrossing (www.book
crossing.com). Take one
of your books, tag it with
a BookCrossing number
(BCID) on the inside, register that ID on this site,
and then release the book
in the wild: Give it to a
friend, donate it to a library, or just leave it at a
doctor’s office or café. The
idea is that when someone
else finds the book, he can
use the BCID to track the
book’s journey and write a
review about it. Over 3.4
million books have been
registered so far.

Nothing eVentured,
Nothing Gained
Problem: I’m thinking
about starting my own

Enhance Your Time Online

business. What online resources are at my disposal?
Solution: MBA students
are well aware of the
Kauffman Foundation, a
nonprofit whose mission
is to foster “economically
independent individuals.”
This foundation’s site
(www.kauffman.org) has
plenty of information
about entrepreneurial resources and grants. If
you’re looking for much
more detailed tools and
templates for starting a
business, the Kaufmann
Foundation has a more
interactive site: eVenturing
(www.eventuring.org).
Filled with real-world
stories, essays, how-tos,
and the now-requisite
blogs, this is an essential
stop on the start-up’s
path to success.

Mapping The News
Problem: There are a lot of
places in the news I’ve
heard of, but I’m not sure
exactly where they are.
Solution: The world does
seem to be getting more
and more geopolitical.

A must-see site for
entrepreneurs and
anyone else
interested in the
nitty-gritty of
starting and
running a
business.

Whether you are
looking to give or
looking to learn, this
site can keep you
informed on the
financial health of
major American
charities.
And just because you do
know where Israel is (or
just because you can
Google it), doesn’t mean
that issues like the
Israeli/Lebanese border
conflict can’t use some additional visual explanation. The University of
Texas has a helpful feature
on its UTOPIA site
(utopia.utexas.edu/maps)
called Maps In The News.
The maps are rather selfexplanatory; it’s just nice
to have them all in one
location.

Too Many Charities
To Choose From
Problem: I want to donate
to a good charity, but there
are so many: How do I
know which ones have the
greatest need?
Solution: Good for you for
wanting to give, and good
for you for wanting to be
informed about giving.
Charity Navigator
(www.charitynavigator
.org) is the site you want.
Ratings and rankings for
over 400 charities can be
found here arranged in a

multitude of ways, including lists such as 10
Super-Sized Charities, 10
Charities Shrinking In A
Hurry, and 10 Charities
Routinely In The Red. The
tips and resources are also
worth a glance, as they
offer info on best practices
of donors and how to
avoid online scams.

Color-blind
Problem: Is there a way to
test for color blindness on
the Web?
Solution: While any serious
medical concerns should
always be discussed with
your doctor, if you are interested in learning about
the condition of being
color-blind, take a look at
the Colorblind HomePage
(colorvisiontesting.com).
There you will find digital
representations of the standard color vision test where
colored shapes and numbers are “hidden” in a field
of dots. You can also find
a truly eye-opening series
of images that show how
a color-blind person sees
the world. ❙❙
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Winter Web Surfing

COMPILED BY JOSHUA GULICK
ILLUSTRATED BY LINDSAY ANKER

photo galleries of resorts across the
United States. The main page’s Snow
Ticker rotates a long list of resorts and
the measurements of their base snow
depth and recent snowfalls. You can
click any slope to see more detailed information about the resort’s open lifts
and percentage of open slopes.

Snowbirdhelper.com
www.snowbirdhelper.com

EPA
www.epa.gov

The United States EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) has some
great information about winter
weather. To find the Winter Storms
section, click More in the main page’s
Quick Finder and then click Winter
Storms at the bottom of the page.
Check out the Around Your Home
area’s information about carbon
monoxide poisoning and the American
Heart Association’s Snow Shovel Safety
Tips article. Don’t miss the General
Winter Tips link on the main Snow
And Ice page. The Winter Tips page
has instructions for conserving energy
and protecting your health during the
winter months.

L.L.Bean
www.llbean.com

Winter weather means winter gear:
boots; warm pants and jackets; and (if
you’re a winter hiker) tents, sleeping
bags, and backpacks. L.L.Bean’s Web
site has all of these and is almost as impressive as its main store in Freeport,
Maine. You’ll find several digital departments, including Outdoor Gear &
Apparel and Home & Outdoor Living.
Of course, there’s more to the site than
gear. Click the Explore The Outdoors
tab to find tips for outdoor activities
and the Park Search engine, which
covers parks around the world.

NSIDC
www.nsidc.org

The NSIDC (National Snow And Ice
Data Center) Web site is more exciting
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than you might expect. Start your tour
with the photo gallery’s pictures of
snowstorms and avalanches (don’t
miss the picture of a man standing next
to the top of a telephone pole, thanks
to a particularly bad snow storm) and
then take a look at The Cryosphere section. We like the All About Snow,
Avalanaches, And Blizzards area of The
Cryosphere: It has some great snow
trivia and links to winter storm safety
information. Other interesting collections include the Arctic Climatology
And Meteorology Primer section and
the Cryosphere Glossary.

SkiMaps.com
www.skimaps.com

If you haven’t already chosen your
ski resort destinations for the winter,
stop by this site and check out its huge
collection of ski resort maps. You can
browse hundreds of maps in a fraction
of the time you’d spend looking up
each resort’s site. And because ski resort maps generally use the same
black, blue, and green codes to indicate slope skill level, you can easily
spot the resorts that are best suited to
your family’s skiing skills.

SkiNet
www.skinet.com

SkiNet’s tagline, “Gear, Travel,
Action,” sums up its three focuses. If
your circle of friends goes back and
forth about which are the best ski
boots, goggles, helmets, and skis, you’ll
love the Featured Gear articles and the
Gear Finder section. The Travel and
Real Estate sections have some great

Those of us who follow the birds
south every winter find that we have to
adjust to a new scene each year. Sure,
you’ll probably winter in the same city
as you did the year before, but by the
time you arrive next December, many
new businesses will have opened, and
some of your favorite shops and
restaurants may have closed. Web sites
such as Snowbirdhelper.com help you
transition into your temporary home
each year. Click the Business Directory
and Bed & Breakfast links to find businesses and services in snowbird states.
There are also categories that offer information about RV parks, condos,
and time-shares. Visitors who have
poor eyesight will love the site’s large,
easy-to-see fonts.

Snowbird Resources
www.sno-bird.com

Come to Florida, enjoy the sunshine, feed the alligators—er, scratch
that last bit. Whether you’re planning
to live in Florida during the winter or
are still considering it, you’ll find answers to many of your questions here.
The site offers listings for Florida
businesses, realtors, home builders,
and tourist attractions. It also has important information about hurricanes
and a Snowbird Bulletins page that
lets visitors post messages and ads. Be
sure to check out the site’s pictures of
Flordia birds, bugs, sea life, and wildlife. Also, don’t forget to click the
Swim With The Manatees link on the
main page. The link opens the Capt.
Mike’s Sunshine River Tours Web
site, which has some unforgettable
free video of people swimming with
some playful manatees.
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That’s

News
To You
Finding the appropriate Usenet discussion
group to match your interests can be a monumental task. So each month, we scour tens
of thousands of newsgroups and highlight
ones that delve into popular topics. If your
ISP (Internet service provider) doesn’t carry
these groups, ask it to add the groups to its
list. This month we hit the slopes.

rec.skiing.alpine.moderated
Talk about gear, slopes, and great
ski trips with this group. Because
this is a moderated group, you’ll
find only clean, on-topic messages.
This is a great example of Usenet
done right.

rec.skiing.resorts.north-america
A ski resort can make or break your
ski trip this winter, so be sure to
find out what other skiers think of
your destination plans.

rec.skiing.snowboard
Fellow snowboarders are already
chatting about slopes and gear, and
they all know the sport’s
terminology. Apparently,
bindings are good
things in the
snowboarding and
skiing worlds.

Share

The

Wares

Some of the best apples in the online orchard are the free (or free to try) programs available for download. Each month we feature highlights from our
pickings. This month, we introduce you to the wonderful world of widgets.

Yahoo! Weather Widget
widgets.yahoo.com

Is today a light or heavy jacket day? You’ll know before you read your
first email of the morning if you have the Yahoo! Weather Widget, which is
a small, graphical program that lets you check the week’s local weather
forecast at a glance. A large icon (such as a sun, clouds, or rain drops) at
the top left of the widget indicates the current weather, while several
smaller icons let you know what the next several days are likely to bring.
The Weather Widget also displays today’s (and the week’s) temperatures and links to Weather.com’s 6-10 Day Forecast for your area. The
widget won’t get in your way while you work, as you can minimize it to the
System Tray and open it again with just a few clicks. It downloads the
latest weather information over your Internet connection.
To use the Weather Widget, you’ll need to install the Yahoo! Widget
Engine, which has several built-in widgets, including the Weather
Widget. (Once you install the Widget Engine,
you can also download
many more widgets
from Yahoo!.) Don’t
worry about Desktop
clutter, though, as you
can easily hide all of the
widgets and then open
them one at a time
when you need them.
Downloading and installing Yahoo!’s Widget
Engine is easy enough:
In case your Desktop isn’t
Click the Download Yahoo! Widget Engine
cluttered enough already,
For Windows button and then follow the
Yahoo! offers widgets. We’re
prompts. When the installation completes,
particularly fond of the one
the Yahoo! Widget Engine displays several
that lets us check the weather
widgets on your Desktop. You can hide any
without leaving our desks.
widget by right-clicking it and then clicking
Close Widget.
To resize the Weather Widget window, click the bottom of the widget
–) or plus (+) icons when they appear.
and then click the minus (–
The icons can reduce the window so that it displays only today’s weather info or expand it so you can see the entire
week’s forecast at once. You can also change the window’s transparency in the Yahoo! Weather
Preferences menu (right-click anywhere in the
window and then click Widget Preferences).
The Yahoo! Widget Engine is free and supports
Windows 2000/XP. ❙❙
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Mr. M’s Favorite Web Sites Of 2006
appy New Year! Can
you believe that it’s 2007?
It seems only a year
ago that I stood alone on a
windswept bluff overlooking
the ocean, my remaining hair
blowing freely in the salty spray,
as white-capped surf pounded the
craggy cliffs below me. With my
lovely wife, Catherine Zeta, by my
side, we raised our glasses in a
toast to humanity, accompanied by our solemn prayer for
love, health, and whirled peas
throughout the coming year.
As long-time readers know,
each January, in a tradition that dates
back to 1954 and my first column for Smart Computing—
though in those days it was called Shrewd Vacuum Tubing—
it is my pleasure to start the year off by presenting an
eclectic smorgasbord of Web sites that caught my attention
during the past year. Cheers!

H

Accomplishments (tinyurl.com/uchx)
The formal name of this site is “Things Other People
Accomplished When They Were Your Age.” If your selfesteem is too high and you’re feeling pretty good about
yourself and your life’s accomplishments, enter your age
and you’ll be instantly humbled by the accomplishments of
your chronological peers. By age 12, Albert Einstein had
taught himself Euclidean geometry. When I was 12, I was
still trying to figure out which mitten went on which hand.

Apinchof.com (www.apinchof.com)
If you believe spice is nice, or you’re just wild about saffron, this is a great place to learn about cumin, turmeric,
Posh, frankincense, and much, much myrrh. Research any
spice to discover its origins or uses or to find a recipe.

CoolQuiz Trivia (www.coolquiz.com/trivia)
Did you know that a comet’s tail always points away from
the sun? Or that a dime has 118 ridges around the edge? Or
that a young eel is called an elver, and two elvers equal one
Elvis? OK, maybe not, but here you’ll find quizzes, puzzles,
humor, trivia, and many semi-interesting facts that you can
use to annoy your friends and family.

Dancescape (www.dancescape.com)
Everything you could possibly want to know about the
dance lifestyle, culture, and entertainment. Includes all dance
styles from the Argentine Tango to Flamenco, from Folk
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Dancing to Hip Hop and Line Dancing, and the event for which Mr.
Modem won a bronze metal at
the 1976 Summer Olympics—
Synchronized Clogging.

Fast-Food Nutritional Data
(www.nutritiondata.com)
Have you ever wondered about the
nutritional value, if any, of the quasi-edibles available from fast-food restaurants?
Under this site’s Fast Food Facts link,
you’ll find everything you never wanted to
know about the sodium, cholesterol, trans,
and saturated fats in all of your formerly favorite
foods. For example, a light lunch consisting of a Burger
King Whopper with cheese, an order of fries (French or
Freedom), and a chocolate milkshake tips the scales at a beltbustin’, artery-cloggin’, paramedic-callin’ 73 grams of fat and
1,450 calories.

Food Timeline (www.foodtimeline.org)
This site is a serious effort to put fun into social studies
and is cross-referenced against such authoritative resources
as the Oxford Companion to Food, the Cambridge World
History of Food, and Mr. Modem’s Guide to KeyboardFriendly Computer Snacks. What did the Vikings eat,
knowing that they shouldn’t plunder on an empty stomach?
How did Thomas Jefferson make ice cream? (And why? Was
there no Chunky Monkey available at the Monticello Tom
& Jerry’s?) Who invented the potato chip? And which came
first, the dip or the chip? Impress your friends by whipping
up a batch of ancient Roman sausage, circa 500 BC. Be sure
to dial IX-I-I if anybody feels queasy.

“I Love You” in Languages (tinyurl.com/32f2q)
Learn how to say “I love you” in scores of languages. I do
urge caution, however. I once whispered, “Ya tabe kahayu,”
to Mrs. Modem, but she thought I was having a stroke.
From Mrs. Modem (yes, the former Catherine Zeta
Pfluglehammer, of the Sedalia Pfluglehammers), we wish
you a happy, healthy, and prosperous 2007. Let’s make it
our best computing year ever! ❙❙
BY

MR. MODEM

Mr. Modem, (Richard Sherman) is an author, syndicated
columnist, radio host, and publisher. “Mr. Modem’s Weekly
Newsletter” provides personal responses to subscribers’ computer
and Internet questions, plus weekly computing tips, Web site
recommendations, virus alerts, hoax warnings, and more. For
additional information, visit www.MrModem.com.

PLUGGED IN
Smart Computing Online

Take A Look At The

Manufacturer Index
echnology can be a wonderful thing. But what happens
when your computer, router, or
software acts up? How are you
going to fix it? Better yet, whom
can you contact to fix it? When
you need to contact a manufacturer for tech support, but can’t
find the pertinent information, look
no further! SmartComputing.com’s Tech Support Center
provides contact data for a wide array of manufacturers.

T

1 Go to www.smartcomputing.com and click the Tech
Support Center link.
2 Scroll to the bottom of the page and click the
Manufacturer Tech Support Index link under the Other
Helpful Tech Support Tools section.

3 Manufacturers are listed alphabetically, so you can find
contact information quickly and easily. Each manufacturer
listing includes a URL, phone number, and street address.
4 Be sure to check out the
links at the bottom of the
page, as well. The links will
connect you to Microsoft’s
vendor contact information lists, which are quite
extensive and contain a
wealth of information
in one easy-to-navigate
location.
The next time your router
is on the fritz or your software isn’t working properly,
check out the Manufacturer
Tech Support Index, contact the manufacturer directly, and
get the answers you’re looking for.

SmartComputing.com Daily Section
The Internet is a veritable fountain of
(sometimes useless) knowledge, and
there’s always a new site to visit.
Check out some of our favorite fun
sites by clicking the link under Fun
Site in the SmartComputing.com
Daily section. Maybe you’ll pick up
a fact or two that’ll come in handy
in Final Jeopardy!. (If so, take note
of our mailing address and send us
a cut of your winnings.)

When you have a problem and call your
friendly Smart Computing tech support rep
for help, be truthful. Everybody makes silly
mistakes, and they’re often easy to make,
so own up to them. Think like Honest
Abe. We’re not here to judge, only to
help. (And keep in mind that no matter
how silly your mistake, you can’t possibly have done anything that we
haven’t done.)

When researching solutions or searching for manufacturer contact information, remember that
company names often change. Two companies may merge, or perhaps another
manufacturer bought it out (Google
has a tendency to do so frequently).
Press releases can often be the keys
that unlock these mysteries.
Calling a tech support line can be a bit of a crapshoot—
sometimes things go swimmingly, while other
times you hang up the phone wanting to
pull your hair out. Read the results of a
little experiment we conducted to see
how a good number of major companies stood up to our requests for help.
Remember, though, that experiences can
vary and that some time has passed since
we wrote this article. (We’re planning to revisit the tech
support question in our February issue.)
tinyurl.com/yxgq5w
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e build our lives on expectations. When we flip on
a light switch, we expect the room to get bright.
When we turn the key in the ignition, we expect
the motor will roar to life. When we press the
power button on a computer, we expect that the operating system
will appear on-screen. And when the expected does not happen, we
. . . well, some of us freeze, some of us panic, and some of us gather
our wits and prepare to fix the problem.
The first step in restoring an expectation is to figure out specifically what went wrong. It’s not enough to say the lights won’t work
or the car won’t start or the computer is on the blink. We have to
determine whether a light bulb has burned out or a fuse is blown,
whether we’re out of gas or the battery is dead, whether a cord is
unplugged or the hard drive has crashed. Fortunately, making this
kind of determination is rather simple, even when it involves a PC.

W

My Computer Won’t Start
COVER STORY

Defining Failure
Finding the specific cause of a failed boot involves some detective work. Take note of everything that happens during the failed boot from
the moment you press the power button to the
moment the boot routine grinds to a sudden halt.
Write these details, including the full text of any
error messages you see, on a piece of paper so
that you can refer to them later.
The first detail you should note is when the boot
failure occurred. Boot failures can occur at four
points during the startup routine: when the power
button is pressed; after the power button is pressed
but before the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System; a
set of instructions that activates the system hardware and loads the OS [operating system] each time
you boot the PC) runs; after the BIOS runs but before Windows starts; and after Windows starts.
Extreme failure. You press the power button
and nothing happens. While an unresponsive PC
represents the extreme in failures, it doesn’t necessarily portend a costly repair job or whole system
upgrade. The solution to this kind of problem—
which usually indicates a power failure at some
level—often involves no money and less than 30
seconds of effort. The important thing is to remain
calm so that you can proceed through the short list
of particular causes and find the one to blame. See
page 50 for help with power issues.
Signs of life. A computer that, at first glance,
appears to be unresponsive may actually exhibit
several signs of life. Pay attention to LED lights
that flicker on the front of the computer or monitor and beeps or whirring noises from inside the
case. These signs indicate the computer is getting
power but that it can’t do anything with it.
That’s the good news. The bad news is that
these symptoms correspond to some very serious
hardware issues. You may have to replace one or
more of the PC’s core components, such as the
processor or motherboard, to resolve the issue.
Refer to the documentation that came with your
computer or contact the computer manufacturer
for assistance in deciphering the symptoms and
treating the problem. See page 57 for more information about beep codes.
BIOS fear. The most important bit of code inside your system exists inside a memory chip soldered to the motherboard. This is the BIOS.
Without it, your computer is just a pile of parts.
Under normal operating conditions, the BIOS
does its thing during the first few seconds of the
boot routine. It makes sure the hardware is functional and, more importantly, launches the OS. If

the BIOS cannot perform its
various tasks or is unable to
communicate with the OS, however, the boot routine will grind
to a halt before Windows starts.
See page 53 to find out how you
should respond in this situation.
Broken Windows. You can
breathe a sigh of relief when the
Windows logo or Desktop appears on-screen. That means the PC’s core system
components are functioning well enough to boot
the system—and that the BIOS was able to communicate with the OS. The startup routine isn’t
over yet, though.
Each time you boot into Windows, it loads drivers (programs that allow hardware to communicate with the rest of the system), system settings,
and various applications as part of its own startup
routine. Disruptions that occur during this sequence may cause Windows to freeze up, error
messages to appear, or even the computer to reboot automatically. See pages 60, 62, and 65 for
in-depth discussions of these problems.
Whatever happens, the resolution is likely to involve booting into Safe Mode so you can identify
the troublemaker. You can boot into Safe Mode
by holding down the F8 key as the computer starts
and selecting Safe Mode from the resulting startup
menu. In a worst-case scenario, you may need to
reinstall Windows or upgrade the hard drive.
Make sure you have a recent backup of important
data files before undertaking either task.

An ailing motheboard
not only interferes
with the startup
routine but it also
may require an
investment in new
hardware. If you plan
to replace an existing
motherboard with a
new one like the ABIT
LGA 775 (www.abitusa.com) shown
here, you should plan
on purchasing a new
processor, power
supply, and system
memory, as well.

Let’s Get It Started
Whatever the circumstances surrounding a
particular boot failure, the important thing is to
address the issue immediately. Refer to the
product documentation that came with your
computer, contact the computer manufacturer’s
support resources, and read the following articles
for step-by-step guidance in resolving the
problem. And take heart: You will get your PC
up and running again. ❙❙
BY JEFF

DODD

An unresponsive PC may need a new
power supply. You can get one with
plenty of juice for an average price of
$50 to $100. A 350-watt model from
www.topower.com is shown here.
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our PC won’t power on. You’ve coaxed, cajoled, and
threatened, but it won’t budge, and your stomach is
doing flips as you contemplate the damage your PC
has somehow incurred between now and yesterday, when it
was working perfectly. As nerve-wracking as it is when your
computer won’t power on, you’re probably facing a much less
serious (well, easier to fix) problem than the person who successfully powers on her PC, only to find that Windows can’t
properly load. In a worst-case scenario, you’ll need to spend
money on repairs, but it’s much more likely that you’re facing
a minor problem and will be computing in a few minutes.

Y

Grab The Right Guide
We kick off this guide by covering the most likely problems
and then delving into less common issues and difficult-totroubleshoot problems. Before we begin, let’s make sure we’re
on the same page—your computer doesn’t appear to have any
power at all; the light at the front of your PC (assuming your
computer has a light) doesn’t turn on; you’re not hearing any
noise from your computer; and nothing appears on the screen.
If your computer powers on but doesn’t seem to send any images to your monitor, see “Troubleshoot A Running PC With
A Blank Monitor” on page 65. If you hear beeps, your computer has power and may be trying to tell you what’s wrong
with it, so skip to “Beep, Blip, Blip, Beep” on page 57.
We recommend that you follow these questions in order.
After following each question’s suggestions, try to power on
your PC by pressing the front panel power button.

Q Is the power cord loose?
A loose power cord is usually the problem that prevents
A
your computer from starting. Push the cable’s prongs
firmly into the power strip or wall outlet so that you can’t
see the prongs at all. Give the end that attaches to the PSU
(power supply unit) a good shove, too—you won’t damage
anything by pushing too hard.
Even cables that have connector lock mechanisms, such as
monitor cables, manage to work themselves free from time
to time. In fact, if you have a computer that is normally very
quiet, it’s worth it to check the monitor cable connections. If
this cable is loose, your computer may be powering on just
fine and simply be unable to get the image signal to your
monitor. (This situation has fooled us on more occasions
than we care to mention.)

Q

Have you checked the power supply’s switch?

While you’re pushing your computer’s power cable into
A
the PSU, check to see if the power supply has a power
switch. Many power supplies have an On/Off switch that lets
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you kill power to the PC without removing the
cable. If your PC’s PSU has a switch, push the end
marked with an | so that the end marked O extends from the PC. You don’t need to open your
computer to find the PSU’s power switch. If your
PSU has a switch, it will be on the end of the PSU
at the back of your computer.

Q

Is your surge protector functioning?

As with the computer’s power cord, you’ll
A
want to make sure that the surge protector is
firmly plugged into your wall outlet. Many surge
protectors also have power switches that let you
kill power to all of the devices attached to the
surge protector without unplugging it from the
outlet. This switch is commonly the culprit, as
it’s easy to bump the switch with your feet.
Damage can also cause your surge protector to
stop functioning. If you suspect a problem with
the surge protector, check to see whether other
devices that plug into it can power on. Your surge
protector may even include lights that indicate
whether the unit has experienced a power surge.
If you’re not sure what your protector’s lights
mean, visit the unit manufacturer’s Web site and
look for your model’s manual. APC’s (American
Power Conversion’s) Web site (www.apcc.com),
for example, has a Search User Manuals feature
that lets you easily track down and view the instructions for your APC surge protector.

Q

Is your wall outlet functioning?

Unplug your power strip and then plug a deA
vice directly into your wall outlet to determine whether the outlet is the source of the
power failure. Some wall outlets have a GFCI
(ground fault circuit interrupter) that will cut the
power if tripped by a power surge or other
hazard. GFCI outlets generally have Test and
Reset buttons—the Test button also kills the
power from the outlet. Make sure that the outlet’s GFCI feature isn’t blocking power by first
pressing the Test button and then pressing the
Reset button. The Reset button won’t return to
its previous height once you press it in—this
means the GFCI feature is armed. The GFCI
should let power through the outlet at this point.
Keep in mind that a GFCI wall outlet protects
any other outlets that are downstream from it.
These other outlets may not have the GFCI Reset

and Test buttons. If your outlet doesn’t
work but doesn’t have Reset and
Test buttons, check the other
nearby outlets to see if an
upstream GFCI outlet is
preventing power from
reaching the wall outlet
that feeds your computer.
Press the Reset button to restore power to all of the outlets
on that line.
Also, make sure your wall outlet’s power
supply isn’t at the mercy of a nearby light switch.
If the switch is connected to your outlet,
someone may have thrown the switch when she
walked out of the room.

Q

Some surge
protectors, such
as this APC Personal
SurgeArrest PER7,
include a switch
that can turn off
the power supply
(blocking power
to any devices that
are connected to it).

Has the fuse blown?

Check your home’s fuse box or circuit
A
breaker box if you discover that multiple wall
outlets aren’t supplying power. Blown fuses (in
older houses) and tripped circuits (in newer
homes) aren’t uncommon, so if you’ve lived in
the home for long, you’ve probably already
learned how to restore power when a fuse or circuit trips. If you’re looking at your fuse or circuit
breaker box for the first time, be sure to consult
any manuals or an electrician. Circuit breaker
boxes are generally very easy to use—once you locate the breaker that handles the area of your
home in which your computer sits, you simply
flip the switch. However, if your circuit breaker
box isn’t well labeled, you may need to enlist the
help of a friend who can stand near the PC and let
you know when you’ve flipped the correct switch.

Entering Your PC
Until this point, we’ve managed to troubleshoot the power problem without cracking open
your computer. If you’ve reached this step
without any success, you need to check some
components inside
your PC. To that
end, you’ll need to
take some basic precautions that will
protect you and your
PC from static electricity (which is lethal to electronics) and
larger shocks. Before

Power supply
testers aren’t
expensive and let
you quickly
determine whether
the PSU (power
supply unit) is the
source of your PC’s
troubles. This sort of
tool is worth picking
up before your PC
has problems.
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Some power
supplies have
switches that let
you cut power to
your system. Make
sure you haven’t
turned off your
power supply.

following any of the
steps suggested in the
remaining questions, remove the power cable
from your PC’s power
supply. Next, touch a
piece of metal to discharge any static electricity you’ve built up.
Now you’re ready to operate.

Q

Is the motherboard light on?

Most motherboards have a tiny LED (lightA
emitting diode) that lights up whenever the
power supply is plugged into the motherboard,
even if the computer is powered off. This light
lets you know that your PC is in fact getting
power. If you see this light, power isn’t your
computer’s problem. Take a look at the other articles in this feature package to see if they can
help solve your PC’s issue.

Q

Is the power button cable connected?

The power button at the front of your comA
puter has a thin cable that runs into the front
of your system, past the intake fans and hard

Don’t panic
if you’ve
reached the
end of this
article
without
powering on
your system.
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drives, to your motherboard, where it attaches to
two pins. The cable doesn’t have any kind of
locking mechanism to hold it in place, so if you’ve
recently performed any repairs in your system, it’s
quite possible that you accidentally pulled the
cable free from the motherboard’s prongs.
Open your case and find the front panel connectors, which are the prongs that stand up from
the motherboard. The front panel connectors are
usually in the lower-right corner of the motherboard, but manufacturers sometimes place them
in other areas to accommodate special components. Although the front panel power switch
cable only requires two prongs, you’ll probably
find about a dozen prongs in this area (the other
prongs handle hard drive lights, reset switches,
and the light on your PC’s front panel).
If you spot an unplugged cable, check its connector to see if it is the power switch cable (look
for Power SW or PSW). If this cable is unplugged,
check your motherboard: It may have labels that
indicate which prongs support the power switch.
In some cases, the motherboard won’t have any
labels. If you have such a motherboard, you’ll
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need to check the motherboard manual, which
has a diagram of the front panel connectors.
Don’t worry if you don’t have the motherboard manual on hand. Note the motherboard’s
brand and model number, which probably appears near the memory or between the PCI
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) slots. The
PCI slots are near the bottom-left corner of the
motherboard. Next, visit the manufacturer’s Web
site from a different computer (libraries often
have public PCs) and download the manual.
If you don’t have easy access to another computer, call Smart Computing’s Tech Support
Center at (800) 368-8304. We’ll be happy to hunt
down the manual for you (free).

Q

Is the power supply functioning?

As with all other PC components, power
A
supplies sometimes go bad. If your wall
outlet and surge protector are healthy and the
other troubleshooting steps haven’t pinpointed
the problem, you’re probably facing a dead PSU.
To determine for certain whether the power
supply is the problem, visit your local computer
shop and pick up a power supply tester, which
will probably run between $7 to $20. The tester
will include the same 20- or 24-pin connector
that your power supply uses to power your
motherboard. Follow the tester’s instructions to
check the power supply’s health.

If Nothing Works
Don’t panic if you’ve reached the end of this
article without powering on your system. Although you can’t fix the problem yourself, your
computer isn’t completely lost. A PC is a collection of components, and it’s unlikely that all of
these parts are damaged, which means you’re
looking at a repair fee, rather than the cost of
buying a brand-new PC.
A local professional computer repair person
has the equipment and experience needed to
track down the parts that are damaged and replace them with functioning components. If your
hard drive is healthy, the technician may even
manage to revive your existing Windows installation (and all of the pictures and documents
trapped inside). Keep your hopes up and your
checkbook handy. ❙❙
BY JOSHUA

GULICK
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ealing with a PC that seems to be starting up but
stops before it can load Windows is one of the
more frustrating situations a computer user can
experience. At this point, you know your PC is receiving
power, and you didn’t hear any of the telltale beeps that
often signal failure of critical hardware. Instead, you see an
arcane, text-based message. Fortunately, these messages do
have a rhyme and reason. Often (but not always), they indicate a minor problem. This article will help you figure out
what that problem is.

D

How It Works
After you turn on your PC and it powers up, the BIOS
(Basic Input/Output System; rudimentary hardwarecontrol software burned into permanent memory on your
PC) tests your PC’s hardware configuration. If all tests pass,
the boot phase begins. During the boot phase, a small
amount of code (stored in the boot file) executes, reads
stored information about your system and OS (operating
system), and then loads various files and drivers that
Windows needs to initiate startup.
The boot file also switches your machine into a protected
state and creates some of the underlying elements from
which Windows will construct a functional operating
system. Finally, it hands over control of the system to
Windows.
Often, if the BIOS detects a problem it will issue a series
of beeps (for help with this issue, see page 57). Alternatively, it may issue a text-based error message instead. If the
boot file finds problems or is unable to execute any portion
of its routine, it will also generate a text-based message. A series of questions can help you determine where the problem
is occurring and how you can resolve it.
If the text-based messages you see occur after quite a few
seconds have passed, and they offer options that include Last
Known Good Configuration or Safe Mode, they are letting
you know that problems have occurred with Windows
startup itself. We won’t deal with Windows startup problems
here. However, know that Last Known Good Configuration
reverts Windows XP to the last successful startup. Selecting
this will often solve a world of unknown ills. Safe Mode
restarts your PC with minimal drivers installed and is a good
choice if you have recently added new hardware that might
be causing problems.

Before You Begin
A few pointers can make the diagnostic process more painless (and possibly even pain-free). First, leaving removable
media in your PC can sometimes generate the error messages
we discuss here. Before you begin troubleshooting, make sure
there is no diskette in the A: drive and extract all removable
media (USB keys, digital camera memory sticks, CDs, DVDs,
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If you leave a
nonbootable
diskette in the A:
drive, the system
will generate a
message and fail
to boot.

The WinXP
Recovery Console is
your key to
recovering from
many errors.

Viruses can alter
your BIOS (Basic
Input/Output
System) settings,
resulting in this
error message
and rendering
the system
unbootable.

etc.) from your PC
and restart. If the
problem recurs,
read on.
Second, some of
the solutions we
present involve the
BIOS. To enter BIOS setup, restart your PC and
press the key that takes you into BIOS setup.
(DELETE and ESC are common choices; if you
don’t know which key to press, refer to the instructions that came with your computer or contact the manufacturer.)
Finally, many of the operations that follow require you to use the WinXP Recovery Console.
Most PCs do not
have this utility installed by default.
To access it, insert
your WinXP Setup
CD and restart the
PC. When you see
the prompt to
press any key to
boot from the CD, do so. When the Welcome To
Setup screen appears, press R to start the
Recovery Console. When Setup prompts you,
provide the Administrator password. If you
never assigned one, press ENTER. Setup will take
you to a text-based operating mode. When you
see the command prompt, follow the instructions you’ll see later in this article.
If your PC does not let you access Recovery
Console, your system likely came with WinXP
installed and the
original equipment
manufacturer disabled that option.
Check for a Recovery CD or similarly
named CD and
accompanying in
structions detailing
how to resolve startup problems. The Recovery CD
probably will be an image of the drive as it left the
factory. Therefore, it will allow you to restore the
PC to its original state but probably won’t allow
you to follow most of the advice below.

you see a message stating Keyboard
Error or No Keyboard Present?
Q Do
A

While it’s possible your keyboard is faulty, it’s
more likely (unless you recently spilled a cup
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of coffee all over your desk) that the cable has become loose. First, make sure none of the keys on
your keyboard are stuck. Then, turn off the PC,
disconnect and reconnect the keyboard (making
sure all the pins in the connector look straight and
the connection is tight), and restart. If this doesn’t
resolve the problem, purchase a new keyboard—
most models are quite inexpensive.

you see a message stating K/B
Interface Error?
Q Do
A

This message indicates a problem with the
keyboard connector on the main system
board (rather than with the keyboard itself). Try
disconnecting and reconnecting your keyboard
and restarting your PC. If this doesn’t resolve the
issue (which it probably won’t), you’ll need to
take your PC in for service.

Does the error message say Memory
Parity Error, Memory Address Error, or
Q
contain the words “Parity” or “Memory”?
If so, you probably have a problem with the
A
memory modules installed in your machine.
Diagnosing memory problems can be complicated and requires you to open the cover of your
machine and make physical adjustments to the
hardware. If you are not comfortable doing this,
or if doing so will void your warranty, have it
professionally serviced.
To proceed, shut down your PC and disconnect the power cord. The PC should be in an
accessible, well-lit location. If necessary, disconnect your peripherals and move it. Remove
any screws that secure the cover or side panel
(depends on your PC; there may also be a clip to
depress) so you can gain access to the PC’s interior. Before you begin working, touch something
metal to discharge any static electricity in your
body (this is very important—if you move from
your current position, do that again). Locate the
motherboard, a large, flat circuit board that may
be aligned either horizontally or vertically depending on your system.
Use the images in this article to identify the
memory modules. There may be several empty
memory slots, as well. If you have only one
memory module, remove it. (There will be small
retention clips on either side of the card that you
depress or push back before you can extract the
memory module.) Holding the module very carefully by the side or top edges, reseat it in another
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slot, pressing firmly but gently until the clips lock.
Reconnect your monitor and power cord and
restart your computer (you do not have to replace the cover/side panel). If your PC boots normally, there is a problem with the memory slot
(or its connection to the motherboard) where
your memory was previously. If the PC does not
boot, turn off the PC, disconnect the monitor and
power cord, and move the memory to another
slot. Repeat this process until you have made sure
that the memory module is faulty.
If you have multiple memory modules, the
process is similar, but you should remove all modules and then retest each one in the same slot. If
you isolate the one that doesn’t work, replace that
module. If all the modules work in the first slot,
then one of your other slots is bad. If none of the
modules work, test them in another slot to see if
the modules or the slot is bad. If none of them
work in other slots, try testing two like modules
at a time (in some situations, memory modules
must be installed in pairs). Keep swapping out
modules and slots until you isolate the problem.
If memory modules are the problem, replace
them (take your bad memory module[s] and
your PC’s model number with you to the computer store). If slots are the problem and you can
get the PC to work, you can continue operation
but consider having the unit serviced fairly soon.

Q
A

Does your error message say Unexpected
Interrupt In Protected Mode?

This message can occur if a virus or program
has made incompatible changes to your BIOS.
Enter BIOS Setup, and when it opens, look for a
listing of F keys at the bottom that perform reset
features. F6 and F5 are often used to reset the BIOS
to conservative defaults. F1 should open a help
utility. If you cannot find instructions for resetting
the BIOS, check with the manufacturer of your
BIOS (look at the Setup screen for details).
This message can also appear if you are experiencing internal problems, such as processor
overheating or a faulty motherboard. If our solution does not resolve the problem, have your machine serviced.

your error message say any of the
following?
Q Does
Invalid media type
Invalid System Disk
General failure reading drive C:

No Fixed Disk Present
Current Drive No Longer Valid
HDD Controller Failure
Fixed Disk Controller Failure
If you see one of these messages (or anything
A
involving the words “Fixed Disk,” “System
Disk,” or “Drive”), it’s possible that your hard
drive is failing. If you have multiple drives and
you have recently performed drive management,
you may also have inadvertently changed or disabled your system drive.
First, enter BIOS Setup and ensure it recognizes
your drive correctly. To check for hard drive detection, select Standard CMOS Features. Just beneath
the date and time, look to see if CMOS lists your
hard drive. (Your BIOS may be slightly different,
but the interface should be similar). If it does not,
the connections that attach your drive to the
motherboard may be
loose, or your drive
may have failed. You
should have your
PC serviced.
If it does, use the
Windows CheckDisk utility to scan
the hard drive. Enter the Recovery Console (use
the Windows CD to start you computer; at the
Welcome To Setup page, press F10 or R) and
type chkdsk /f /r. This command checks your
drive for errors and attempts to fix them and recover lost information.

Most memory
modules are black
and green like the
Swissbit module on
the top, but some,
like the GSkill
modules at the
bottom, now sport
wild colors.

You’ll see this
message if someone
or something moves
or corrupts a key
boot file.
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Adjusting your
BIOS settings can
resolve some
system errors.

If CheckDisk reports
your drive is OK or
is able to fix the errors,
just restart WinXP. If
WinXP doesn’t restart,
you may need to reinstall the operating system. However, there is a
small chance your problem is due to missing
boot files. Try the solutions in the next question and then skip to the “Final Solutions”
section of this article if the problem recurs.
If CheckDisk cannot resolve your problems,
you probably need a new hard drive. Again, skip
to “Final Solutions.”

Do you see a message stating Operating
System Not Found, Missing Operating
Q
System, or another message relating to
your OS?
These messages often mean you have a damA
aged MBR (master boot record) or a damaged or missing boot sector (these components

If your PC
does not let
you access
Recovery
Console, your
system likely
came with
WinXP
installed and
the original
equipment
manufacturer
disabled that
option.

enable access to your drive). Viruses, programs,
and even unwitting users can all affect the MBR
and boot sector. Additionally, if your hard drive
is starting to go bad, the boot sector may
be failing.
You can use the WinXP Recovery Console to
check your hard drive for errors and to restore
the MBR and create a new boot sector on your
startup partition. (Note that if you see another
error message when you attempt to run Recovery
Console or these suggestions do not work, revert
to the previous solution.) In Recovery Console,
type chkdsk /f /r and press ENTER. This command checks your disk for errors and attempts to
fix them and recover lost information.
After it completes, type fixmbr and press
ENTER. Then, type fixboot and press ENTER.
After this process completes, type Exit and then
press ENTER to restart your PC. These procedures should resolve the problem. If they do not,
skip to “Final Solutions.”

you see a message that reads
NTLDR Is Missing?
Q Do
A

NTLDR (think NT Loader) is the first file
that executes during the boot process. It
performs a host of functions, including
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switching the processor to protected mode and
providing access to hard drives formatted for
Windows OSes. You can accidentally delete
NTLDR, it can become corrupt, or it can be
moved by the system if you or a program have
been copying and deleting a lot of files to and
from the root of your drive (the basic level, outside of a folder—in other words, straight to C:).
(Microsoft has confirmed that this behavior is a
problem in Windows XP, both Home and
Professional Editions.)
You can restore NTLDR from the WinXP
Setup CD by using Recovery Console. At the
command prompt, type cd .. and press ENTER.
Enter the letter of your CD-ROM drive (probably D: unless you have multiple drives) and
press ENTER. Type cd i386 and press ENTER.
Type copy ntldr c: and press ENTER. Type copy
ntdetect.com c: and press ENTER. (Ntdetect
.com is another boot file that, when missing, can
generate the NTLDR error.)
After the copy process completes, type Exit
and press ENTER. Your PC will restart. If this solution does not resolve the issue, continue to
“Final Solutions.”

Final Solutions
If our solutions do not resolve your issues, or
you see other text-based messages, insert your
WinXP boot diskette (if you have one) and
restart your PC. (If you do not have a bootable
diskette, grab a blank floppy diskette and your
WinXP Setup CD and head to the nearest PC
with Internet access and a diskette drive. Visit
support.microsoft.com/kb/305595 for instructions on creating your boot disk.)
If you can boot into WinXP, make copies of
any important files you do not have backed up.
You can try to repair WinXP using the Setup CD.
Instead of pressing R for Recovery Console, press
ENTER to Setup WinXP. When Setup detects
your existing installation, allow it to repair it.
You should not lose any of your user settings or
data, but it is a possibility.
If you cannot repair WinXP, you can use the
setup CD to format your hard drive (losing all
the data on it) and then reinstall WinXP on the
clean drive. However, if your hard drive is failing
(which is possible with any error message that
sent you to this section), these may be temporary
fixes, so keep your backups up-to-date. ❙❙
BY JENNIFER FARWELL
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hen you turn your computer on, you may hear a
single beep, watch as system messages go by, and
then see your operating system boot up so you
can start using your computer.
But sometimes the unexpected happens. You power up
your computer, only to be greeted with a black display screen
and a bunch of annoying beeps. After rebooting a couple
times and getting the same results, it dawns on you that your
computer is ailing.
All is not lost, though. Those beeps coming from your
computer have a purpose. They are not random noise, but
rather your computer’s attempt to communicate a problem.
The BIOS (Basic Input/Output System), software that controls your motherboard, as well as communications between
hardware such as RAM and video cards, is doing its best to
tell you what’s wrong.
Should something go wrong during the boot process that
prevents the computer from even sending data to the monitor or starting the computer, you need some way to identify
the problem. When something goes wrong that causes the
BIOS to be unable to start the computer properly, it uses specific patterns of beeps to give you clues to what the underlying problem is.

W

Q

Have you recently installed any new memory or added
any cards inside your computer? Have you added a new
hard drive or replaced an old one? Did you upgrade to a new
video card?
Before you even bother venturing into the world of
A
POST (power on self test) and BIOS and beep codes,
perhaps you should consider if your problem is much simpler than that.
Any changes to the hardware in your system could very
likely be the cause of your problem. Even if the new component is not the problem in and of itself, you may have
knocked some other device or cable loose while you were
working inside the computer. Start by retracing your steps
and making sure everything is connected firmly where it belongs. Reboot the computer when you’re finished to determine whether the issue has been resolved.
If that doesn’t work, try removing whatever new hardware you installed and see if the beeping goes away. If so,
you need to re-examine the hardware to make sure it is
compatible with your system and that you installed it properly. If not, continue reading to learn to troubleshoot using
the beep codes.
Understanding the POST test. The first thing the computer does when you turn it on is a POST. The purpose of
the POST is to initialize the hardware and perform basic
system diagnostics to verify that the motherboard is functioning properly. Many BIOS POST tests will actually display
information as the tests are completed, showing you the
drives that are initiated, the type or speed of the CPU, how
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On this Dell laptop,
the initial screen
tells you to press
the F2 key to
access the BIOS
(Basic Input/
Output System)
setup. On some
systems it is
the DELETE or
other key.

The BIOS (Basic
Input/Output
System) settings
configuration
screen explains the
different POST
(power on self
test) options and
allows you to
customize how
your PC performs
a POST.
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much RAM was
detected, and various other details
about the hardware in the system.
Once the integrity of the BIOS
itself is verified,
you can access the
BIOS configuration
screens. Most systems will display a message
somewhere on the screen letting you know to
press the F2, DELETE, or some other key in
order to access the BIOS configuration. You can
change the order of the devices the computer will
try to boot from, turn on or off built-in features
of the motherboard, change how thoroughly the
system performs the POST, and set security or
power management settings.
The initial boot screen may also show you
what version or revision of the BIOS firmware
your system is running. However, if there is
something wrong
with the motherboard or necessary
hardware components that does not
allow the POST
to initialize the
BIOS or display
messages on the
screen, you will instead be faced with
a dark monitor
and seemingly random beeping noises from
your computer.

you identify your BIOS and its
beep codes?
Q Can
A

The beeping noises coming from your dysfunctional computer are not random.
However, there are no standard beep patterns, so
if you don’t know who the manufacturer of your
BIOS is, they may as well be random. In order to
make sense of the beeps and begin to troubleshoot your computer, you need to first identify your BIOS.
The documentation for your motherboard
vendor most likely provides information about
what BIOS is installed on the motherboard and
may even provide details about interpreting the
beep codes. If you have ever accessed the BIOS
settings configuration for your computer, the
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main screen typically identifies the BIOS manufacturer, as well.
In this case, however, when your computer
can’t even boot and all you have is a black screen,
you won’t have the luxury of checking the BIOS
settings screen. If you don’t have any documentation for your motherboard, you can call your
computer vendor and ask what BIOS is installed
in your system. The customer support technician
should be able to identify the BIOS on your
system based on the model number or serial
number of your machine. If all else fails, you
can open up your computer and just look for
the BIOS chip. It should say “BIOS” on it and
will generally be from AMI, Phoenix, or Award.
There are other BIOS manufacturers, as well,
but the majority of PC systems use one of
these three.
Once you identify who makes your BIOS, you
can do a Web search to find out what your beep
codes mean. There are many sites available,
including Technick.net (www.technick.net
/public/code/cp_dpage.php?aiocp_dp=guide_
beep_codes) that list the beep codes for the various BIOS vendors.
Even Macs have beep codes (www.computer
hope.com/beep.htm#07), called Startup Tones,
which help identify hardware system errors on
bootup. Listen to the pattern of the beeps when
you turn your computer on and compare it
to the list of beep codes you have identified for
your BIOS vendor. The pattern should help you
identify the problem and get you on the way to
fixing it.

Have you moved or bumped your computer? Have you recently done any work
Q
inside your computer’s case?
If your beep code translating identifies someA
thing such as your RAM or video graphics
adapter as the culprit, don’t rush out to the store
to buy replacements just yet.
Try double-checking all of the connections in
your computer to make sure they are snug. Make
sure that your video card and other add-on cards
are firmly in their slots on the motherboard.
Ensure that your RAM modules are snugly seated
in the proper spot. Ensure that the cables to and
from your DVD drive or your hard drive are
properly attached at both the device and to the
motherboard. After you tighten up all of your
connections, try rebooting the computer and see
if your problem persists.
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your computer have a defective
component?
Q Does
A

If your problem persists, it’s time to look at
replacing the troublesome component. If
your beep codes indicate that the RAM is failing,
you might need to first figure out which module
in particular is the problem, because most comAt the bottom of
era where entire computer systems can be
puters have more than one memory module inthe initial boot
bought, with color inkjet printers thrown in free,
stalled. Depending on how old the computer is,
screen, a progress
for less than $300, carefully consider the age of
you should be able to take out the memory modbar shows how far
your system and decide whether it makes more
ules one at a time and reboot the computer to see
along the POST
sense to invest in a new system. ❙❙
if the problem goes away; doing so will identify
(power on self test)
the problematic stick of RAM.
is and supplies
BY TONY BRADLEY
If your video card is the problem, swap it out
information about
with a new one and see if the
what revision of the
problem continues. Make sure
BIOS (Basic Input/
that the video card you choose to
Output System) is
troubleshoot or replace yours
in the system.
with is compatible with your
motherboard and your operating
system—otherwise, you will only
The main screen of the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) settings configuration
create new problems.
generally displays information about the BIOS manufacturer.
For the purposes of troubleshooting, it is helpful to have another computer you can borrow parts from. It is
best to work through the troubleshooting and be
fairly confident of your diagnosis before you run
The beep codes for American Megatrends’ AMI BIOS (Basic Input/Output
down to the local computer retailer and start
System) describe the different beep patterns and what they mean.
buying replacements. If the new parts don’t fix
the problem, you may be stuck with parts you
Beep Pattern
Problem Description
can’t return. Also, some stores charge restocking
fees for equipment you’ve opened.
1
Memory refresh failure

Beep Codes

Q
A

Is your system beyond help (or beyond
help that you’re capable of providing)?

For simple situations such as unseated or
bad memory or a malfunctioning video card,
reseating or replacing the component is a relatively simple task. Opening the case of the computer and swapping out a card or two takes only
a few minutes and does not require much in the
way of advanced technical knowledge.
However, if your efforts do not result in a
functional computer system, or if your beep code
translation points to a problem that just seems
over your head, call a PC technician or take your
computer in to your friendly neighborhood
computer service center. Be warned, though, that
computer service is generally not cheap. You
may pay $50 or more just for the privilege of
having your computer looked at and pay a premium for getting the actual repair done. In an

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
2 short
1 long, 2 short
1 long, 3 short

1 long

Parity errors detected in the first 64KB of memory
Failure occurred within the first 64KB or memory
System timer failure
CPU caused undetectable error
BIOS cannot switch CPU into protected mode
CPU exception error
No video adapter or video memory failure
ROM checksum does not match value in BIOS
Shutdown register for CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor) interrupt 2 failed
Level-2 cache memory failure
POST (power on self test) failed
Video system failed: checksum or Video BIOS error
Video system failed. DAC (digital-to-analog
converter), VRAM (video random-access
memory), or monitor detection error
POST successful
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hen you can get Windows to launch but can’t get
any further without locking up or receiving constant errors, ask yourself the following questions
and proceed as appropriate. If your machine continuously
reboots on its own, no matter what you do, see “Stop The
Starting” on page 62 in this issue. And if you seem to get
Windows started but can’t tell for sure because you lose your
display, see “Troubleshoot A Running PC With A Blank
Monitor” on page 65.

W

you get to applications and tools
despite the errors?
Q Can
You may be able to access Windows utilities. Reboot
A
and repeatedly press the F8 key during startup to launch
the Windows Advanced Options menu. Some manufacturers set their machines up differently, so consult your
computer’s manual if F8 doesn’t work.
With the arrow keys, select the Enable Boot Logging option and continue booting up. When Windows starts, navigate to your C:\WINDOWS directory. Open the Ntbtlog.txt
file with Notepad or WordPad and browse for error messages. You may need to uninstall corrupted applications, update conflicting drivers, or shut down startup services. If so,
work from Safe Mode to ensure a clean fix.

Q Can you boot into Safe Mode?
Shut down your computer and reboot. Press and hold
A
the F8 key during startup to launch the Windows
Advanced Options menu. Some manufacturers set their machines up differently, so try F5 or consult your computer’s
manual if F8 doesn’t work. With the arrow keys, select the
Safe Mode option and press ENTER.
If you can boot into Safe Mode, try rebooting. Safe Mode
loads Windows with a minimal set of drivers and processes,
simplifying the environment and enabling better troubleshooting. Sometimes just booting into Safe Mode can reset
or eliminate conflicts. If that doesn’t work, perform some
basic system maintenance within Safe Mode. Run a complete
scan using your antivirus and antispyware applications. From
the Run option in the Start menu, type chkdsk and click OK.
Chkdsk scans your hard drive for damaged sectors and files,
repairing any errors it finds. Return to the Run option and
type msconfig. Click OK, select the Startup tab in the resulting dialog box, and deselect any startup programs that are
unknown or that may be causing trouble at bootup.
If you still can’t boot Windows regularly, boot into Safe
Mode again. With the Control Panel’s Add/Remove Programs
utility, uninstall any recently added programs. Check the
Device Manager (right-click My Computer, select Properties,
and choose the Hardware tab) for hardware or device conflicts.
Click the plus (+) sign next to each category to expand the
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group. Right-click any suspect devices and click
Properties. Disable or remove any malfunctioning
hardware and reboot.

Q Can you perform a System Restore?

have the latter, the following tips may not work.

Can you repair
Windows from a
Q
Windows installation disc
or recovery CD?

If you can get into Safe Mode, try perA
forming a System Restore, which will roll
Windows’ repair opyour machine back to its state at an earlier point
A
tion attempts to rein time. From the Start menu, select All
create the Registry and restore settings without
Programs and Accessories. From the System
Tools submenu, select System Restore. Select
Restore My Computer To An Earlier Time, click
Next, and choose a Restore Point from the
last date on which you know your computer
functioned properly. Click Next, confirm the
changes, and walk through the wizard.

you load Last Known Good
Configuration from the boot menu?
Q Can
If you can’t perform a System Restore from
A
Safe Mode, boot into the Advanced Options
menu again. Select Last Known Good Configuration from the Advanced Options menu. Last
Known Good Configuration rolls back your
Registry and device drivers to the last setting
under which your computer shut down successfully. It doesn’t provide as comprehensive a
restoration as System Restore, and as such isn’t a
preferred option, but it is better than trying to
boot from the Windows CD and repair or reinstall
the entire operating system.

Q Can you boot from your Windows CD?
If your installed recovery methods don’t
A
work, you’re going to have to use your
Windows installation disc or system recovery CD.
Insert the disc into the CD-ROM or DVD-ROM
drive and boot up. You need to press any key in
order to boot from the disc. If not, you’ll have to
enter the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) and
set your optical drive as the primary boot option.
BIOS options vary—check your manuals for exact
keystrokes, but pressing DELETE during the initial bootup stages often brings you into the BIOS.
After setting the optical drive as the primary boot
drive, restart your system and try booting into
Windows. There’s a difference between a true
Windows OS disc and the image restoration discs
many manufacturers ship with PCs. If you only

removing or altering user data. When a repair is
available and works as planned, it’s a great way to
get a troubled system running again without
starting from scratch. Boot into your Windows installation disc or system recovery CD. When
prompted to choose between setting up Windows,
accessing the Recovery Console, or quitting Setup,
press ENTER to enter Windows Setup. Press F8 to
accept Microsoft’s license agreements and then
press R to Repair the selected Windows installation when prompted. It’s important to remember
to press R only at the second prompt—pressing R
the first time opens the Recovery Console.

If you can boot into
Safe Mode, disable
unnecessary startup
programs that
may be breaking
Windows’ bootup.

you restore the Windows Registry
using the Recovery Console?
Q Can
If you have any way to back up your data, do
A
so. Boot from your Windows installation CD (a
manufacturer’s restoration CD won’t work). Press R
from the Welcome screen. Select your Windows installation if prompted and enter your administrator
password. At the command line, delete your existing
Registry files by typing delete c:\windows\system32\
config\system. Repeat four times, substituting software, sam, security, and default for system, each in
turn. Now copy pristine versions of those files by
entering copy c:\windows\repair\system c:\win
dows\system 32\config\system. Repeat four times
replacing system in both portions of the command
with the words software, sam, security, and default.
Type exit, press ENTER, and reboot.

Q What if nothing else works?
Start over from scratch with your Windows
A
installation disc or system recovery CD.
Hopefully, you backed up your data and have installation discs for applications. Otherwise, you’ll
have to do your best to re-create. ❙❙
BY

GREGORY ANDERSON
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f you’re reliving the same nightmarish scenario of a rebooting computer over and over again—kind of like
Bill Murray in “Groundhog Day”—you’re probably at
your wits’ end. The continuous reboot problem can have a
variety of causes, including faulty or unseated memory modules; out-of-date, corrupt, or missing drivers; software conflicts; overheating components; virus or malware; bad
software; or bad hardware. This article aims to provide you
with answers to common scenarios that you may encounter
when troubleshooting a continually rebooting computer.

I

rebooting immediately after you
computer?
Q Isstartyouryoursystem
A

Start by eliminating the possibility that one or more of
your hardware components have failed. For problems
encountered after recently installing new hardware, skip to
the question regarding drivers below for tips on troubleshooting and repairing your system.
Your computer may immediately fail to boot if one of your
memory modules is unseated. You’ll need to open your case to
check your memory modules. Exercise caution when working
inside your computer. Turn off the computer and unplug it.
Touch a grounded piece of metal to dissipate static electricity.
(If you’ve unplugged the computer, however, remember that
the case is no longer grounded.) The memory modules are
long, narrow sticks of PCB (printed circuit board) that attach to
the motherboard. The memory modules are typically located
near the processor and secure to the motherboard with clips at
either end. If one or both of the clips is not closed or laying flat
against the edges of the memory module, press down (toward
the motherboard) on the edge of the memory module nearest
to the clip to lock it into place. You may have to remove the
memory module and reseat it. Pull the clips away from the
memory module and remove it. Dust the memory module off
and reinsert it, pressing at either end evenly until the clips lock
into place. Close the case and restart the computer.
Your computer may also immediately reboot if another
piece of hardware fails, has a loose connection, or becomes
disconnected. Check that power plugs from your power
supply are connected to the appropriate components and
that those connections are secure. With your case open,
make sure you aren’t touching any internal components and
then turn your computer on. You can’t necessarily tell if
your memory, processor, or motherboard is bad by simply
looking and listening. But your hard drive is another story.
Listen for your hard drive to start spinning. If it is silent,
then it may be faulty or disconnected from the motherboard. Also, be sure the fans on your motherboard or
graphics card start spinning. If any component seems unresponsive, replace it.

your system reboot during or immediately
after the boot process?
Q Does
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The BIOS (Basic Input/Output System),
If your computer’s internal components get
A
sometimes called Setup or CMOS (compleA
too hot, they can cause your system to continmentary metal-oxide semiconductor) setup utility,
ually reboot. Many motherboards have built-in

If you have a

is a piece of software that manages all the hardware
connected to your computer. If the settings in the
BIOS have changed or become unstable, you may
need to reset the settings to get your system to boot
again. To do this, restart your computer and access
the BIOS setup utility. To do so, immediately after
your system begins to boot, press the designated
key that lets you access the BIOS. This key varies
from computer to computer, so consult your computer or motherboard manual for information
about which key to press. Often the key appears
on-screen during the boot process. You may have
missed your opportunity if pressing the designated
key doesn’t grant you access to the BIOS setup
utility. Restart your system and try again. Many
computer manufacturers use the DELETE, ESC,
F1, or F2 keys. If your keyboard features the
F-LOCK key, make sure it is enabled before attempting to use a function key to access the BIOS.
When you have access to the BIOS setup utility,
you should see options to Load Defaults, Load
Optimized Defaults, Load Fail-Safe Defaults, or
something similar. First, try loading the Optimized
Defaults. If your computer still fails, re-enter the
BIOS and load the Fail-Safe Defaults. If you don’t
have a choice, simply load the default settings as described in your computer or motherboard manual.
Depending on your BIOS, you may need to use the
arrow keys to highlight the option and press
ENTER or simply press the function key that corresponds to the option. Confirm your choice and
allow the system to reboot. You may have to select
the Save And Exit option to restart your system.

temperature gauges that will shut your computer
down if the temperature rises above a given point.
Make sure your fans are working properly and
check that the air vents on your computer tower
aren’t blocked or otherwise obstructed. In particular, make sure the processor heatsink fan is
working. You will need to open the case to verify
this. Using canned air or a dry cloth, gently blow
or wipe the dust off of the fans, grilles, and other
internal components. Close the case and try to
restart your computer.

missing, or out-

the problem start after installing
new software?
Q Did

tion mark in

a recent change to the BIOS left
your system unbootable?
Q Has
A

Sometimes your computer won’t even let
you access the BIOS. In these instances, you
may have to reset the BIOS using a more handson approach. The CMOS memory retains your
computer’s BIOS settings but can be reset by
moving a jumper on a three-pin header on the
motherboard and then moving it back to its original position after a short wait. You’ll have to
consult your computer or motherboard manual
for specific instructions on how to perform this
operation. Restart the computer.

A

corrupted,

dated driver,
you’ll typically
see a red X,
yellow exclamation point,
or yellow ques-

the right pane

When troubleshooting your software, try to
boot your computer into Safe Mode. Restart
your computer. Your computer typically makes a
beep sound when the POST (power on self test)
completes. Press the F8 key immediately following this sound. If you don’t hear a sound, you
can typically start pressing F8 repeatedly as the
computer boots. This should display the
Windows Advanced Options Menu. You won’t
need the command prompt or networking capabilities, so use the arrow keys to highlight the
Safe Mode option. Press ENTER. If applicable,
use the arrow keys to highlight the OS you want
to load and press ENTER. Log on to the administrator profile and click Yes when the Windows Is
Running In Safe Mode dialog box appears. Safe
Mode allows you to adjust your computer’s settings but loads only the most crucial devices and
programs. If Windows manages to load, the error
may have resolved itself. Shut down and restart
your computer to see if the problem is solved.
If the problem persists, re-enter Safe Mode to
restore your system to a previous state. Click Start,

of the Device
Manager next
to the peripheral associated
with the driver.

Reseat your
memory modules
one side at a time.

your system run for a short while
and then reboot?
Q Does
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Programs, Accessories, System Tools, and System
Restore. On the Welcome To System Restore
screen, click the radio button in front of Restore
My Computer To An Earlier Time
and click Next. Click a bolded date
on the calendar. Choose a date
prior to when you noticed the
problem. Click Next twice. System
Restore takes over, restores the settings, and restarts your computer.
If the problems continue after you
used a restore point or the system
reports that the restore process
failed, launch Windows in Safe
Mode and try an earlier date.

Disabling Automatic
Restart lets your
system display
error messages
that would
otherwise shut
down your system.

Your computer
may also
immediately
reboot if
another piece
of hardware
fails, has
a loose
connection,
or becomes
disconnected.
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the problem start after
installing new hardware?
Q Did
your computer restart without
displaying an error message?
Q Does
A

Drivers, software that dictate how your PC
A
communicates with hardware components,
can cause your system to become unstable. The
Device Manager is a good place to start when
trying to pinpoint the cause of the rebooting
problem. To check the status of your drivers in
Windows 98/Me, click Start, Settings, and
Control Panel. In the Control Panel, double-click
the System icon and click the Device Manager tab
from the System Properties dialog box.
To check drivers in Windows 2000/XP, click
Start, Settings (Win2000), and Control Panel.
Win2000 users and those viewing WinXP’s
Control Panel in Classic View can double-click the
System icon to open the System Properties dialog
box. If viewing the Control Panel in Category
View, click Printers And Other Hardware and
then click System under the See Also menu on the
left side of the screen. Next, click the Hardware
tab and the Device Manager button.
If you have a corrupted, missing, or outdated
driver, you’ll typically see a red X, yellow exclamation point, or yellow question mark in the
right pane of the Device Manager next to the peripheral associated with the driver. If you notice
one of these symbols, try reinstalling the driver.
If you still have the error-causing peripheral’s
driver CD or floppy diskette, use that to install
the driver that originally came with your device.
If you don’t have a copy of the driver, visit the
manufacturer’s Web site to download the latest
version of the driver. You’ll have to restart your
computer and choose the Safe Mode With
Networking option to access the Internet. When
you’re at the peripheral manufacturer’s Web site,
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look for the Downloads or Support page or a
download section on the peripheral’s product
page. Launch the Device Manager, double-click
the peripheral with the problematic driver, click
the Driver tab, and then click the Update Driver
button. The Hardware Update Wizard will launch.
Click the radio button beside No, Not This Time,
click Next, click the Install From A List Or Specific
Location (Advanced), and click Next. Navigate to
the location of the driver you downloaded, access
it, and follow the prompts to install it.
Installing the latest driver won’t always solve
your problem. To roll the driver back in WinXP,
launch the Device Manager and click the Roll Back
Driver button on the Driver tab of the device’s
Properties dialog box. Follow the prompts.

If your system is infected with a virus or malware or experiencing system-crippling errors,
you may never see error messages that can provide clues as to why your computer continuously
reboots. Windows is set to reboot when it encounters a critical error. Disabling this can let you
view error messages and on-screen prompts.
To change the setting in WinXP, boot into Safe
Mode and access the Control Panel. If you’re using
Win2000/XP with the Control Panel displayed in
Classic View, simply double-click the System icon.
If you’re a WinXP user viewing the Control Panel
in Category View, click Performance And Maintenance and click System from the bottom of the
dialog box. Click the Advanced tab and then click
the Settings button from the Startup And Recovery
section of the System Properties dialog box. Next,
deselect the checkbox in front of Automatically
Restart in the System Failure portion of the dialog
box. Click OK and click OK again. Close the
Control Panel and restart the computer. Now,
when your system encounters an error, it will
remain on-screen.

Déjà Vu All Over Again
When your PC starts acting up without displaying an error message, resist the urge to pull out
your hair. Instead, simply follow this series of stepby-step troubleshooting tasks to pinpoint the
cause, recover your system, and even avoid premature baldness. ❙❙
BY

ANDREW LEIBMAN
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herlock Holmes’ maxim, “Eliminate all other factors,
and the one which remains must be the truth,” offers
valuable guidance when troubleshooting. Computers
that seem to have booted, but have no video or display can
be especially vexing. Blank screens supply a small body of
evidence from which to draw conclusions, and the computer’s fan noise and blinking LEDs (light-emitting diodes)
offer few clues. The following series of questions and answers should help eliminate possible problems with either
LCD (liquid-crystal display) or CRT (cathode-ray tube)
monitors until you reach a logical conclusion. Note this article assumes your computer has power (see “No Power At
All” on page 50) and no unusual beeps emanate from the
computer (see “Beep, Blip, Blip, Beep” on page 57).

S

the monitor display any indications of
power?
Q Does
Many monitors display a No Signal message or otherA
wise indicate power via a green, orange, or amber status
LED on the monitor’s bezel. Reference your monitor’s
owners manual for the proper status color. If you’re sure the
monitor has power, skip past the next two questions.

Q Is the monitor turned on?
It may sound obvious, but if you don’t check the power
A
button, you could waste a lot of time and frustration pursuing other solutions. Firmly press the monitor’s power button
a few times to ensure the power button isn’t stuck and the
monitor hasn’t been accidentally turned off. A power switch on
the back of the monitor may also need to be turned on.

Q Is the monitor receiving power?
Because power cords are not locked into place, one acciA
dental kick can jerk the monitor cord out of the socket
or leave it partially inserted. The plug may appear firmly
seated in both the electrical outlet and monitor, but you
should disconnect and reconnect both ends to make certain
the cord is completely inserted. If your monitor’s power
cord is connected to a surge protector, ensure that it’s
turned on and plugged firmly into the wall outlet. Test the
socket that the monitor’s power cord is inserted into by connecting another electric device such as a lamp, clock, or
radio. Should the subsequent device not work, you may have
a bad socket. If you use a surge protector, attempt to plug
the monitor directly into the wall outlet.
If the monitor still doesn’t show any signs of life, you may
have a bad power cord or a monitor with a bad power transistor. Test the monitor’s power cord by swapping it with
your computer’s power cord. Most computer and monitor
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Monitors have
different connectors
for different types
of signals. A VGA
(Video Graphics
Array) connecter
has 15 pins (three
rows of five pins
each), and a DVI
(Digital Video
Interface) connecter
holds 18 pins in
three rows of six.

power cords are interchangeable, but
before you switch
them, compare the
cord’s male and
female ends to be
sure. Test both
cords by using the
computer’s power
cord to run the
monitor, and the
monitor’s power cord to run the computer. If the
monitor still cannot receive power, the problem is
inside the monitor, and you’ll have to return it,
have it fixed, or purchase a new monitor. Do not
attempt to open the monitor’s case under any circumstances. Even when unplugged, monitors
maintain deadly charges of electricity, and only
trained technicians should attempt to fix them.

Has the monitor’s brightness setting
been turned down? If a monitor has
Q
multiple inputs, is the monitor in the correct display mode and correctly connected?

and evenly inserts into the jack. If the connection
seems firm, unfasten the two screws on both
connectors and examine the cable itself for any
problems. Some monitors have a captive video
cable, meaning the cable is built into the monitor, so you may need to physically move the
monitor to better examine the cable.
The cord should not have any cuts or kinks, as
either could impede the video signal. Closely inspect both ends of the cable connectors to make
certain none of the pins are bent or flattened. If
all the pins are uniform, evenly insert the cable
into the monitor and video adapter jack. Tighten
the two screws on the cable’s connectors until the
connectors are firmly in the jacks. Reboot the
computer to test the monitor’s display capability.
If the pins are bent, you can attempt to
straighten them with a pair of needle-nosed pliers,
but more often than not, you’re going to bend another pin in the process. A monitor with an integrated video cable should be taken to a professional
to repair the damaged pins. If the video cable is removable, you can purchase a replacement VGA
(Video Graphics Array) or DVI (Digital Video
Interface) video cable for around $20.

Do you live with someone who enjoys
Does the monitor work on a different
A
playing practical jokes? If so, it’s possible
computer? Does a different monitor
Q
your monitor’s brightness could be turned down
work on the computer?

If you use a
DVI-to-VGA output
adapter, make
certain the pins
in the adapter’s
connector are
straight and even.

all the way. Mischief aside, monitors with exposed brightness dials can be accidentally adjusted while moving or cleaning a monitor.
A monitor with multiple display modes or
analog/digital display may give the appearance of
a dead screen if it’s in an unsuitable mode. Check
to ensure that the correct output or display mode
is selected. When you connect or disconnect a
video cable, power to the monitor and computer
should be turned off because the sudden change
in electrical static could destroy either device.
Once you turn off the computer and monitor,
make certain the video cable connects to the appropriate monitor input and computer output.

Is the video cable connected and secure on both
Q
ends? Does the video cable exhibit any cuts or abnormal
bends? Are the pins in cable
connectors angled or flattened?

Assuming that all cords are correctly conA
nected and functional, if the monitor works
on another computer, a component within your
computer may have a conflict with your video
adapter, need to be reseated, or is on the fritz. If a
second monitor works on your computer, you
probably need to replace the first monitor.
Before you write off the first monitor entirely,
however, compare the computer’s display settings to what the monitor’s users manual indicates it can display. The display mode of your
computer may be set outside the first monitor’s
range, and lowering your computer’s resolution
could resolve the video problem. You might also
try installing an updated driver—check the manufacturer’s site to download one.

you install any new hardware prior
to losing video?
Q Did

Loose video cables are a comUninstall any newly installed hardware; this
A
mon cause of blank monitors.
A
includes internal and external devices such as
Verify that each end of the video
printers or external DVD burners because the
cable creates a solid connection
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with your video adapter. Once you remove the
newly installed hardware, reboot your computer
to see if the changes initiate the monitor’s display. If the removal of new hardware restores
video, uninstall the device’s accompanying software drivers and utilities to eliminate further
driver conflicts. Contact the manufacturer of
your video adapter and the problematic device
for changes you can make to overcome the incompatibility. Also try searching the manufacturers’ sites and Google—it’s highly unlikely
you’re the first user to encounter a conflict.
Video adapters come in several slot types and
designs. Some video adapters are add-on video
cards (circuit boards that are installed separately
into slots on your motherboard), and others are
chips that are integrated into the motherboard.
For the purposes of this article, we’ll use the term
“video adapter” to describe both video cards and
onboard video.
If the new hardware happens to be the video
adapter, install the previous video adapter and
verify it still displays video. If it does, the new
video adapter could be incompatible with your
motherboard, and you should contact the manufacturer for known conflicts between the video
adapter and your motherboard.

Is the video adapter securely seated?
Does/should the video adapter connect
Q
to the power supply?
If your video adapter is onboard (integrated
A
with the motherboard), you can’t reseat it
because it’s soldered on. However, moving or
bumping the computer can shake an add-on
video adapter out of its motherboard slot,
causing an incomplete connection and loss of
video. You should remove and reconnect an addon video adapter to eliminate the possibility of
an improper connection.
Prior to touching any internal computer components, ground yourself so the static electricity
in your body doesn’t short out any components
(see the “How To Ground Yourself” sidebar). If
your video adapter fits into a PCI (Peripheral
Component Interconnect) Express or AGP
(Accelerated Graphics Port) slot, before you remove the adapter, you may need to release the
small, plastic tab that locks the adapter in place.
(Video adapters in standard PCI slots don’t have
locking mechanisms.) Unscrew the adapter’s metal
plate from the computer’s chassis and pull the
adapter straight out of the slot. Reinsert the video

adapter by lining it up directly over its appropriate
slot and press firmly until the screw hole in the
metal plate lines up with the hole in the computer’s chassis. If you use a PCI Express or AGP video
adapter, remember to lock the adapter back into
its motherboard slot. Screw the adapter’s metal
plate tightly to the computer’s chassis.
Disconnected internal power cords can also
cause video failure because some newer video
adapters need more electricity than the motherboard can provide. A four-pronged connector or
larger 6-pin PCI Express connector from the
power supply could need to be connected, and
the users manual for your video adapter will indicate the proper connector to use and how to
attach it. Once you’ve reseated the video adapter
and checked the power connections, restart the
computer to see if you’ve resolved the problem.

There are three
commonly used
add-on video
adapter connection
types: PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect),
AGP (Accelerated
Graphics Port), and
PCI Express. If you
borrow a video
adapter to test your
current video
adapter’s display
capabilities, make
sure you know which
slots are available
in your computer.

Q Is the RAM securely seated?

Prior to

It only takes a fraction of an inch to lose
A
electrical contact, and unseated RAM can
disrupt the boot sequence of your computer and

touching any

therefore the initialization of video output. You
may need to move some power cables to remove
and reseat the RAM. Press down on the clips
locking the RAM into place, and the module will
pop out of the slot.
Before reinserting the RAM, align the notches
and tabs with those on the motherboard. Gently
push the RAM straight down into the memory
slot; it’s a good idea to place your thumbs at
the ends of the RAM to apply an even amount
of pressure. You should hear a click upon
pressing the RAM into place. Press down on the
RAM module until the arms return to a flush

puter compo-

internal com-

nents, ground
yourself so
the static electricity in your
body doesn’t
short out any
components.
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180-degree upward position and lock the RAM
into place. Reattach the computer’s cords and
restart the computer to see if the adjustments result in a monitor display.

the monitor display anything with
a minimal system configuration?
Q Does
If your monitor is still unresponsive, a comA
ponent in your system may be malfunctioning and consequently, conflict with your

If you own a newer
video adapter, you
may need to attach a
power connector
from the supply to
the video adapter.
This model uses
a four-prong
connector, but
others may need a
larger 6-pin PCI
(Peripheral
Component
Interconnect)
Express connector.

video adapter. A minimum system configuration
will determine if any nonessential components
are impeding the video adapter’s display capability. Remove all the components from your
computer except the motherboard, power supply,
CPU, video adapter, hard drive, and RAM. Note
this includes disconnecting any CD, DVD, or
floppy drives. As you remove the components,
it’d be wise to jot down what you removed and
how the components were connected inside the
computer for later reference.
Once you set up the minimal configuration,
hook up the power cords and video cables. If
the video appears on the monitor, one of the
removed components is the root of the problem. Reconnect the components one at a time

How To Ground Yourself
Before you touch any of your computer’s internal components, you
need to discharge the naturally occurring static from your body.
With your feet firmly planted on the ground, touch a grounded
metal object, such as the internal metal frame of your computer.
You could also purchase an antistatic wrist strap from your local
electronics retailer that will disperse the static electricity from your
body to the ground. ❙
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(restarting after each added component) to find
the culprit.

a known good video adapter work
on the computer?
Q Does
If nonessential components are not causing
A
the problem, your video adapter is the next
most likely candidate. To determine if the current
video adapter is bad, remove an add-on video
adapter from a second computer or borrow a
friend’s and install it into your computer. It’d be
preferable to borrow an add-on video adapter
over purchasing a new one because the motherboard could be the faulty component, and most
electronics retailers don’t let you return video
adapters. Switch out the video adapters as you did
when you checked the video adapter, but remove
the old adapter and insert the new one. If the
second video adapter initiates a display, the previous video adapter is defective or isn’t compatible
with your computer’s motherboard. Contact the
manufacturers of the video adapter and motherboard for known conflicts between the two.
If the second video adapter doesn’t produce a
display (and if your monitor seemed to work fine
when connected to a different computer), your
motherboard, CPU, power supply, hard drive, or
RAM could be bad. You could replace these components one at a time until you find the problem,
but that’s both a costly and time-consuming venture. In doing so, you’d also need to research and
match each item with the other components on
your system. Therefore, if you’ve gotten this far,
we suggest you take your computer to a professional technician. A technician has the extra parts
on hand to pinpoint the problem. This will save
you from purchasing several components that
you may not be able to return.

A Silver Lining
Being forced to replace a component such as a
malfunctioning monitor is inconvenient and
frustrating, but it’s also the perfect time to upgrade your system. Take this as an opportunity
to purchase a new 16:9 aspect ratio flat-panel
monitor or one with a built-in TV tuner. Buying
the latest and greatest component won’t take the
sting out of a necessary purchase, but it does
allow you to enjoy features your previous model
didn’t include. ❙❙
BY

NATHAN LAKE

Intuit Quicken Premier 2006
Quick Studies
How-To
Personal Finance
Beginner
2006 for
Win98/Me/
2000/XP

Move A Data File Between Two Computers
s the saying goes, you can’t have too much of
a good thing. While that may or may not be
true, it’s pretty safe to say that having access to
more than one computer is all good.
When it comes to Quicken Premier 2006, however, working with multiple computers can require a little maneuvering. For example, what do
you do when you want to move a Quicken data
file from one computer to another? We’ll dissect
this helpful how-to and have you on your way
faster than you can say “file share.”

A

Now you’ll need to choose where Quicken
should back up the file. The On My Computer option lets you back up to media such as a CD-R
(CD-recordable). This option also allows you to access a network drive. Click the Browse button to select your preferred location. Choose the Online
option to back up your file to a server on the
Internet using Quicken’s Online Backup service.
Click the Learn More link in the Online section of
the Backup dialog box for more information.

Restoration
Back It Up

From the
Quicken Backup
dialog box, you
can decide if you
want to back up
your data file to
media on your
computer or to
a server on
the Internet.

The best way to
move a file from one
computer to another is
by using Quicken’s
Backup and Restore
Backup File commands. Let’s say that
you’re working on
your home PC to help
you plan for retirement. When the software asks you for
specific 401(k) information, you realize you’ve left
it all at work. You decide it might just be easiest to
fill in the information from the office over your
lunch break, but you’ll first need to move the file
you’re working on now from your home PC to
your office PC.
Use Quicken to open the file you want to
move. You’re going to back up the file to removable media. You can back up Quicken information in one of several ways: You can simply
follow the prompts to back up your data file that
Quicken offers every third time you close the
program, you can choose Backup from the File
menu, or you can press CTRL-B. All three options will open the Quicken Backup dialog box.
Because the file you want to back up is already
open, press CTRL-B.
From the Quicken Backup dialog box, specify
which file you want to back up. Quicken assumes
you want to back up the currently open file, so
you don’t need to choose another file name in this
case. It’s probably a good idea to click the Add
Date To File Name checkbox in Step 1. This will
make it easy for you to identify the latest backup.

Now you are ready to fire up Quicken on the
desired destination computer and restore the file.
This will effectively move the file from computer
A to computer B. Click Restore Backup File from
the File menu and choose the file you want from
the submenu. If you have done this before, and
your destination computer contains an older version of the file you are about to open, the newest
backup will overwrite the older version. Quicken
will open a dialog box asking you to confirm this
overwrite before proceeding.
When the file is fully restored, it will alert you
with a dialog box. Click OK. There will now be a
copy of the file in the Quicken directory in your
My Documents folder on your hard drive.

Old vs. New
Once you have moved your data file and begun
making changes on the new computer, the information in the file on the first computer will no
longer be up-to-date. So if you want to work on
the file on the first computer again, you’ll have to
complete the above backup and restore process
again. If this is something you plan on doing a
lot, it can get difficult to determine which file is
the most recent version.
You could avoid some of this hassle by using removable media that would make your Quicken data
file portable, but Intuit does not recommend this.
The back-up-and-restore method works well
for moving data files every once in a while. If this
is something you’ll need to do often, however,
you should probably consider signing up for
Quicken’s Online Backup service. ❙❙
BY JENNIE SCHLUETER
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Use The History Palette
o paraphrase philosopher George Santayana:
Those who cannot learn from history are
doomed to repeat it. Granted, he was speaking
about a topic a bit loftier than photo-editing software, but we can apply his words to Paint Shop
Pro 9, as well.

T

History Palette

The History
palette lets you
quickly and
selectively undo
and redo actions.

The History
palette shows
the list of actions
performed on
an image.

Paint Shop Pro’s History palette is a handy feature that lets you quickly undo the past to improve
the present. You’re probably familiar with the
Undo and Redo commands in Paint Shop Pro’s
Edit menu (and that of many other programs,
as well). Typically, however, you can use these
commands only in the order the actions were
performed. But the History palette lets you
undo and redo actions nonsequentially.
For example, say you’ve cropped an image, increased its color depth, added a special effect, and adjusted the color balance
—and then realize you’ve cropped too much
from the original photo. Rather than undoing all
your hard work to return to the first step, use
the History palette to undo only the cropping. In
addition, you can take multiple actions from the
History palette and apply them to another image.
Let’s walk through an example. Open a photo
in Paint Shop Pro. If the History palette is not
displayed, go to the
View menu and select
Palettes, followed by
History. Next, apply
some editing features.
In our example, we
started with a photograph of a neighbor
holding three baby
porcupines. We resized
the image, added a
border, used One Step
Photo Fix, tweaked the Color Balance, adjusted
the Brightness control, added the Buttonize
effect, and finished with the Dilate effect, which
we immediately undid.

Undo & Redo
Each action is listed in the History palette, with
the most recent action on top. The list includes
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the Dilate effect, and Paint Shop Pro shows an X
through this command’s icon, indicating that we
applied the Undo command. Each action’s row
includes an Undo/Redo icon, the action’s icon,
and the action’s name. Place your pointer on an
action’s name or icon and a pop-up box lists the
time the action was performed.
Above the list of actions are several buttons, depending upon how you’ve docked the History
palette, and we’ll focus on the first four buttons.
Suppose we want to undo every action performed
after One Step Photo Fix. Select the action
Automatic Color Balance and click the first button
in the palette, Undo To Here. Immediately we see
the photo change, and the Undo/Redo indicator
for the final four actions shows a yellow X.
Oops—we didn’t want to undo all of those.
Now we want to redo two of the actions we just
undid: Automatic Color Balance and Color
Adjust Brightness Contrast. Highlight Color
Adjust Brightness Contrast and click the second
button, Redo To Here, to redo that action and
the actions preceding it (in this case, Automatic
Color Balance).
This tool really becomes useful when you want
to undo actions that weren’t performed sequentially. For example, we spent a lot of time adjusting
the color balance and brightness. But after studying
the photo, we realize that the border is all wrong.
Rather than undoing all the way back to the
Add Borders command, we will undo only that
command. Highlight that command and click the
third button, Undo Selected. Only this command
is undone, as indicated by the red X through the
Eye icon in the Add Borders action row.
The fourth button, Redo Selected, does just the
opposite. Highlight a command that is not active
and click this button to redo that command.

No More Mistakes
We encourage you to experiment with various
Undo and Redo options in the History palette,
but remember: When you selectively undo an action, it may have unforeseen consequences on the
actions that succeeded it. As you learn more
about this tool, however, you’ll be less likely to
repeat those mistakes. ❙❙
BY

HEIDI V. ANDERSON

Microsoft Excel 2002
Quick Studies
Problem-Solver
Spreadsheet
Intermediate
2002 for
Win9x/NT
4.0/2000/XP

If your chosen
formatting isn’t
appearing in the
right fields, you
probably applied
the formatting
after creating the
form. If so, Excel
won’t know how
to apply it.

Troubleshooting Forms
e all know Excel isn’t a database. But it does
a pretty fair imitation of one when you use
the Data and Form tool to set up a sort of databaselight. Just click any cell that’s contained within an
existing list of information. You could click a field
title (a column heading such as Last Name) or a
cell containing actual data (such as the last name
Jones). Now click Data and Form and click New in
the dialog box that appears. This produces empty
boxes labeled with each of your column headings,
or fields. Enter the information for a new entry and
press TAB to move to the next field. Press ENTER
when you’re finished, and Excel adds the information in the appropriate fields.
Once you wade into
Excel’s forms, you’ll
inevitably hit a few
snags. Here are solutions to some of the
most common ones.

W

Some fields contain
the same information
for a lot of records in
the form, such as “active” for most of my clients. Can I speed up entering this information?
Press CTRL-’ to enter the same information that
appeared in this field for the last record.
What happens when I move to the next field
and realize I made a mistake in the previous one?
Press SHIFT-TAB to move back to the last
field. Just start typing to eliminate the last entry
or click anywhere in the line of text to start typing
at that point.
I know I can press CTRL-F to look something
up in a big worksheet. But what if I have 87 entries
for orders from customer Tom Jones in Miami? I
want to jump straight to his first order for widgets.
Use the Criteria tool in the Data and Form dialog
box. Restrict the search by entering search terms in
multiple fields. If you enter Jones, Tom, Miami, and
Widgets in the appropriate places, you’ll weed out
all the orders from Tom Jones in Chicago or orders
for gizmos placed by Tom Jones in Miami.
I thought Excel automatically matched the
formatting of all items in a certain field. But

when I made one of the names in the Client field
bold, none of the others changed to match it.
This universal formatting works only when you
create a form. As you’re setting up the first example pieces of data—and before you first select
Data and Form—format all the cells as you want
them with the right width, color, font, etc. Then
choose Data and Form, which signals Excel to analyze the way you set things up. From now on,
any new entries will automatically be formatted to
match the style you set.
Can this database setup pull numbers together
in calculations, such as determining a salesperson’s commission?
When you’re creating your list, insert the appropriate formula in the right cell. The formula
=H22*I22, for example, could look up the salesperson’s total sales and commission rate (we’re assuming they are fields in the list) and multiply the
two. When you insert new records using Data and
Form, Excel will adjust the formula for the record’s
location and generate the correct commission.
I just used the dialog box’s Delete button to
remove a record, and now I want it back. But the
Undo feature is grayed out under the Edit menu.
What can I do?
Go get the last backup copy of your file off the
shelf. Oh, you didn’t have a backup copy? Then
we have bad news. The Restore button won’t help
you here, and there’s no undoing a deletion from
an Excel form.
My boss wants me to migrate my records from
Excel into Access. Is there an easy way to do this?
That depends on your definition of easy. You
can move Excel data into the true database program Access, something many offices like doing in
order to get heavier firepower on managing
records. Someone already comfortable using
Access should have no trouble with the transfer.
The process is more complex than we have room
to explain here, but Microsoft provides instructions for the process online. Go to office.micro
soft.com and type import excel data into access
into the search box in the upper-right corner. ❙❙
BY

TREVOR MEERS
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Corel WordPerfect 11
Quick Studies
Problem-Solver
Office Suites
Intermediate
Win9x/Me/
2000/XP

Do Overs In WordPerfect
ost of us have accidentally deleted a sentence or regretted edits that later turn out
to be worse than the original. WordPerfect can
help you undo your mistakes with relative ease.

M

Do-Over Basics

Use the Undo/
Redo history to
reverse multiple
actions at once.

With the Undo tool, WordPerfect lets you reverse word processing actions either one by one
or a whole bunch of actions at once. Undo reverses what you’ve done to a document.
WordPerfect can undo most commands you’ve
applied to your document, including changes made
to text, formatting, tables, and graphics. Without
some customization of WordPerfect’s settings,
however, you can’t reverse actions after you click Save. Saving
a document erases the Undo top
10, so any actions taken prior to
the save will be made permanent. There’s a way around this,
as we’ll explain below.
If you undo more changes than you intend,
WordPerfect has you covered with Undo’s opposite, the Redo tool. Redo reverses the last Undo or
several Undos.

Undo & Redo

Increase the
number of items
WordPerfect can
reverse in the
Undo/Redo
Options
dialog box.
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To undo actions you have three options:
Click the Undo button on the toolbar,
choose Undo from the Edit menu, or press
CTRL-Z. (Alternatively, you can also press
ALT-BACKSPACE.)
To redo an action you’ve undone, there are
again three options: Click the Redo button on the
toolbar (a curved forward arrow), choose Redo
from the Edit menu, or press CTRL-SHIFT-Z.
Both the Undo and Redo buttons have dropdown arrows next to them. Click the arrow to see
a list of the previous 10 actions in reverse chronological order. This is handy if you want to undo
something a few steps back: Instead of repeatedly
pressing the Undo button until you come across
the right action, you can choose the correct item
from the list. However, it’s important to note that
doing it this way doesn’t preserve the actions
taken after the one you’re reversing. Each action
appearing on the list before the one you reverse
will also be undone.

/ www.smartcomputing.com

Enable Options
Although the default available undo level is 10,
you can increase the number of actions WordPerfect remembers. The maximum is 300, but be
careful, because tracking a large number of actions requires more disk space and memory and
can slow down the application. If you experience
a drag, reduce the number of undo items to improve performance.
Click the Edit menu and choose Undo/Redo
History. The corresponding dialog box appears,
displaying the last actions taken in the left pane.
From the buttons on the right, choose Options. In
the Options dialog box, use the arrows to adjust the
Number Of Undo/Redo Items. Click OK.
The Options dialog box also has a checkbox
marked Save Undo/Redo Items With Document.
When this feature is enabled, WordPerfect saves
the Undo/Redo history along with the rest of the
document data. This, too, can add substantially
to the document size, but selecting this box allows you to undo actions done prior to a save.
Otherwise, clicking Save clears the Undo action
information from WordPerfect and you’re left
with the document exactly as it was when saved.
You likely will want to change this preference
depending on the document. If you’re routing a
document for comment among colleagues, it may
be fine to save the Undo/Redo history. If you’re
sending out the final version to a client or professor, it’s probably better to deselect the Save
Undo/Redo Items With Document box. No need
to let those readers know what was going through
your mind as you worked.

Accidental Undo
Undo is mapped to the CTRL-Z key combination, and it’s possible that enthusiastic or sloppy
keyboarding can cause these keys to be pressed simultaneously. WordPerfect also uses ALT-BACKSPACE to effectuate Undo, so perhaps you’re
pressing this combo instead of CTRL-BACKSPACE, which is used to delete a single word. If
you see changes disappear without warning, take a
look at the toolbar to see if the Redo button has
become active. If it has, it’s likely you’ve accidentally triggered the Undo feature. ❙❙
BY

ANNE STEYER PHELPS

Microsoft PowerPoint 2002
Quick Studies
How-To
Presentation
Intermediate
2002 for
Win9x/NT
4.0/2000/XP

Downloads From Microsoft
o program is an island anymore, thanks to
the nearly seamless Web connections builtin to so much software. It’s worth going online to
check out the cool downloadables you’ll find for
pumping up your PowerPoint. Many sites offer
free PowerPoint goodies, and naturally the program’s home turf of office.microsoft.com has
plenty to offer.
Look for the links in the upper-left corner of
the Web page, and start by clicking Templates.

N

Templates

Your version of
PowerPoint isn’t
truly tricked out
until you check
out all the handy
downloads on
the Microsoft
Office Web site,
which includes a
wide variety of
presentation
templates.

After clicking Templates, click PowerPoint in the
Microsoft Office Programs section in the middle of
the page. You’ll see available PowerPoint templates
arranged by topics such as Calendars, Presentations,
and Slide Designs and a perplexing category called
Break Timers.
Click a category
to see what templates are available.
One handy feature
here is a counter
that shows how
many people have
downloaded it.
Break Timers deserve a special note
as you’ve probably
never heard of them.
These are visuals
you can put up during a break in your talk or
while the audience splits into small groups. The
timer flashes the remaining time on-screen in various increments.
The Training Presentations section is mainly
presentations explaining how to use Office apps,
but you can also build your own training content
around the slide designs in these presentations.
Charts And Diagrams also warrants a closer look
for its preformatted art for things such as seating
charts, various organizational charts, and annual
timelines. Fleshing one of these out with your own
text, color scheme, etc. could be a big time-saver.

Clip Art And Media
Never underestimate the power of good ol’ eye
candy in your presentations. A nice-looking map

that makes it easier to indicate a store’s potential
location or a stirring photo of a sunset for your
closing thought makes a big difference in helping
your message resonate. You’ll find a great resource for adding visuals to your presentations
with the Clip Art And Media link in the upperleft corner of the Office Web site.
You can browse the various media by category
by clicking the list of descriptions such as Arts,
Emotions, Maps, Signs, and Weather. Narrow
your search by choosing a specific media type,
such as Sounds, from the drop-down list at the
top of the page. Type something such as thunder
in the search box to get an audio clip. When you
choose All Media Types from the drop-down list,
your search produces clip art images of storm
clouds, photos of lightning strikes, and audio
clips of thunderclaps.
Every time you find an item you like, click its
image to get more details about its file type and
size. If you want to download it, click Add To
Selection Basket. It will go onto a list in the pane
on the left side of the Web page. When you’re
ready, click Download X Items.

Downloads
Click Downloads in the upper-left corner. Look
for the link for Office XP, which contains
PowerPoint 2002. The downloads are organized
into sections such as Add-ins. Most of the add-ins
apply to Office as a whole rather than just
PowerPoint, but they’re still worth a look for the
ways they let you work better with sound, turn
content into Web pages more easily, etc. Updates
are mainly oriented toward fixing security
breaches in PowerPoint, but there are also overall
Office Service Packs that do a variety of good
things for your Office installation. Viewers are
handy if you share presentations with people using
a variety of PowerPoint versions, and Publications
give fairly technical breakdowns on things such as
publishing content to the Web.
To learn more about each download, including
exactly what it does, how long it will take to
download via your connection, and how to install
it, click its name. ❙❙
BY

TREVOR MEERS
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Quick Tips
Secrets For Succeeding In Common Tasks
Wireless
Devices

Question: Can I use a pre-N wireless networking
card with my current 802.11g wireless router?
Answer: Although you should check the device's
specifications for backward compatibility, most
pre-802.11n (or pre-N) wireless devices should be
backward compatible with 802.11g and 802.11b
devices. However, a wireless connection is only as

Security
Software

Question: Do I really need to install antivirus software on my PC if I only use a dial-up connection?
Answer: With security software, dial-up users may
not have the same sense of urgency that broadband
users do. However, any PC user who receives email,
downloads files, or surfs the Web can be besieged
by infected attachments, tainted downloads, and
malicious Web sites. Modern PC security software
can quickly identify and quarantine any suspicious
files or attachments, block potential intrusions, and

Equipment
Recycling

Question: My trash service won’t haul my old PC,
monitor, or batteries. How do I get rid of these?
Answer: Most private and municipal waste disposal
services refuse to collect items that contain hazardous materials such as the chemicals found in batteries, old PCs, and inside CRT (cathode-ray tube)
monitors. You'll need to do a little research to find a
disposal option for your old equipment.
First, if you're upgrading existing equipment,
the company that you buy from may offer to

Dial-up users
can manually
update their
security software
and should get
into the habit
of performing
regular updates.
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J. BIGELOW

fast as its slowest element, so installing a faster wireless NIC (network interface card) in your laptop
won't do much good if it's communicating with
your old 802.11g wireless router or access point. To
really take advantage of pre-N speeds, you'll need
both ends of the wireless link to work at the same
speed. This might mean investing in a new pre-N
laptop card, as well as a new pre-N wireless router.
even protect your personal information. Therefore,
we always recommend using antivirus software as
cheap insurance against the perils of cyberspace.
To keep security software up-to-date, for products such as Norton Internet Security 2006
(www.symantec.com), you can use the included
LiveUpdate software to go online and check for updates. The software will connect with the manufacturer's product server, look for any patches or new
signature files, and then download and install them.

accept your old equipment for recycling. For example, Dell accepts any old systems when you
buy a new system from the company. Dell also
partners with the National Cristina Foundation
to refurbish old working systems for the disadvantaged. However, if you can't unload your old
hardware through a company program, check
the phone directory for recyclers in your area
that specialize in handling environmental hazards such as batteries or CRTs. Contact those
local recyclers for their pick up/drop-off terms
and pricing information.

Use Internet
Explorer to block
unwanted cookies
from being
deposited on
your computer.

Quick Tips

Cookies

Question: I hear that cookies can be dangerous. Is
there a way to block them?
Answer: A cookie is a small piece of textual information stored on your computer’s hard drive by
some Web sites that you visit. Most cookies
simply help to identify you to the Web site. While
most cookies are innocuous, some can present a
security threat, so it is possible to configure your
Web browser to block cookies.
In Internet Explorer, click Tools, Internet
Options, select the Privacy tab, and click the

Laptop
Batteries

Question: Why does my laptop get less than two
hours of use from a charged battery? It used to get
about four hours from a charge cycle.
Answer: Check your laptop's power conservation
settings. Open the Start menu, access the Control
Panel, and select Power Options (in Classic View).
While better CPU or graphics co-processor performance might help with gaming or DVD playback, it also uses more battery power. Reset
the laptop's power management settings when

Optical Discs

Question: What is the best way to clean a dirty CD
or DVD? What should I use to fix scratches?
A n s w e r : The best way to clean a dirty optical
disc (CD or DVD) is to wipe the data surface
with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth. Do not wipe
the disc in a circular pattern. Instead, wipe the
surface in straight lines starting from the center
of the disc and wiping toward the outer edges.
This prevents you from making scratches in the
disc along the spiral data track. You can
dampen the cloth with a little water if it's absolutely necessary.

Microsoft
Word 2003

Question: Is there an easy way to save Word documents to my laptop instead of having to retrieve
them from the company network?
Answer: You can simply save a document to your
network and then use the File, Save As option in
Microsoft Word 2003 to save another copy of
the document to another location (for instance,
to your laptop). Word can automatically save a

Advanced button. Select the Override Automatic
Cookie Handling checkbox and opt to prompt for
first-party and third-party cookies by selecting
the appropriate radio buttons. Click OK and
Apply before closing the Internet Options dialog
box. Now when a cookie arrives, you can accept
or deny the cookie at your discretion. In the
Internet Options dialog box, you can also delete
old cookies from your PC by selecting the
General tab and clicking the Delete Cookies
button. Keep in mind that blocking cookies may
prevent some convenient customization options
on sites that you find useful.
running on battery power and then check your
battery running time again.
If your battery’s life is still short, try a few deep
discharge cycles. This means charging the battery
fully and then running the laptop until the
battery is essentially exhausted. Repeat the full
charge/discharge cycle several times and see if
that makes a difference. If not, the battery pack
itself may simply be nearing the end of its
working life and should probably be replaced.
Optical discs are designed to read past most slight
scratches, so there's no need to panic if you notice
a few minor dings on the disc as long as the it
reads properly in the PC. Deep scratches or cracks
on the disc are more serious. While there are numerous commercial products on the market that
claim to fix scratched discs, those products may
not be able to correct a scratch or crack that is
bad enough to make the disc unreadable.
The best way to avoid getting your discs dirty or
scratched is to keep them safe. Always store
discs in their protective plastic jewel cases.
copy of the file to your local PC. To do so,
click Tools, Options, select the Save tab, and
then select the Make Local Copy Of Files Stored
On Network Or Removable Drives checkbox.
Click OK to save your changes. Now, when
Word saves your document to the network, a
copy should also appear on your laptop so
that you can continue working on it outside
of the office.
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Is The Hard Drive Dead?
A New Generation Of Storage
re hard drives obsolete? For 50 years, these
workhorses have stored computer data magnetically on spinning disks. That’s right:
physically spinning disks with little arms physically
moving read/write heads back and forth over them.
In the 21st century, shouldn’t we all be running our
PCs on solid-state flash memory by now?
In cell phones and many portable devices, nonvolatile flash memory chips and cards (which are
able to remember data when powered down) win
out over tiny hard drives. In contrast, hard drives
still run the show in desktop computers, highcapacity music players, and game consoles.
Notebooks will be the big battleground between
flash and hard drives in the next year or so. People
want smaller laptops with longer battery lives that
can still load Windows in a minute or less—and
that’s more than hard drives can deliver.

A

A hybrid drive,
such as this
Momentus 5400 PSD
from Seagate, uses flash
memory to speed up tasks
such as bootup, yet it also uses
hard disks for mass storage
duties. Microsoft built support for
hybrids into Windows Vista with the
ReadyDrive feature (code-named Piton).

Price. The biggest advantage of hard drives is the price
per gigabyte of storage. A 32GB SSD (Solid-State Disk)
from PQI (www.pqi.com.tw) cost about $1,800 ($56.25 per
gigabyte) online at this writing, as compared to a $90,
120GB (75 cents per gigabyte), 2.5-inch notebook hard
drive or a $90, 300GB (30 cents per gigabyte), 3.5-inch
desktop drive. Although flash memory is getting bigger and
cheaper, hard drives still win this battle easily and will continue to do so for at least the next few years.
Capacity. Samsung’s Flash SSDs can replace mobile hard
drives with up to 64GB of capacity. However, hard drives
currently top out at 200GB in notebooks and an astounding 750GB in desktops.
A 64GB SSD is big enough to store Windows Vista,
Microsoft Office, and several applications, but probably not
a music and photo collection. Capacities are growing for
both flash and hard drives.
Reliability. Solid-state memory has no moving parts,
which would seem to make it more reliable than mechanical
hard drives. If a laptop falls to the carpet, its hard drive
might fail. An SSD might withstand about 50% more impact before losing data.
On the other hand, when flash memory goes bad, it often
quits working abruptly, whereas hard drives may gradually
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lose data from increasing numbers of bad sectors. This slow
decline means that hard drive users stand a better chance at
backing up remaining data than flash users.
Furthermore, hard drives can be rewritten with data
many more times than solid-state memory, which has a
finite (but large) theoretical life span, such as 100,000
rewrites. Companies such as Intel (www.intel.com) and
msystems (www.m-systems.com) have developed “wearleveling” data storage algorithms to help flash memory
survive longer.
Power. Flash memory takes much less power to run than
a hard drive, which means a device can use smaller batteries. Solid-state memory also can be made physically
smaller. Both advantages help flash fit into tinier portable
gadgets than hard drives.
Speed. Most desktop hard drives are faster than most
types of flash memory for sequential transfers of large files
such as video. However, some types of nonvolatile memory
are faster than 2.5-inch or smaller hard drives. Flash is also
quicker to react to the majority of PC data accesses,
meaning random requests of smaller files, according to
Intel. Thus, solid-state memory could make a PC effectively
faster than a hard drive for most purposes.

Flash memory still costs roughly 10 to 20 times as much per
gigabyte as 2.5-inch notebook and 3.5-inch desktop hard
drives, so only small amounts will appear in PCs until the
price comes down. On the other hand, flash has nearly
replaced 1-inch hard drives in mobile devices because it
doesn’t cost much more. (Sources: E. Grochowski, Coughlin
Associates, Semico, Web-Feet Research, Andy Marken.)

A Samsung Flash SSD
can directly replace a
hard drive in a mobile
device. It might cost
10 or 20 times as
much, but it speeds up
a PC in several ways.

Flash’s Future
Solid-state memory won’t totally replace the hard drive
in the next few years (except in some notebooks, such as
Samsung’s Q1 and Q30), but it soon will be lending the
older mass storage device a helping hand. Windows Vista’s
SuperFetch feature can use part of a USB flash memory
drive as speedy storage for frequently accessed data.
In a similar vein, upcoming motherboards, such as those
based on Intel’s Santa Rosa mobile chipset for Centrino
Duo notebooks, will come with that company’s NV Disk
Cache, or Robson, technology. Robson-equipped motherboards will make laptops more responsive with 4GB of
nonvolatile memory, probably on a card in a PCI Express
Mini Card slot.
Flash memory is helping out hard drives in a more direct
way, too. The two technologies are joining forces to make
hybrid drives at Samsung (www.samsung.com) and Seagate
(www.seagate.com). A current hard drive uses 2 to 16MB of
memory as a cache buffer to smooth out data transfers to
the hard disk and supply recently accessed data more
quickly. However, volatile cache buffers forget their data
when the hard drive shuts off.
A hybrid hard drive, such as Samsung’s FlashON or
Seagate’s Momentus 5400 PSD (Power-Saving Drive), uses
128MB or 256MB of nonvolatile NAND flash memory in
addition to its cache buffer. Because a nonvolatile cache can
remember its data even after a reboot, it makes a good place
to store system state information and OS files. The result is
faster boot times, quicker resumes from a hibernation state,
and even longer battery life for notebooks because the PC
can let the hard drive spin down without making the computer less responsive. Seagate expects to release a hybrid
hard drive in the first half of this year, but Samsung hopes
to ship its hybrid in the first quarter.
Special thanks to Andy Marken.

A hybrid hard drive saves power by using its 128MB or 256MB of
nonvolatile cache memory as much as possible, only spinning up
its hard disks when the cache is full or lacks a piece of data.
Source: Samsung

Intel’s NV (nonvolatile)
Disk Cache feature, codenamed Robson, uses flash
memory in a small card
on the motherboard for
faster bootups and other
common hard drive tasks.
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Smart Computing Online

Find Solutions

Today!

ery few things are more frustrating than computing
problems. One is not knowing where to go to find answers. The next time your computer doesn’t boot up or
your printer won’t print, search the Tech Support Center at
SmartComputing.com. Simply click any one of the Top
Subject links next to the search field or enter a phrase of
your own. You’ll find answers from our
Solutions Knowledgebase and
Basic Troubleshooting articles,
as well as additional results
from our Editorial Archive.
You can also find answers
by browsing the Common
Problems & Frequently Asked
Questions area that provides
helpful translations and easyto-understand solutions to numerous computing problems.
Simply log on to SmartComputing.com and find the answers you’re looking for today!

V

1 Go to www.smartcom
puting.com and click
the Tech Support
Center link.
2 In the Enter A Subject
To Search By field,
enter your subject of
choice and click Search.
3 Browse articles from
various sections, including Solutions
Knowledgebase, the
Q&A Archive, and
much, much more!
4 If you can’t find an answer to your question, try posting your question on our
reader-response Q&A Board. (Keep in mind that this feature is available only to paid subscribers.)
Subscribers should be sure to store all of their helpful
articles and information in their Personal Libraries to
keep for future reference. Simply log in, and when you
find an article you would like to keep, click the Add To
My Personal Library link at the top of the page. Create as
many folders as you like to keep your information organized and accessible.
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If you post a query on the Q&A
Board and receive an answer that
solves the problem, take a quick
moment and note that in the
thread. Doing so will give you the
opportunity to thank the reader
who helped you out. And because the questions are archived,
if someone else experiences the same problem you did, he’ll
know which of the posted solutions might work best.

Microsoft officially ended support for Windows XP Service
Pack 1 in October, meaning new patches and updates will not
be forthcoming. It’s no trick to update to Service Pack 2,
though. Go to www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/sp2/default
.mspx and follow the links. You’ll be back in the loop in no
time at all.

In January 1533,
England’s Henry
VIII married
Anne Boleyn,
the second of
his six wives.
She allegedly
had six fingers
on one hand, and
her dear husband later
had her beheaded. The word “king” appears 644 times on
SmartComputing.com; the word “wives,” however, only
appears about 11 times.
The Q&A Set Options page allows you to provide information about your
computer to other
View Pending Post A Question
View My Questions Or View My Responses
posters, as well as set
View Questions Without Answers
your own display prefShow Log
Set Options
erences. At the top of
View 'Subscribed' Messages
the Q&A page, click the
Chat Rooms
Set Options link in the
View In Larger Type
How To Use The Q&A Board
upper-right corner.

TECH SUPPORT

What To Do When . . .

Your ISP Or Email
Application Blocks A Sender
M
ost of the time, you’re probably thankful
when your email application blocks a message from a particular sender. That usually
means your spam filter, whether it’s part of an
antivirus program or a third-party application your
ISP (Internet service provider) is using to keep junk
from your inbox, is working properly. However, occasionally your email program or ISP may block a
virus-free message from a known, legitimate sender.
When this happens, what should you do?

Email Solutions
First, check your email program for blocked
senders. If you’re using Microsoft Outlook Express,
open the Tools menu, click Message Rules,
and then select Blocked Senders List.
The resulting window lists email
addresses and newsgroups
that Outlook Express is
blocking. If an email
address is blocked, all
messages from that
address automatically will be sent
to the Deleted
Items folder.
If there is an
address on this list
you do not want
blocked, highlight the
address you want to receive messages from, click
the Remove button, and then
click OK. This will undo the setting, and you will now receive
email messages in your Inbox
from that sender.
Unblocking email
addresses in Microsoft Outlook is a bit
more complicated.

Choose the Rules And Alerts command from the
Tools menu. The New Rule command lets users
follow a short wizard in which they can set up
specific rules for how they want messages from a
sender treated. For example, you could follow the
prompts to create a rule that says, “When I receive
an email from Bob Smith with an attachment,
delete it.”
The Rules And Alerts command also contains a Change Rule button, which will be activated once a rule is created. Assuming that an
existing rule is blocking one or more senders,
highlight the rule and click the Change Rule
button to undo a restrictive command on a
specific sender.

Enable Authentication
Once you’ve checked these settings in your
preferred email program, you may need to
verify that your ISP isn’t blocking a sender you
want to receive messages from.
One reason an ISP might block a sender is if it
can’t authenticate, or verify, that the sender is in
fact who he claims to be. If the sender hasn’t enabled the authentication process from his end of
things, then the ISP can’t authenticate either.
A typical user doesn’t have to worry about
the authentication standard his ISP might
use, whether SIDF (Sender ID Framework),
SPF (Sender Policy Framework), or DKIM
(DomainKeys Identified Mail), but he should
enable the authentication process if you or the
sender suspects this is the cause for blocked
email messages.
To do this, the sender should open Outlook
Express, click Tools, click Accounts, and select
the Mail tab. On the Servers tab, he should find
the Outgoing Mail Server section and select
the checkbox next to My Server Requires
Authentication. Doing this will activate the
Settings button. The sender should click the
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Unblock Emails

Settings button to
Protocol), is likely
reject the email, and Jo will receive a
open the Outgoing
what your computer
message—one of those dreaded
Mail Server dialog
uses to retrieve mesMailer-Daemon messages—that says
box. He can choose
sages from a server.
her email was undeliverable.
to keep the same logBlacklisting occurs
If your incoming mail server,
on settings (name
when IP addresses are
which is managed by your ISP, is
and password) used
identified as frequent
blocking an email sender because her
for incoming mail
sources of spam. That
outgoing mail server has been black(recommended) or
usually happens when
listed, there’s nothing you can do.
change them. The
open relay technolHowever, your friend can look at the
sender should click
ogy is used to transORDB database to see if her ISP’s doOK to save any logon
mit email messages.
main name is listed there. If it is, she
Microsoft Outlook allows users to
changes and then
Through open relay, a
should contact her system adminiscreate all sorts of rules for blocking
click Apply and OK.
mail server processes
trator. At this point, it’s up to your
email senders—rules you may
Finding the coma message in which
friend’s ISP to correct the problem.
eventually need to change.
parable setting in
neither the sender nor
Likewise, if you start receiving
Outlook takes a little
the receiver is inside
bounced email messages that can’t be
more effort. The sender should open
the local domain. While open relay
delivered, and you are sure the email
the Tools menu, choose E-mail
technology is the way to communicate
address to which you are sending the
Accounts, select the View Or Change
with people via email outside your doemails is correct, you should contact
Existing E-mail Accounts radio
main—in other words, with all the
your system administrator.
button, and then click Next. He can
people whose email address after the @
MAPS (www.mail-abuse.com) is
highlight his email account name,
symbol differs from yours—it also
another Web site that maintains a dataclick Change, and then click More
enables spammers to hide the source
base of blacklisted IP addresses. If you
Settings. On the Outgoing Server tab,
of all the junk mail they blast
or a friend receives a bounced message
the sender should select the checkbox
into inboxes.
that tells you to visit MAPS, notify
next to My Outgoing Server (SMTP)
ORDB (Open Reyour system adminisRequires Authentication and indicate
lay Database; www
trator immediately.
that he wants to use the same settings
.ordb.org) is one
as his incoming mail server and then
Web site that mainUpdate Your Lists
click OK.
tains a list of IP adMore often than
Requiring authentication means that
dresses that allow
not, you can resolve
the sender has to log on to the outthe use of open reblocked email probgoing server each time he sends email.
lay. Incoming mail
lems by tweaking setAlthough it should be an automated
servers can use ORDB
tings in your email
process, this could mean that he’ll have
and similar sites to
or antivirus applicato enter his username and possible
weed out any potention. Don’t overlook
password before sending a message.
tial spam.
this possibility, espeHere is how it
Change the settings in Microsoft
cially if your ISP emworks. Let’s say your
Outlook or Outlook Express to
Blacklisted IP Address
ploys a third-party
friend Jo uses her
enable SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Knowing the protocols used to
spam blocker, such
outgoing mail server
Protocol) authentication.
as Postini (www.pos
send and receive messages is helpful
to send you an email.
tini.com). Programs
in exploring possible email problems,
Jo’s SMTP server
such as this work fairly well but not
especially if the cause of blocked
makes a connection with your inperfectly. They rely on filters and
email messages is a blacklisted IP
coming mail server, likely a POP3 or
approved/blocked sender lists that you
(Internet Protocol) address. SMTP
IMAP server, and attempts to deliver
should keep updated, because spam(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is the
the email.
mers change their IP addresses to get
protocol used to transmit email mesBut before it accepts the email,
around the very roadblocks we use to
sages between servers. It’s also used to
your incoming mail server might conkeep them out of—and our friends
send email from a computer to a
tact the ORDB database to see if Jo’s
in—our inboxes. ❙❙
server. However, an email protocol,
outgoing mail server is listed there. If
such as POP3 (Post Office Protocol)
Jo’s outgoing mail server is listed,
BY RACHEL DEROWITSCH
or IMAP (Internet Message Access
then your incoming mail server may
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EXAMINING ERRORS
Problem: Each time a reader starts
Windows Me, he receives an error
message. The reader believes his
system is running slowly because of the
error. He also reports that his Internet
connection is running very slowly
since he began receiving the error.
Error Message: “Ibm00003 has
caused an error in Ibm00003.dll.
Ibm00003 will now close. Restart
your computer if you experience
more problems.”

Problem: When a reader tries to
access the Control Panel in Windows,
he receives an error message. He
noticed that the message first
appeared after he upgraded to
WinXP SP2 (Service Pack 2).
Error Message: “An error occurred
while Windows was working with
the Control Panel file C:\Windows\
System32\Netsetup.cpl.”

BY JEFF

DODD

Solution: Ibm00003 is a malware
file associated with a Trojan horse
known as Torpig-G, Sinowal-D,
Trojan.IBM/Shell.Process, and other
names. This particular Trojan can
log keystrokes, steal passwords, and
transmit private data to a remote
server, all of which can slow down a
system and its Internet connection.
The reader should remove the
Trojan immediately.
To do so, the reader should clean
the Registry. (It is important that the
reader back up the Registry before
making any changes to it, as changing
or deleting any critical settings may
render the system inoperable.) He can
access the Registry Editor by opening
the Start menu, selecting Run, typing
regedit in the Open field of the resulting Run dialog box, and clicking OK. In the Registry Editor, he
should locate the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS NT\CURRENTVERSION\WINLOGON key, rightclick the corresponding Shell value,
and select Modify from the pop-up
menu. The Edit String dialog box

will appear. The reader should then
highlight the contents of the Value
Data field, press the DELETE key, type
explorer.exe, and click OK.
The reader needs to find the System.
ini file on his computer (it’s probably
located in the C:\WINDOWS folder).
He should right-click it, select Open
With from the pop-up menu, and
choose Notepad in the resulting Open
With dialog box. The contents of the
System.ini file will appear. The reader
should look for and delete any reference to Ibm0000x that he finds inside.
He then should save the change, close
Notepad, and reboot the PC.
The reader should search for and
delete the following files from the hard
drive: Ibm00001.dll, Ibm00003.dll,
Ibm00003.exe, Ibm00004.dll, Torpiao
.dll, Wbvoct.dll, and any file that has
Ibm0000 in its name. He needs to update his antivirus utility and run a full
system scan. If the reader doesn’t have
an antivirus utility, such as McAfee
VirusScan Plus ($39.99; www.mcafee
.com) or Symantec’s Norton AntiVirus
($39.99; www.symantec.com), he needs
to get one now. ❙

Solution: WinXP SP2 is known to
create a variety of problems. This particular Netsetup.cpl error is one of
them. It occurs because the Control
Panel in the latest version of Windows
conflicts with a computer monitoring
tool referred to as Ipmon32.exe, which
is part of the Visual IP InSight utility
that comes bundled with some DSL
(Digital Subscriber Line) installations.
The reader can resolve this conflict in
one of two ways.
The most effective solution is for the
reader to access the Add Or Remove
Programs utility in the Control Panel,
locate Visual IP InSight among the installed programs, and click the corresponding Remove button to delete it.
He should follow the on-screen instructions to eliminate the utility and
then reboot his computer.

If that solution doesn’t work for
some reason, the reader can try to
deactivate the Ipmon32.exe file in
the SCU (System Configuration
Utility). To access the SCU, the
reader should click Start and click
Run. In the Run dialog box, he
should type msconfig in the Open
field and click OK. The reader should
open the Startup tab and review
the item listed for Ipmon32. When
he finds it, he can deselect that option on the list and click OK. The
reader should then reboot the system
when prompted.
The reader should note that some
forms of malware hide damaging code
inside files that bear the Ipmon32
name. For this reason, we also encourage the reader to scan his system
for viruses and spyware. ❙
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Problem: A reader reports that she
receives an error message each time
she starts her computer.
Error Message: “Error loading:
Mywebs\bar\1.bin\mwsbar.dll.
The specified module could
not be found.”

Problem: While uninstalling some
seldom-used programs, a reader
accidentally deleted his productivity
software. He tried reinstalling
Microsoft Works Suite 2004 and
Microsoft Office Small Business 2003
but ended up receiving an error
message instead. The reader has
WinXP installed on his computer.

Solution: We have good news and
bad news. The good news is that the
reader’s computer has not contracted
a Trojan horse. The bad news is that it
has picked up some adware along the
way. MyWebSearch Toolbar comes
bundled with various programs as a
browser tool that enables users to
search multiple online search engines
simultaneously. However, it also delivers targeted advertisements to a PC.
The reader should be able to
remove the toolbar
by going to the Start
menu, opening the
Control Panel, and
selecting the Add/Remove Programs tool
(or Add Or Remove
Programs in Windows
XP). She should peruse
the list of installed
programs for any references to My Search,
My Way, or My Web.
The reader should
highlight the offending program, click its

corresponding Remove button, and
follow the on-screen instructions to
complete the uninstall. She should repeat the process, if necessary, to remove all similar adware references
and then reboot the computer.
Next, the reader should obtain a
reputable antispyware utility, install it on her computer, and run
a full system scan to eliminate
any other adware and spyware that
may have contaminated her PC.
Two of the most reputable antispyware utilities currently available are Webroot’s Spy Sweeper
($29.95; www.webroot.com) and
CA’s eTrust PestPatrol Anti-Spyware
($29.99; www.pestpatrol.com).
Finally, we would be remiss if we
didn’t point out that removal of
MyWebSearch Toolbar may have an
adverse effect on the program that introduced it to the system. If a program suddenly starts acting funny,
the reader may deduce that this was
the carrier application. She should
uninstall this program from her
system, too. ❙

Error Message: “Your SQL Server
Installation is either corrupt or has
been tampered with (could not open
SQLEVN70.RLL). Please uninstall
then re-run setup to correct
this problem.”

uninstall. While he’s at it, he should
peruse the list of installed programs
for references to SQL Server (a database program) and delete every instance of it that he finds.
After rebooting the PC, we recommend the reader perform a complete
system maintenance routine. That
means checking the hard drive for disk
errors and fragmentation, cleaning out
old files in the Temporary folders, running virus and spyware scans, and
downloading the latest updates for his
system (including all recommended
and required Windows updates).
When the updates are complete, he
can reinstall Microsoft Office Small
Business. Lastly, he should reboot his
system and then install Microsoft
Works Suite. ❙

Solution: This error message tends
to occur when users try to rename
their computers. It appears that has
not happened in this case. What exactly has happened is uncertain, but
we suspect the error relates to a faulty
Microsoft Office installation.
To fix the problem, the reader
should use the Add Or Remove
Programs tool in the Control Panel to
uninstall Microsoft Works Suite and
Microsoft Office Small Business. He
should reboot his system after each

Have questions about an error message you've seen? Send us your message (errormessages@smartcomputing.com), and
we'll try to decipher it. Tell us what version of Windows you're using, give the full text of the error message,
and provide as many details in your explanation as possible. Volume prohibits individual replies.
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FAST FIXES
Security Update For Windows XP
Service Pack 2
Problem: Microsoft has identified
a vulnerability in the way Windows
processes VML (Vector Markup
Language) that could let an attacker
take control of a PC and execute
code remotely.
Resolution: Go to www.microsoft
.com/downloads to install a 784KB
patch. Type KB925486 in the Search
field and click Go. Scroll through the
search results until you find Security
Update For Windows XP Service Pack
2. Click to select it. Click the Download button in the blue box in the
center of the page. A dialog box will
appear and prompt you to either run
or download the file WindowsXPKB925486-x86-ENU.exe. Choose to
download the file. Once the download
is complete, locate the file on your
drive and double-click it to launch
the installer.
www.microsoft.com/downloads

WinAmp Pro 5.3
Problem: NullSoft identified a bug
in WinAmp Pro 5.2x which would
not allow users to burn discs at speeds
of greater than 4X, even if the optical
drive supported faster write speeds. In
addition, the player may experience
frequent crashes or freezing.
Resolution: When you launch
WinAmp Pro, if a dialog box appears
and states that Version 5.3 is available, choose to install the latest version and follow the instructions
provided on-screen. If you have an
earlier version, but no dialog box appears to notify you of the update, go
to download.nullsoft.com/winamp
/client/winamp53_pro.exe. When
prompted, choose to save the file to
your hard drive. Locate the file you
downloaded (Winamp53_pro.exe)
and double-click it to launch the installer. When prompted, enter your

WinAmp Pro registration key in the
designated field and click OK.

installation, you may need to restart
your computer.

download.nullsoft.com/winamp
/client/winamp53_pro.exe

www.microsoft.com/downloads

Hamrick Software VueScan 8.3.70
Problem: Hamrick Software has
identified a problem in which VueScan did not properly process some
high-resolution scans.
Resolution: Download and install
this update from Hamrick Software’s
site (www.hamrick.com). Click the
VueScan link at the top of the page. In
the If You’re Using Windows box,
click Click Here to download the
2.79MB file. When prompted to either run or save the file, choose to
save the file to your hard drive. Find
the file (Vuesca83.exe) you just
downloaded and double-click it. Once
VueScan loads, click the Help menu
and About VueScan. Enter your serial
number and customer number in the
designated fields to register the updated version of VueScan. Click OK.
www.hamrick.com

Update For Windows 2000 KB925308
Problem: After the installation of
Security Update KB920958, Win2000
systems running on an NTFS (NT file
system)-formatted drive may corrupt
compressed files larger than 4KB.
Resolution: Go to Microsoft’s
Downloads page (www.microsoft
.com/downloads) to download and
install a 1.5MB file. Type KB925308
in the Search field and click Go. Then
click Update For Windows 2000
(KB925308). Click the Download
button at the top of the Quick Details
box. A dialog box will prompt you to
either run or save the file. Choose to
save it to your hard drive. After the
download is complete, locate and
double-click the file Windows2000KB925308-x86-ENU.exe. After the

FIX OF THE MONTH
iTunes 7.0.1
Problem: Many iTunes 7.0
users reported frequent application or system crashes, sluggish
performance of Cover Flow, and
problems importing CDs and
syncing iPods.
Resolution: Download and install iTunes 7.0.1, which addresses
many of the bugs in the previous
release. To install the latest version
of iTunes, go to www.apple.com
/downloads. You may be redirected to Mac OS X Downloads
page, which is OK. In the Search
Downloads field, type iTunes 7.0.1
and press ENTER. Click iTunes
7.0.1 – Apple from the list of
search results. On the resulting
iTunes 7.0.1 download page, click
the Download button on the right
side of the screen. Make sure that
the Windows 2000 Or XP radio
button is selected. If you don’t
want to receive email messages
from Apple, deselect the Email Me
New Music Tuesday And Special
iTunes Offers and Keep Me Up To
Date With Apple News, Software
Updates, And The Latest Information On Products And Services
checkboxes. Enter your email address in the designated field and
click the Download iTunes 7.0.1 –
Free button. When prompted,
choose to save the file to your hard
drive. Locate the iTunesSetup.exe
file you just downloaded and
double-click it. Follow the instructions on-screen to complete
the update.
www.apple.com/downloads
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Need help with your hardware or software? Looking for simple
explanations on technical subjects? Send us your questions!
Get straight answers to your technical questions from Smart Computing. Send your questions,
along with a phone and/or fax number, so we can call you if necessary, to: Smart Computing
Q&A, P.O. Box 85380, Lincoln, NE 68501, or email us at q&a@smartcomputing.com. Please include all version numbers for the software about which you’re inquiring, operating system information, and any relevant information about your system. (Volume prohibits individual replies.)

Q

Hardware

I have a Dell 8100 with Windows XP
Home SP2 (Service Pack 2), 256MB
RAM, and an Nvidia GeForce 5200 video
card. I recently replaced the monitor with a
19-inch LCD. When I run games, such as
Flight Simulator or Uru: Ages Beyond Myst,
the images are jerky. I also increased virtual
memory to 1GB, which was no help. My
hard drive is 120GB and is less than onefourth used. Do I need more RAM, a better
video card, or what?

A

We checked with Ubisoft (www.ubi.com),
publishers of Uru, for the minimum requirements of the game. Your 1.3GHz Pentium
4 system exceeds the requirements for the
processor, just meets the memory and graphics
requirements, and exceeds the hard drive space
requirements. It never hurts when you’re running WinXP to have 512MB of memory or
better, but virtual memory (the paging file size)
never needs to be more than 2.5 times the
amount of physical memory you have.

Q

Windows
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I’ve had the same problem on my old Dell
computer, as well as with my newer Dell
5150, which I recently purchased. I’m trying to
set up gamma through the Control Panel’s
Adobe Gamma. When I go into the Control
Panel and click Adobe Gamma, the Description
is sRGB IEC61996-2.1 and the Phosphors is
HDTV (CCIR 709). I slide the gamma arrow to
where I want it and then click OK. It then asks
me to save sRGB Color Space Profile as ICC
Profiles. When I click OK, it tells me one already exists, so I click OK again. It replaces the
old file and everything is fine—except for one
problem. If I shut the computer down, the next
time I start the computer, the gamma seems to
be reset to some default. If I don’t log off and
keep the computer running, it doesn’t change.
How can I get this setting to be permanent?

/ www.smartcomputing.com

Here are the minimum requirements for
Uru: Ages Beyond Myst:
• Supported Operating Systems: Windows
98SE/Me/2000/XP (Only)
• Processor: 800MHz Pentium III; AMD
Athlon or better
• RAM: 256MB or more
• Video Card: 32MB Nvidia GeForce
1, 2, 3, 4, or FX; ATI Radeon 7000 to
9800 or better
• Sound Card: DirectX 8.1-compatible
• DirectX: DirectX 8.1 (included on disc)
• CD-ROM: 4X or faster (not recommended
for use with CD-RWs [CD-rewriteables])
• Hard Drive Space: 2GB
• Peripherals Supported: mouse
and keyboard
• Display: 800 x 600 resolution, 16-bit color
monitor
If we were you, we’d want more RAM first
and a faster graphics controller with plenty of
its own memory as soon as we could afford it.

A

What we have here is a collision between
Windows XP and Adobe. WinXP wants
to keep its default ICC (International Color
Consortium) profile. When you make and
save your changes, an Adobe application, the
Adobe Gamma loader, comes into play and it
overrides the WinXP default.
However, when you reboot or otherwise
restart your system, the Adobe Gamma
loader isn’t starting at the same time.
According to documentation at Adobe’s
Web site (www.adobe.com), the Adobe
Gamma loader is supposed to have been installed at the same time as you installed the
Adobe application that added Adobe
Gamma to your system. And a shortcut to
the loader was supposed to have been added
to your Startup folder (located in the Start
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menu in All Programs) so that it would start
at the same time Windows loads. If this
didn’t occur or if you removed the icon
from the Startup folder by mistake, your
gamma settings won’t be installed each time
you restart Windows. Placing the Adobe

Gamma loader shortcut in your Startup
folder should resolve the problem. To add a
program to this directory, simply locate the
program you wish to add, create a shortcut
for it, copy the shortcut, and then paste the
shortcut in the Startup folder.

Q

that will automatically back up your primary
drive. Hard drives can also be used in external enclosures that connect to your computer via FireWire, USB, or the newer
eSATA (external Serial ATA) connectors.
Backing up your data to either CD/DVD
or a hard drive is fine in the case of a system
failure, but you’ll also want to periodically
copy files to a remote location for safekeeping in the case of a fire or natural disaster. A hard drive fits well into a safe
deposit box, but be sure to package it in an
antistatic bag.
Finally, you may want to investigate online
backup services performed over the Internet.
Utilities such as GDrive (www.viksoe.dk
/code/gmail.htm) allow you to use Google’s
Gmail as a virtual hard drive at no extra cost.
Another example, Backup.com, offers 1GB of
storage for $14.95 per month if you prefer a
dedicated solution.

I have a 300GB drive filled with home
videos, tax returns, and my family
photo collection. What’s the best way to back
up my files?

Hardware

A

We live in fortunate times; the price of
storage in our computers has dropped as
low as 20 cents per gigabyte. The upside is that
you have plenty of room for digital images,
music, and video. The downside is finding an
affordable way to back up your precious data.
Rewriteable CDs and DVDs are convenient
for storing backups of small amounts of data
(under 5GB), but for more space, the cheapest
option is actually backing up to another hard
drive. The initial cost is high, but no other
back up process is faster than backing up to
disk—and the per-gigabyte cost is almost as
cheap as rewriteable DVDs.
You can install a second drive into most
computers, and there are numerous utilities

Q

Online

I’m a new computer user, and for the
past few months, I’ve been enjoying
surfing the Internet and exchanging emails
with my friends and relatives. Lately, however, I’ve been upset by the number of
messages I’m receiving from people I don’t
know. There’s everything from stock offers
and online pharmacies to promotions for sex
sites and worse. How do I block these annoying and sometimes offensive messages?

A

We could write a small booklet on bulk
unsolicited commercial email, otherwise
known as spam, and how to get rid of it.
Instead, all we have room to offer are some
simple pointers.
Many ISPs (Internet service providers) now
offer a spam-blocking service. Some charge a

fee, although many refer to it as a free service
included in your monthly account fee.
Usually, the service is available, but you have
to activate it. Go to your ISP’s Web site and
log in to your account settings (your login
name and password are often the same as for
your email account). Search for email services
and check to see if there’s a spam filter. The
only thing you may want to remember once
the spam filter is activated is to periodically
check the junk mailbox that is often created
for you to see if a birthday message from Aunt
Martha landed there by mistake.
If your ISP doesn’t provide spam filtering or
doesn’t catch all of the junk mail sent your way,
you still have other options. Several companies
sell antispam filters, either as standalone products or as part of a wider suite of security tools.
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If you’re not committed to your email program, you might consider switching from an
email program that doesn’t filter for junk
mail—Outlook Express (www.microsoft.com)
or Eudora (www.eudora.com), for example—
to one that can filter junk mail, such as
Mozilla Thunderbird (www.mozilla.com) or
the full-blown Microsoft Outlook.
Lastly, if you get only a few pieces of spam,
you can try direct filtering. Outlook Express

calls its filters Message Rules (click Tools,
Message Rules, and Mail). To access Thunderbird’s filters, open the Tools menu and click
Message Filters. Eudora and Outlook have
extensive filter subroutines, as well.
However, unless and until something
drastic is done about spammers (firing squads
sound about right), we’re afraid that the best
option is to use the tools available with constant diligence on your part.

Q

processor), then at some point, the software
would require reactivation. The whole purpose, of course, was to prevent unscrupulous
users from installing the product on multiple
computers without paying for each license.
If you perform a radical hardware upgrade
(or, as in your case, replace the original system
with a newer computer), one of two things
may happen. You may attempt to reinstall and
reactivate the software online automatically. It
may work if there has been sufficient time between your first and subsequent activation. If
reactivating the software doesn’t work, then
you have to call Microsoft (you’ll get a phone
number if the activation fails) and convince
the person who answers that you’re entitled to
use the software on your new system. It may
be painless, or it may involve some stress—
we’ve heard of both cases.

In 2002, I purchased Microsoft Office XP
Pro with Publisher, consisting of three
CDs. The Compaq computer it came with has
now been discarded. Can this software be used
on any replacement PC that I purchase? Will it
function, or was it for one-time use only?

Office

A

MS Office XP was the first version of
Office to require program activation. In
addition to inputting the multicharacter serial
number on the distribution CDs, you were
also required to contact Microsoft (either online or by phone) for an activation key that
would unlock the software. During installation, Office would collect information about
your computer’s hardware components. If
you made significant changes to this mix (say,
added a new video card, more memory,
a bigger hard drive, and/or an updated

Q

I have a Compaq PC with Windows Me
(build 4.90.300) and a 400MHz AMD
K6-2 processor with 3DNow!. In Display
Properties, the color quality setting is 16-bit
and the screen resolution is 800 x 600 with no
other choices. How do I get better color?

This Old
Computer
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A

The number of colors you can see onscreen is a function of the video controller and depends on how much memory it
has available to it. The driver for the video
controller also has a role to play. The screen
resolution is a function of the video controller, its driver, and the physical characteristics of your monitor. There is nothing about
WinMe that would restrict the color depth or

/ www.smartcomputing.com

the upper resolution, unless you’re using
Windows’ built-in generic VGA (Video
Graphics Array) or SVGA (Super Video
Graphics Array) drivers instead of a driver
specific to the video controller you have.
Check the video controller’s driver. To do
so, open the Control Panel and double-click
the System icon. Open the Device Manager and
find the video controller. Click the plus (+)
symbol beside the heading. The brand (and
quite possibly the model) of your video controller should be on the list. If there is a yellow
exclamation point (!) beside the controller,
click Properties to see what the problem is.
If you can’t discover who made your video
controller or what model it is, and if you don’t
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have the documentation that came with the
system, you or a knowledgeable friend should
open your system case and have a look. Don’t
forget to power your computer down and
ground yourself against static electricity before
you touch anything inside. Once you’ve
looked at the video controller (you may have
to take it out of the slot in which it’s resting),
put it back where you found it, button the case
back up, and reattach the monitor at the back
of the system. Restart your computer, get online, and then go to the video manufacturer’s
Web site. Look for updated drivers for WinMe
and install them. See if that makes a difference.
If not, there may not be enough memory on

your video controller to give you more than
16-bit (65,535) colors.
Try increasing the resolution of your monitor when you have the new driver installed. If
you adjust it to where you are unable to see
anything on the monitor, don’t panic—if you
don’t tell Windows to keep the new resolution,
it will revert in 30 seconds. If the monitor becomes unstable at a resolution higher than 800
x 600, then the monitor doesn’t have the circuitry required to render the higher resolution.
Given the age of your computer, you may want
to start shopping. If you haven’t done so for a
while, you’re going to be very surprised by the
much lower prices in today’s market.

Q

paradigms—not true physical tests performed
in a laboratory. In addition, different vendors
use different modeling techniques to determine
their drives’ MTBF. This limits the usefulness
of MTBF to individual vendors.
Drive manufacturers also have a more valid
metric: the EOL (end of life) for a drive. This is
the drive’s useful life when operated under
normal, recommended conditions. This figure
can be hard to determine, however. We’ve always considered the warranty for a drive to be
equivalent to its EOL. But EOL isn’t foolproof.
We’ve had drives that have functioned properly
far past their EOL mark, and we’ve had drives
that have failed far short.
A rule of thumb we’ve developed over the
years to determine the likelihood of a drive
failure is the 3% rule. In our experience, regardless of how much we spend on buying the
“best” drives, 3% of our drives will fail per year.
So if our company has 100 computers, each
with one drive, we’ll have three drive failures
per year. Of course, Murphy’s Law often makes
any statistical plans irrelevant, and we’ll lose 10
to 15 drives during a bad season.
Treat your hard drive as a component that
is likely to fail. No one enjoys going through
the hassle of replacing a failed hard drive, but
there are some steps you can take to ease the
pain. Keep your software discs in a safe place,
routinely back up your valuable data, and
keep an ear out for any odd sounds emanating
from your computer.

The hard drive in my computer died. It
was making clicking noises before it
stopped working completely. Unfortunately,
it was out of warranty. I’ve replaced it with a
cheap drive, but I want to replace it with one
that’s more reliable. What should I look for
when buying a sturdy drive?

A

There are several criteria you can use when
shopping for hard drives. A good starting
point is the home page of the hard drive manufacturer’s Web site.
One of the benefits of the competition between drive manufacturers is lower prices for
higher-performance drives. This also manifests
itself in longer warranties for drives. We’ve had
success with cheap drives and with expensive
drives, but the one constant in our experience is
that drives with long warranties tend to outlast
their competitors. The norm for drive warranties is three years, but several vendors offer
five-year warranties.
Many hard drive manufacturers tout their
drives’ MTBF (mean time between failures) as a
useful metric for determining how long your
drive will last. Many drives are advertised with
MTBF ratings in the millions of hours. This
leads many consumers to think that their drives
will last for centuries. Sadly, this is not the case.
MTBF is determined by a statistical process
that simulates the wear and tear a drive would
experience in normal conditions. This modeling process relies heavily upon mathematical
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Answers to users’ most common questions about Printing Costs

FAQ

Don’t be afraid
to use both
sides of the
paper for drafts.
This won’t hurt
your printer.
Simply keep
your draft
pages in a
spare pile, and
when you need
to print drafts
or test prints,
insert a stack of
the old paper
so that the blank
sides print.
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I tear through a lot of paper. What
can I do to reduce paper use?
There are tricks to saving paper. First, be a
bit more selective about what you print.
Today, most documents and images can be
viewed directly on your PC’s screen, so there’s
little sense in printing drafts of documents,
emails, or family photos when you can simply
view them through programs such as Word,
Outlook, Adobe Reader, and so on.
Print your drafts on inexpensive paper. Save
the expensive textured and colored papers for
special purposes or final results. Don’t be afraid
to use both sides of the paper for drafts. This
won’t hurt your printer. Simply keep your draft
pages in a spare pile, and when you need to
print drafts or test prints, insert a stack of the
old paper so that the blank sides print. Printing
on both sides cuts your paper costs in half.
You also can fit multiple pages on a single
piece of paper. To do so, you’ll need to access
the printer’s settings and use the Zoom feature.
Open a document in Word, open the File
menu, and click Print. In the lower-right corner
of the Print dialog box, select a number from
the Pages Per Sheet drop-down menu. If necessary, reduce the document size using the Scale
To Paper Size drop-down menu. For example,
if you choose to print two pages per sheet, each
page will contain two pages of your document.
By printing two pages on both sides of a sheet,
your paper cost drops 75%.
How can I save on ink and toner
for my printers?
Ink and toner are the most expensive elements in any print job, but there are some
tricks that can help you conserve them. First,
print your drafts in economy mode. For example, open a document in Word and then
click File and Print. Click the Options button,
select the Draft Output checkbox, and then
click OK to save your changes. The pages will
print a bit lighter, but you’ll get more pages
printed from each ink or toner cartridge. You
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also can save on toner costs by buying refilled/remanufactured toner cartridges.
Also, don’t print drafts in color. Print photo
drafts in black (grayscale) using the black ink
cartridge only—remember to use the true black
cartridge; don’t mix colors to achieve black because doing so can use a tremendous amount of
color ink. This saves the ink in your color cartridges and only uses the black cartridge, which
is a little cheaper to replace and can more
readily be refilled by generic black ink refill kits.
Remember that refill kits aren’t perfect, and
you won’t get good results with every type of
ink cartridge. In many cases, you can only refill
a cartridge two to three times before it will have
to be discarded.
Should I store my ink cartridges in side or outside of the printer?
Ink printers provide a home location that
should cap the ink cartridges while the printer
is idle. This usually works well if the printer is
idle for several days or even several weeks. But if
you only use your printer on rare occasions, the
internal capping system might not keep the ink
from clogging the cartridges’ nozzles.
If you use the printer only a few times per
month and it appears to be working fine, you
don’t need to do anything differently.
However, if you notice an occasional missing
line or other artifacts in the print lines, try
running a short purge on the cartridges before you print. You can usually purge the ink
cartridges via your inkjet printer’s software.
This runs the nozzles for a short time and
clears most clogs.
If you find that the nozzles are clogging
routinely after a period of prolonged inactivity, consider removing the cartridges and
capping the nozzles yourself by covering the
ink cartridge in a small, snug cellophane
wrap. Don’t cover the nozzles in tape; the adhesive will come off and gum up the cartridge. Remember to store the cartridges
upright so that the nozzles will stay filled. ❙❙
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ACTION EDITOR
Are you having trouble
finding a product or
getting adequate service
from a manufacturer? If
so, we want to help solve
your problem. Send us
a description of the
product you’re seeking or
the problem you’re having
with customer service. In
billing disputes, include
relevant information
(such as account numbers
or screen names for online
services) and photocopies
of checks. Include your
phone number in case we
need to contact you.
Letters may be edited
for length and clarity;
volume prohibits
individual replies.

External Drives & HP Revisits
Installation Discs (Again)
When I recently plugged my 300GB HP Personal
Media Drive into the designated slot on my HP
Pavilion desktop computer, the computer
crashed and I smelled something burning. I
quickly turned off the computer and removed
the drive. When I rebooted the computer, it
appeared to work fine. I tried to access the
Personal Media Drive, but it didn’t work. I am a
professional photographer, and my livelihood is
saved on this drive. When I spoke to HP’s cus tomer support, I was told that my warranty had
expired, even though I knew I was still within
the three-year extended warranty I had pur chased. HP’s customer support told me that I
could send the drive in to get it replaced, but
because HP doesn’t offer data retrieval services,
I’d lose any chance of getting my data back. HP
also said that if I used a third-party data re trieval service to retrieve the data from my
damaged hard drive, that service would likely
have to open the drive’s case, which would
void the drive’s warranty and make it im possible to send the drive back to HP
for replacement.
Iris Meyer
Orlando, Fla.

Write to:
Action Editor
P.O. Box 85380
Lincoln, NE 68501-5380
Or send email to:
actioneditor@smart
computing.com
Or fax us at:
(402) 479-2104

After a quick call to our HP
contact, Iris got an almost immediate response. A representative at HP
verified that Iris was indeed still within her
warranty and offered to send a new Personal
Media Drive right away. He also offered to
allow Iris to consult with a third-party data retrieval service to see if she could get any of her
data back. Iris later learned that 95% of her
data was retrievable, but that the cost for the
service was an astonishing $2,610. Another HP
representative called and said that in addition
to the new drive, HP was sending $249 to help
defray some of the costs of the data retrieval
service. Although Iris was forced to pay a

majority of the bill, she was happy to have recovered so much of her work. ❙❙

HP Windows
Installation CDs

I

n the November 2006 issue of Smart
Computing, we ran a letter from a reader
who was requesting a Windows Installation
disc for his HP computer. When we called HP,
we were given an 800 number for ordering
the Windows XP installation CDs based on
the serial number of an HP notebook we had
in-house. In response, a number of Smart
Computing readers called the number expecting to be able to order the CDs, but in almost every case, readers were told that they
could not get a Windows installation disc.
We called HP back to get to the bottom
of the confusion. Prior to this year, HP had
different Recovery/Restore options for notebook and desktop computer users. HP claims
that it had never offered separate OS, driver,
and application CDs for consumer desktops.
These customers only had access to a
Recovery CD/DVD that consisted of the OS,
drivers, and applications on one or more
discs. Users can’t load just the OS using these
discs. In 2003, HP enabled customers to
create their own recovery discs in lieu of purchasing them from HP.
Prior to spring 2006, HP’s consumer notebooks shipped with separate OS, driver, and
application CDs. In the spring of 2006, HP
began shipping consumer notebooks with a
recovery partition that provides a backup
image already installed on the hard drive and
the ability to create recovery CDs.
If your hard drive is inaccessible and you
don’t have access to a Recovery CD/DVD,
you’ll need to order the discs. As long as your
HP PC is still supported, both notebook and
desktop PC customers can call (800) 4746836 to order the discs. ❙
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Avoid Phishing Nets
he other day, I discovered that I’d become an eBay
retailer. All of a sudden, I had 20 listings selling
knock-off designer sunglasses for unbelievably low
prices. The questions from buyers came rolling in. The bidding picked up pace. There was only
one problem: I didn’t have any sunglasses. And I didn’t know a thing
about the listings under my account.
As it turned out, my login was taken
over by a scam artist. And, as I found
out later, I was partly to blame. Here’s
how you can avoid getting caught in a
phishing net and sabotaging your own
online identities.
What is phishing? It’s a fancy name
for an old problem—fraud. Bad actors
on the Web often send mass emails pretending to be from well-known online
companies (retailers, auction sites,
credit card companies). They usually
communicate either a dire warning directing you to log on immediately and
confirm your account information or
some offer related to their “services” that require you to log
on. However, following their link takes you not to the real
Web site but to a cleverly reproduced facsimile set up to capture your information. Now the bad guys have your password,
Social Security number, or credit card information. The unpleasant things they can do with them are nearly endless.
Messing up your eBay account with fake sunglasses sales is actually letting you off easily. So how can you stay off the hook?

T

Don’t Click Links
Following links from emails that subsequently prompt
you for personal information is a formula for disaster. As
the nice eBay security rep gently prompted me to think
back, I realized that I had probably clicked several “outbid
notices” or “status updates” for items I’d been bidding on.
Fooled, no doubt, by impeccably mimicked graphics and
layout (spoofing eBay’s real notifications), I clicked through
and happily provided my username and password to view
auction results. And, of course, that’s when the trouble
began. How much longer would it have taken me to open
my browser independently and navigate directly to eBay
myself? A couple seconds, perhaps. How much headache
would I have saved? Start with that 45 minutes on hold
waiting to clear my account. I’ll let you do the math.

Check Everything
Pay close attention to all URLs, especially the main domain section (the xxx.com part). Had I paid more attention
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to where my profligate link-following was taking me, I
might have noticed the deception and avoided the hassle of
a frozen account and the embarrassment of being exposed
as a sucker. Always make sure you’re at the site you’re expecting when entering passwords,
email addresses, or financial information. Make sure you have a secure
connection (look for the little lock
icon in the bottom right area of
Internet Explorer) and don’t enter
anything if you’re in doubt. Start investigating if you’re somewhere that
doesn’t match what you think you’re
doing, and don’t be afraid to abandon
the endeavor and start over at what
you know to be a legitimate site.

Don’t Be Too Open
Never give up your name, password, or identifying information unless you’re certain you’re interacting
with a legitimate party and you initiated the conversation. Reputable online companies simply never—repeat, never—contact you
out of the blue to request your password, Social Security
number, or credit card information. ❙❙
BY

GREGORY ANDERSON

Keeping It Real Update

M

any thanks to all who wrote in to sympathize, share
stories, and provide recommendations for dealing
with Real Player’s quirks. The best advice I’ve had in a long
time came from a number of readers who suggested I check
out Real Alternative. The free program is a combination of
Media Player Classic bundled with codecs and plugins for
playing RealMedia files. I uninstalled Real Player first and
then downloaded Real Alternative from www.free-codecs
.com/download/Real_Alternative.htm. It works great with
my wife’s online courses and in other situations where I need
to play streaming RealMedia files. It isn’t a resource hog and
doesn’t install all kinds of other garbage. I’m happy to pass
on the recommendation for anyone struggling to keep Real
Player running reliably and in a restricted way. ❙
Gregory Anderson is a regular contributor to Smart Computing
and several other technology publications. He keeps a sharp eye (with
the help of thick glasses) on computing trends and enjoys working
with geeks of all stripes—most of the time. Reach Greg with your
phishing stories at gregory-anderson@smartcomputing.com.
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How To Get Rid Of . . .
ou didn’t intend to, but somehow you managed to download
malware onto your system. It can
happen to anyone, but how do you
get rid of it? If your computer has
ever been infected with a pesky
worm, virus, or other malicious intruder that you didn’t know what to
do about, check out our How To Get Rid Of . . . articles in the
SmartComputing.com Tech Support Center. You’ll find numerous articles on how to remove worms and viruses from
your system, as well as spyware, adware, and other nuisances.

Y

1 Log in to SmartComputing.com. Then, click the Tech Support
Center link on the home page.
2 Once in the Tech Support Center, scroll down to the Security
& Privacy section. Click the
How To Get Rid Of . . . link.
3 Click the link for the item
you are trying to remove.
You will then be taken to a
full article that provides a
description of the item
and tells you how to tell if
it’s on your PC and how to
eliminate it. Some articles
provide helpful links to
outside sources
(Symantec, Microsoft,
etc.) that can provide additional information on
solving your problem.
Check out these helpful
articles today!
Subscribers—make sure
to add these helpful How
To Get Rid Of . . . articles
to your Personal Library by
clicking the Add To My
Personal Library link in the
upper right of the article.
Simply log in, and when
you find an article you would like to keep, click the Add To
My Personal Library link at the top of the page. Create as
many folders as you like to keep your information organized
and accessible.

It’s winter, and that means
it’s cold and flu season.
After using the Tech
Support Center to rid your
computer of various nasty
programs, remember to take
care of yourself. Wash your hands
frequently, steer clear of contagious
people if at all possible, and regularly clean surfaces, including your computer desk, mouse, and keyboard, with
disinfectant.

Computer viruses certainly
aren’t the only things that
can leave you feeling buggy.
Every year, about a dozen
Japanese tourists need
some sort of psychological
treatment as a result of visiting France’s capital. Paris
Syndrome has caused a variety of afflictions—two
women thought their hotel
room had been bugged, and one man even thought he
was Louis XIV.

Some users panic when they come across a file they’re
unfamiliar with. Fearing a malware infection, they delete
the file and don’t give it a second thought until their
system starts to malfunction. Before taking this drastic
step, ask a knowledgeable friend or do some research of
your own so you know exactly what you’re dealing with.

An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure: The
Preventive & Regular
Maintenance section
of the Tech Support
Center is full of
quick, easy tips to
prolong the life of
your hardware.
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Blogging For Your Supper
y now, most of us are aware of Web logs, or blogs, as
they’re called. There are millions of them, covering
every imaginable topic: Internet-based public diaries
(let’s assume for the moment that “public diary”
is not an oxymoron) in which entries
are displayed in reverse chronological
order and in response to which
readers are encouraged to post comments. (And, for that matter, comments about the comments. Some
folks, unable to leave well enough
alone, then post comments about
the comments made on the comments, thus creating a recursive
flurry of words that immediately
makes me reach for either the aspirin or the bourbon, depending
on the time of day.)
Blogs turned out to be The Next
Big Thing, although many of us failed to
appreciate their potential impact, distracted
as we were by such significant technological advances as the GPS-enabled in-car video player (no
doubt helpful for drivers who, busy watching the latest
“Battlestar Galactica” DVD as they drive, neglect to keep
track of where they’re going); the explosive growth of “burst
mode”-equipped digital cameras (which, thankfully, enable
us to take truly dreadful pictures much faster than ever before); and a mind-numbing surfeit of Hello Kitty devices
ranging from digital cameras to the disturbingly adorable
Hello Kitty waffle maker. (I’m serious. There’s now a Hello
Kitty waffle maker. When Wrigley Field—and mark my
words, this will happen—becomes Hello Kitty Stadium, I’m
moving to the mountains to become a hermit.)
I like blogs, actually. I have one of my own, and my wife
has several. As were pen-and-ink journals before them, blogs
are an opportunity to speak to the world—or at least to
whichever parts of the world are interested enough to listen.
And even if no one reads a blog—and very few read mine—
at least the blogger has access to a convenient mechanism for
sorting through and then articulating his thoughts.
However, things are getting a bit out of hand, blog-wise.
There are now instances in which the proliferation of blogs is
having a deleterious effect on the very fabric of our society.
And by “deleterious effect,” I mean “delaying my dinner.”
Lesley, as I mentioned, has several blogs, including a book
blog, a gardening blog, and a cooking blog. Because her blogs
are well-written, often humorous, and always informative,
they have attracted many readers. Not that I’m jealous or
anything. (Lately, her book blog has been attracting fan letters from the authors of the books she reviews. Shouldn’t it

B
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be the other way around?) Lesley’s latest bloggish endeavor is
her cooking blog, and it’s full of great recipes and homey,
helpful notes about food preparation.
All of which was well and good, until my wife hit
upon the notion that her cooking blog should
include pictures of the dishes she was
preparing. Now, Lesley is a truly great
cook. She will spend hours carefully
crafting a delicious Chicken in
Tarragon Sauce, a scrumptiously
rich Scaloppini di Pollo, or a wonderfully hearty homemade macaroni and cheese. The smells waft
tantalizingly through the house as
the dinner hour draws near.
Meanwhile, I’m downstairs working. (And by “working,” I mean
“scouring the Internet for a righthand front turn signal assembly for a
1983 Honda 650 motorcycle.”)
Finally, the ship’s bell rings upstairs. It’s
time for dinner! But no, not really. It’s time to
take pictures of dinner. For her blog. We will spend the
next 20 minutes taking photographs, while my beautiful meal
cools and congeals. (“Honey,” she says sweetly, “Will you
hold this centerpiece? It clashes with the chicken and dumplings.”) Mmmm . . . chicken and dumplings. Delicious
chunks of fresh breast of chicken; rich, steamy broth replete
with potatoes, carrots, onions, and celery; soft, light, fluffy
dumplings; all of it daintily flecked with . . . uh, well, some
kind of green, leafy thing. One of my favorite winter meals.
I’m pretty sure it’s going to be delicious, but I don’t really
know because instead of eating, I’m standing hunched in the
corner (“Honey, you’re casting a shadow on the tablecloth.”),
watching The Photographer at work. I’m trying, desperately
vampire-like, not to cast a shadow. This is difficult and oddly
tiring. Who knew that being a vampire was such hard work?
Of course, I’d be a fool to complain about Lesley’s food
blog. It could be the best thing that’s ever happened to me,
gastronomically speaking. As opposed to her gardening
blog, an undertaking in which my participation seems to be
limited to lugging heavy bags of mulch around the yard
until she picks out a spot, seemingly at random, and points
to where the mulch should be dumped. Mmmmm . . .
mulch. Nah, see? I told you. It’s just not the same. ❙❙
BY

ROD SCHER

Rod Scher is a former software developer and a recovering English
teacher. He's also the publication editor of Smart Computing and
will no doubt continue in that position until such time as his boss
reads this column. Contact Rod at rod-scher@smartcomputing.com.

